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Abstract

Fe K-edge X-ray abso~tion spectroscopy (XAS) has been used to investigate the

electronic and geometric structure of the iron active site in non-heme iron enzymes. A

new theoretical extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) antiysis approach,

called GNXAS, has been tested on data for iron model complexes to evaluate the utility

and reliability of this new technique, especially with respect to the effects of multiple-

scattering. In addition, a detailed analysis of the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature has been

developed as a tool for investigating the oxidation state, spin state, and geometry of iron

sites. Edge and EMS analyses have then been applied to the study of non-heme iron

enzyme active sites.

GN~S and Its Application to Inorganic Iron Model Complexm. Gh%AS, a

recently developed integrated approach to the analysis of EXAFS data is presented in

detail. Using the GNXAS approach, it is possible to calculate dl the signals related to

two-, three- and four-atom correlation functions with the proper treatment of correlated

“distances and Debye-Wdler factors. The technique is particularly well-suited for the

analysis of multiple-scattering effec~ and thus allows for accurate determination of bond

distance and angular information of second and third neighbors. Herein the application of .

GNXAS to several chemical systems of known structure is reported. The reliability of

GNXAS was evaluated on both a well-ordered inorgtic complex, Fe(acac)3, as well as a

lower-symmetry coordination complex with mixed ligation, Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA]. The

total EXAFS signal generated by GNXAS matches closely the experimental data for both

complexes, especially when all the multiple-scattering contributions were included in the,

theoretical signal. First neighbor distances obtained from refinement using GNXAS, as

well as distances and angles for further neighbors, compared very well with

crystallographic values. The angle dependence of the Fe-C-N multiple-scattering

contribution in K3Fe(CN)6 was dso examined. The results indicate that GN~S can be

used to determine angles relatively accurately for Fe-C-N configurations with angles

greater than about 150°. These results establish the utility and reliability of the GNXAS

approach and provide a reliable means to determine additiond structural information

from EXAFS analysis of structures of chemical interest.

Angle Determination Using GN~S. The Fe-NT-O bond angle in a series of

{FeNO }7 complexes has been probed by EXAFS, utilizing the new theoretical data

analysis package, GhTXAS. Since it is possible with GhTXAS to calculate all the signals

related to two-, three-, and four-atom correlation functions with the proper treatment of

correlated distances and Debye-Wailer factors. the methodology is particularly

. . .
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well-suited for analysis of multiple-scattering effects and bond angle determination.

EXAFS data were obtained on a series of crystallographicd~ y<haractenzed {FeNO}7

inorganic complexes with varying Fe-N-O angles to examine the sensitivity of the

GNXAS fit to this angle. The compounds stutied were FeOMC)NO w~ch has ~ Fe-N-

0 bond angle of 177.5(5)0, Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0 which has an angle of 156(1)0 and

Fe(sden)NO which has a bond angle of 127(6)” at -175° C and 147(5)0 at 23° C. EXAFS

data for FeEDTA-NO (whose crystal structure has not been determined and thus the

angle is unhewn) were dso obtained and analyzed using GNXAS to determine the Fe-

N-O bond angle. Results are presented which indicate that it is possible to determine

whether the Fe-N-O unit is bent or linear, with the GNXAS analysis ting extremely

sensitive when the angle is betwtin 150° and 180°. Using this method the Fe-N-O angle

in FeEDTA-NO is found to be 156(5)0. The results of this study establish that EXAFS

analysis using GhWS can provide reliable angular information for small molecules

coordinated to transition metals with rather complex coordination environments. This

study thus provides the basis for the determination of the coordination geometry of

molecules like NO and 02 to metdoprotein active sites.

A Multiplet Analysk of the ls—>3d Pre-~ge Feature. h ths study, XAS Fe

K-edge data on high spin and low spin ferrous and ferric model complexes with v~ing

geometries, as well as binuclear complexes with varying oxidation sbte, geometry, and

bridging ligation, were collected in order establish a detailed understanding of the 1s—

>3d pre-edge feature and its sensitivity to the electronic and geometric structure of the

iron site. The energy splitting and intensity distribution of the pre-edge feature of these

complexes varied with spin state, oxidation state, geometry, and bridging ligation (in the

binuclear complexes). A methodology for interpreting the energy spliting and intensity

distribution of the 1s—>3d pre-edge features was developed for high spin ferrous and

ferric complexes in octahedrd, tetrahedral and square pyrtidd environments and low

spin ferrous and ferric complexes in octahedrd environments. h each case, the allowable

many-electron excited states were determined using Iigand field theory. The energies of

the excited states were calculated and comptied to the energy spliting in the 1s—>3d

pre-edge features and the relative intensities of transitions into the many-electron excited

states were obtained and compared to the intensity pattern of the pre-edge feature. The

effect of distorting the iron site to tetrahedral and square-pyrarnidd geometries was

analyzed. The contribution to the pre-edge intensity from both a quadruple and a dipole

(from 4p-3d mixing) intensity mechanism was determined for these distorted cases where

the amount of 4p mixing was experimentally detefined and compared to a theoretical

estimate of the amount of 4p fixing determined from density functional calculations.
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The results presented should further aid in the interpretation of the ls—>3dpre-edge

region for non-heme iron enzymes as the energy splitting and intensity pattern of the pre-

edge features are directly related to the oxidation state, spin state and geome~ of the iron

site.

Charactertiation of the Active Sites in Non-Heme Iron Enzymes. Edge and

EXAFS analyses have been used to characterize the active sites in several non-heme iron

enzymes. A detailed analysis of the intensity and splitting of the 1s—>3d pre-edge

feature allowed for determination of the oxidation state, spin state, and coordination

geometry of the iron active site. In addition, an EXAFS analysis provided accurate first

shell distances with information on the number and type of coordinating atoms. Not only

were the resting enzymes studied, but stable substrate and oxygen bound intermediates

were also investigated including the nitiic oxide derivatives of the ferrous active sites

which serve as reversible andogues of possible dioxygen intermediates.

As a probe of non-heme iron active sites, nitric oxide has been shown to react

with the ferrous state of many mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes and model

complexes to form an {FeNO ]7 complex which has a distinct S=3/2 ground state. An

edge analysis of the XAS data for three {FeNO }7 model complexes was used to

determine the oxidation state of the iron site in these iron-nitrosyl systems. The edge

results were used in combination with results from other spectroscopes and theoretical

methods to produce a new bonding description of the {FeNO }7 unit wtich involves high

spin ferric iron (S=5/2) antifenomagneticdly coupled to NO- (S= 1) to produce the S=3/2

ground state.

Bleomycin (BLM) is a glycopeptide antibiotic currently used in the treatment

against a variety of carcinomas and lymphomas due to its ability to selectively cleave

DNA. The geometric and electronic structure of high spin ferrous complexes of BLM

and the structural analog PMAH have been investigated by XAS edge and EXAFS

analyses. The XAS results have been used in combination with results from optical

abso~tion (Abs), magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), and resonance Raman (rR) studies

to define the electronic and geometric structure of the ferrous active site. The results

indicate that there is a short Fe-N bond which increases along the series solid

[Fe(H) PMA]+ > solution [Fe(~) PMA]+ > FeflI)BLM. The short bond is attributed to the

pyritidine ligand which is involved in pyrirnidine n-backbonding. This pyrirnidine

n-backbonding mediates the electron density localized on the Fe2+ center which

contributes to the unique chemistry of Fe(H)BLM relative to other non-heme iron sites.

Activated BLM is the first mononuclear non-heme iron oxygen intermediate

stable enough for detailed spectroscopic study. It has been postulated that activated BLM
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is an oxoferryl intermediate on the basis of its reactivity and analogy with cytochrome

P-450 chemistry. Ntematively, spectroscopic and model studies have indicated activated

BLM to have an Fe(~) -peroxide site. XAS has been used to directly probe the oxidation

and spin states of the iron in activated BLM and to determine if a short iron-oxo bond is

present, which would be characteristic of the oxo-fe~l spwies of heme iron. Both the

pre-edge and edge regions of the Fe K-edge spectra indicate that activated BLM is a low

spin ferric complex. The pre-edge intensity of activated BLM is dso similar to that of

low spin ferric BLM and does not show the intensity enhancement which would be

present if there were a short Fe-O bond. Furthermore, bond distances obtained from

EXAFS are similar to those in low spin Fe(~)BLM and show no evidence for a short

iron-oxo bond. These data indicate that activated BLM is a peroxy-low spin femic

complex and suggest that such an intermediate may play an important role in activating

02 for further chemistry in the catiytic cycles of mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes.

Lipoxygenases (LOS) are non-heme iron enzymes which catalyze the reaction of

dioxygen with cis, cis- 1,4-pentadiene containing fatty acids to form hydroperoxide

‘products, which in mammals are the precursors to the inflammation and immunity

mediating compounds lipoxins and leukotrienes. Recent X-ray crystal structures of

ferrous soybean Iipoxygenase - 1 (SLO- 1) offer two different descriptions of the active

site: one four-coordinate and one five- or six-coordinate. N’ear infrared (NR) circular

and magnetic circular dichroism (CD~CD) and variable temperature, variable field

(VTVH) MCD have been used to study SLO- 1 in solution which is found to exist as a

40/6070 mixture of five- and six-coordinate fores, respectively. An XAS edge and

pre-edge analysis also shows that the mammalian 15-LOS and SLO- 1 in glycerol are

six-coordinate. This is consistent with the EXAFS results of SLO- 1 in glycerol which

show the iron active site to have 5 i 1 N/O at -2.16 ~. VTVH MCD data on the

six-coordinate sites show that the mammalian and soybean enzymes have very different

ground state splittings, indicative of differences in n bonding interactions with the ligand

set. These differences in ferrous site coordination in solution md ground state splittings

are attributed to the substitution of a stronger histidine ligand in the mamrndian 15-LOS

for an asparagine in SLO- 1.

Phenyldanine hydroxylase (PAH) is involved in the metabolism of phenyldanine

and its dysfunction is responsible for the genetic disorder phenylketonuria which is

characterized by irreversible, progressive brain damage. A transition between the resting

low affinity state (the “T” state) and the high affinity state (the “R” state) is required for

the enzyme to achieve catalytic competence where phenyldanine binds to an dlosteric

effecter site (as distinguished from the active site phenyldanine binding site). XAS was
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used to define the geometric and electronic structure of the non-heme iron active site of

Fe(H)PAHR, Fe(II)PAHT, Fe(III)PAHR, and Fe(HI)PAHT.- The edge and pre-edge

features for the four forms of PAH studied indicate that the iron site is six-coordinate.

The fits to the EXAFS data for dl four forms of the protein give ligand distances typical

of six-coordinate iron model complexes with oxygen and nitrogen ligation. There were

subtle differences in the EXAFS fits to the data of Fe(H)PAHR vs. Fe(~PAHT. The

differences seen in the EXAFS data of Fe(II)PAHR and Fe(II)PAHT can either be

attributed to changes caused by phenyldanine in the active site or by the activation

process (i.e. phenyldanine in the dlosteric site). Further studies need to be done to sort

out the effects of phenyldanine in the active site vs. the dlosteric site.

Protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase (PCD), one of the most well-studied intradiol

dioxygenases, catalyzes the intradiol cleavage of protocatechuic acid to produce

~-carboxy-cis,cis-muconic acid. It is clear from previous studies that the native intradiol

dioxygenases have a high spin ferric active site and that the enzyme mechanism involves

initial substrate binding followed by 02 attack. Herein XAS studies on Fe(II)PCD,

Fe(HI)PCD, Fe(~)PCD + 3,4 dihydroxybenzoic acid @e(~)PCA), and FePCD-NO are

reported. The XAS edge and pre-edge features of Fe(E)PCD indicate that the iron active

site is six-coordinate with an EXAFS analysis showing hose hgmds to be oxygens and

nitrogens. The iron active site of both Fe(~)PCD and Fe(IH)PCA appear to be

five-coordinate as the pre-edge and edge features are similar to those of five-coordinate

ferric complexes. An analysis of the EXAFS data for Fe(~)PCD shows 0~ ligands at

1.92 ~ and 2.12 ~. The EXAFS of Fe(~)PCA could not be well simulated without a

longer 0~ contribution at 2.47 ~ in addition to contributions at 1.97 and 2.10 ~. The

edge ~d pre-edge resultsfor FepcD-No indicate that the iron atom is in the ferric

oxidation state with the rising edge of FePCD-NO being at lower energy than that of

Fe(IH)PCD due to the hig~y cov~ent nature of the Fe(~) -RTO- bond. An an~ysis of the

pre-edge intensity for FePCD-NO predicts that the tion site is five-coor&nate with a bent

Fe-N-O unit. FePCD-NO having a bent Fe-N-O unit is dso supported by a GNXAS

analysis of the EXAFS data of FePCD-NO. h addition the EXAFS data of FePCD-NO

~,ere fit well with 1 ON at 1.8g ~, 4 ON at 2.11 ~, ~d 1 ON at 2.45 ~. The shofier

distance is attributed to the Fe-N(0) bond distance. An Fe-N(O) distance of 1.89 ~ is

much longer than previously observed Fe-N(0) distances for {FehTO}7 model complexes.

The nature of the longer Fe-N(0) bond in FePCD-NO needs to be further investigated

keeping in mind that tyrosinate— >Fe(IH) charge donation may limit the ability of hTO- to

donate electron density to the ferric site, thereby weakening the Fe-N(0) interaction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Mononuclear Non-Heme Iron Enzymes
and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy



1.1. Scope and Organization of this Dissertation

This dissertation focuses on the use of Fe K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy

(XAS) as a tool in defining the geometric and electronic struc~e of the iron active sites

in mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes. Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to

mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes, in particular putting these types of enzymes into

functional context with classes of iron proteins. In addition, Chapter 1 contains a brief

overview of X-ray absorption spectroscopy, including the information content of both the

edge and extended X-ray absorption fine structure @XAFS) regions. b the course of the

last five years, several studies on inorgtic iron model complexes have been completed in

order to redefine the information content available in the edge and EXAFS regions.

These studies are presented in Chapters 2,3, and 4. Chapter 2 describes the methodology

of a new multiple-scattering approach to EXAFS analysis, called GNXAS, and the

application of this approach to iron model complexes. GNXAS was dso used to obtain

angular information for {FeNO }7 model complexes (presented in Chapter 3). k Chapter

4, a multiplet analysis of Fe K-edge pre-edge features for iron model complexes of

varying oxidation states, spin states, and geometries is presented.

Chapter 5 describes XAS edge and EXAFS studies of the active sites of

mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes and {FeNO }7 complexes. An overview of the

reactions catalyzed by these enzymes, as well as a review of previous structural and

mechanistic studies, is given in the first section. The following sections contain the

results from individual studies of {FeNO} 7 complexes, ferrous bleomycin, acti~’ated

bleomycin, Iipoxygenase, phenylalanine hydroxylase, and protocatechuate

3,4-dioxygenase. Each of these sections are divided into parts with an introduction to the

enzyme studied, results and analysis of the XAS edge and EXAFS, and a discussion

relating the XAS results to those of previous studies. Complementary electron

paramagnetic resonance, magnetic circular dichroism, resonance Raman, and optical

absorption studies were frequently performed on these enzymes in conjunction with the

XAS studies by members of Prof. Ed Solomon’s research group. In such cases, the

results of the other spectroscopes are discussed for each enzyme in order obtain a more

detailed description of the iron active site.
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1.2. Mononuclear Non-Heme Iron Enz~es

Metals are commonly found as natural constituents of proteins and nature has

learned to use the special propefiies of metal ions to perform a wide variety of specific

finctions associated with life processes. fion is the most abundant transition metal in the

Earth’s crust and is essential for dl plants, animals, and bacteria (with the exception of

hctobacillus and some strains of Bacillus). ] fion can be found in several oxidation

states with Fe*+ and Fe 3+ being the most common. The iron can be high spin or low spin

in each of these oxidation states depending on the ligmd environment. kon is usually

complexed to four, five, or six ligands. Different iron coordination environments alter

the reactivity of the iron allowing for a large diversity in protein function. Due to its

abundance and versatility, iron is distributed into a variety of proteins with varying

biological functions: iron transport, electron transfer, oxygen binding, oxygen activation,

and multi-electron reduction. fion-containing proteins can be classified, based upon the

coordination of the iron active site, into heme, iron-sulfur, md non-heme sub-groups.

The most studied class of iron-containing enzymes are the heme proteins. These

systems are responsible for oxygen binding, oxygen activation, and multi-electron

reduction and include such examples as: hemoglobin, cytochrome P450, prostaglandin

2 Hemoglobin is involved in respiration bysynthase, cytocbome oxidase, and catalase.

reversibly binding oxygen in the lungs and transporting it to cells throughout the body.

Prostaglandin synthase is a dioxygenase that catalyzes the cyclooxygenase reaction where

3 Cytochrome P450 activatestwo dioxygen molecules are inserted into arachidonic acid.

dioxygen for monooxygenase chemistry and is thought to involve an oxo-ferryl

intermediate, which is believed to be responsible for the oxygen transfer chernist~.~

Cytochrome oxidase acts as a proton pump across cell membranes requiring four electron

5’6 Catdase catalyzesreduction from cytochrome c to reduce molecular oxygen to water.

the disputation of the toxic peroxide byproduct to oxygen and water in the cells of nearly

dl aerobic organisms. Interestingly enough, dl these heme proteins involve the same

knd of cofactor in their active site, an iron porphyrin, and a common iron axi~ irnidazole

from a histidine residue (except for cytochrome P-450). However, because of a very

different structure of the protein and distd environment of the heme, they have clearly

different roles an~or catalyze different reactions.

There is another class of proteins which contains iron-sulfur clusters that are

7 Rubredoxin is an electron transfer proteininvolved in electron transfer and storage.

which contains one iron tetrahedrally coordinated to four cysteine sulfurs. Electron

storage is accomplished by [2Fe-2S] plant ferredoxins, in which the two iron atoms are
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tetrahedrdly coordinated to four sulfur atoms (two bridging sulfides and two cysteine

sulfurs). Rieske centers dso perform electron storage, however, they differ from the

plant ferredoxins in that one of the two tetrahedrdly coordinated irons is ligated to two

histidine nitrogens. [4Fe4S] ferredoxins are low molecular weight proteins wtich are

also involved in oxidatiotireduction reactions in substrate metabolism and have a

distorted cubane geometry. fion-sulfur clusters are dso found in complex iron-sulfur

proteins,8 such as nitrogenases which are the enzymes responsible for the biological

fixation of atmospheric dinitrogen to ammonia. g Whereas most iron-sulfur clusters, even

when they are found in association with enzyme activities, play essentially the role of

electron transport, at least one case is known where an iron-sulfur protein catalyzes a

chemical reaction. This is aconitase, which transforms citrate to isocitrate in the Keb’s

cycle, catalyzing successive reactions of dehydration and dehydration. When purified

aerobically from beef heart rnitochondria, aconitase is obmined in an inactive [3Fe-4S]

form which can be activated with Fe2+ under reducing conditions to give a [4Fe-4S]

cluster.8

It is important to realize that there are dso large number of non-heme iron

enzymes which perform reactions similar to those of the heme enzymes involving oxygen

binding, oxygen activation, four-electron reduction, and disproportionation. The

non-heme iron enzymes can be subdik’ided into binuclear and mononuclear classes. For

the binuclear proteins, the nature of the oxo or hydroxy bridge appears to play a key role

in the catalytic mechanisms. 10’11 Hemerythrin is an oxygen carrier protein analogous to

hemoglobin, methane monooxygenase catalyzes the conversion of methane to methanol,

and ribonucleotide reductase reduces nbonucleotides to deoxyribonucleotide in the first

committed step in DNA synthesis. Finally, the mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes,

which are the focus of this dissertation, are an extensive class of iron proteins which do

not have the dominant structural features of the above proteins (the heme Iigand, iron-

sulfur bonds, or oxo bridges) and are thus the least well understood. Several recent

reviews describe in detail the current understanding of the structure and mechanistic

function of these non-heme iron enzymes. 12-15

Mononuclem iron enzymes are involved in a variety of important biological

functions requiring dioxygen. These enzymes are classified according to the types of

reactions catalyzed: disputation, oxidation, monooxygenation, dioxygenation.

hydroperoxidation, and DNA cleavage. The dioxygenases may be further subdivided into

extra- and intradiol dioxygenases, cis-dihydroxylas es, and pterin - and

a-ketoglutarate-dependent hydroxylases. The latter two systems incorporate one oxygen

atom from dioxygen into substrate and one into the organic cofactor and are thus formally
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dioxygenases. Specific enzyme reactions from each class are given in Table 5.1 in

Chapter 5. Briefly, iron superoxide dismutase is one of tiee superoxide dismutases that

catalyze the disputation of superoxide ions to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. 16

Isopenicillin N synthase is an oxidase which is unusual in that it catalyzes the

four-electron oxidative double ring closure of its substrate which is Ihe key step in the

biosynthesis of penicillins. 17 The hydroxylation of fatty acids and dkanes and the

epoxidation of alkenes using molecular oxygen are catalyzed by ohydroxylase. 18

Several different types of dioxygenases are involved in the bacterial degradation of

aromatic rings. The find Mg cleavage in the degradation of aromatic rings (breakdown

of a catechol) is catalyzed by the extra- and intradiol dioxygenases (e. g., catechol

2,3-dioxygenase and protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase, respectively) which exhibit

fundamental differences in structure and reactivity. 13’19 fior to this reaction, conversion

of an inactivated aromatic to the cis-dihydrodiol is required and is catalyzed by the cis-

20 Phenyldtine hydroxylase,dihydroxylase phthdate dioxygenase and related enzymes.

one of the three pterin-dependent hydroxylases, catalyzes the hydroxylation of

21 A deficiency in this emyme is responsible for the geneticphenylalanine to tyrosine.

disorder phenylketonuria that is associated with severe mental retardation. Clavtinate

synthase is an u -ketoglutarate-dependent hydroxylase which catalyzes the key

biosynthetic ring closure step in the formation of clavulanic acid, a potent ~-lactarnase -

inhibitor 22 This type of inhibitor is important since bacterial resistance to penicillin

antibiotics is largely due to the hydrolytic activity of the ~-lactamase enzymes. The

lipoxygenases catalyze the hydroperoxidation of cis,cis- 1,4-pentadiene-containing fatty

acids. Mammalian lipoxygenases catalyze the conversion of arachidonic acid to

leukotrienes, which mediate hypersensitivity and inflammation, and lipoxins, which

23 Bleomycin is a non-heme iron glycopeptide that reversiblyinhibit cellular immunity.

binds and activates oxygen for hydrogen atom abstraction which is similar to heme

24>25 but involves a different oxygen intermediate.chemistry (cytochrome P-450)

Bleomycin is used as an anti-cancer agent due to its ability to selectively cleave DNA.

More detailed mechanistic and structural information for these e~ymes is presented in

Chapter 5.

Both ferrous and ferric oxidation states have been detefined to be involved in

catalysis for the different mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes, and substrate- and

oxygen-bound intermediates have been observed for several of these emymes. Much less

is known about the active sites in these enzymes relative to heme systems as the

non-heme iron centers are less spectroscopically accessible paflicularly in the ferrous

oxidation state. This is due to the fact that non-heme ferrous active sites are general]}



high spin S=2 non-Krarners systems and, therefore, do not have an EPR signal. Also,

these non-heme ferrous active sites do not have ligand-to-meti charge transfer transitions

in a spectroscopically accessible region. For high spin ferric systems the d—>d

transitions, which are powerful probes of active site geometric and electronic structure,

are spin forbidden. Only ligand—>metal charge transfer transitions are observed.

Fortunately, X-ray absorption spectroscopy is ideally suited for studying dilute metal

proteins and the information obtainable from the iron active site is not dependent on the

oxidation state or spin state of the iron as in other spectroscopes.

1S. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

1.3.1. General Background

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) involves the measurement of the absorption

26 A typical X-ray absorption spectrum (Figurecoefficient, ~, as a function of energy.

.1. 1) exhibits a decreasing abso~tion as the photon energy is increased with a sharp

discontinuity, called an absorption edge, superimposed on the smooth background. An

abso~tion edge occurs when the incident photon has sufficient energy to promote a core

electron to unoccupied valence orbitals or to the continuum. Thus, the edge occurs at a -

characteristic threshold energy which is specific to the absorbing atom. Edges are named

according to the Bohr atomic level from which the photoionized electron originates.

Hence, a K-edge refers to the ionization of a 1s electron, a L 1 edge to the ionization of a

2s electron, etc. The data in this dissertation were measured at the Fe K-edge where the

ionization of a 1s electron requires -7130 eV.

XAS spectra can be divided into several regions @igure 1.1). b the pre-edge and

edge region the incident energy is below the ionization threshold. This region contains

transitions from core levels to unoccupied or pmidly occupied atomic and molecular

orbitals localized on the absorbing atom, as well as to localized and delocalized

continuum levels .27 These features occur below or are superimposed on the rising edge.

Throughout this dissertation, features which are at energies well-separated from the onset

of the edge will be referred to m pre-edge features, while those transitions which actually

overlap the rising edge intensity will be called edge or rising-edge features. At X-ray

energies above the threshold for ionization, electrons are promoted into the continuum.

The oscillations in this region are known as extended X-ray absorption fine structure

EXAFS) and result

the absorbing atom

from interference between the photoelectron wave propagating from

and the wave back scattered by neighboring atoms. 28 There is an

6
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increase in the absorption if the scattered wave is in phase with the outgoing

photoelectron wave, or a decrease in the absorption if the scattered wave is out of phase

with the outgoing photoelectron wave.

Athough edge structure and EXAFS have different physical origins, they conttin

complementary information about the absorbing atom and its envtionment. Absorption

features in the pre-edge and edge regions are sensitive to the local electronic and

geometric environment of the absorbing atom. Analysis of the position and relative

intensities of the absorption edge features can reveal details about the absorbing atom’s

site symetry, oxidation state, and the nature of the surrounding ligands. bterpretation

of the phase, amplitude, and frequency of the EXAFS oscillations can provide

information about the type, number, and distances of the atoms in the vicinity of the

absorber. XAS is idedly suited for studying the local electronic and geometric structure

of metal active sites in me~oproteins. With the advent of synchrotron radiation sources,

which provide X-ray fluxes many orders of magnitude higher than those previously

obtainable with conventional X-ray tubes, XAS data can be collected on very dilute

metalloproteins in a reasonable amount of time. Since XAS does not depend on

long-range order, samples in any physical state can be studied. Even without long-range

order, EXAFS provides very detailed metrical information about the local environment of

the absorber (within -4 ~ of the absorber). hteratornic distances can be determined with -

an accuracy typically of H.02 ~ or better with the accuracy in coordination numbers

being about 2570.29

1.3.2. Experimental Considerations

The design of a basic X-ray absorption experiment is presented in Figure 1.2.

Synchrotron radiation provides a polychromatic source of X-ray energies. The X-ray

beam, which is hig~y vertically collimated, is further defined vertically and horizontally

by a pair of slits and then energy resolved with a double-crystal monochromators. After

passing through a set of tantalum slits that tinirnize scatter, the incident intensity is

measured with a gas-filled ionization chamber (nitrogen is used at the Fe K-edge ). There

are two basic configurations for a standard XAS experiment: transmission and

fluorescence. Transmission mode is used for concentrated samples, such as solid model

complexes, where the absorption of the sample is determined by measuring the X-raj

intensity before and after the sample using ionization chambers (10 and 11 in Figure 1.2).

Fluorescence mode is used for dilute samples, where the fluorescence signal emitted as

the excited nucleus relaxes after photoionization is measured at 90° from the incident

8
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X-ray beam (FF in Figure 1.2). In both configurations, the transmitted or fluorescence

intensity is ratioed by the incident intensity to correct for any X--ray beam instabilities and

for the continuous decay of intensity with decreasing ring current. Intemd energy

calibration for each scan is achieved by placing an Fe foil after 11 followed by a third

ionization chamber, 12. Thus, the transmitted intensity of the Fe foil is measured

simultaneously with that of the sample.

A primary consideration in XAS data collection is the energy resolution of the

experiment. For a given monochromators, the resolution is contro~ed through the use of

the defining slits placed before the monochromators and the choice of monochromators

crystals. For the experiments in this dissertation, the slits were set to optimize the

spectral resolution at a vertical height of 1 mm (unless otherwise stated). By defining the

vertical height of the beam to be 1 mm, the experimental resolution is detetined by the

intrinsic resolution of the monocbomator and the core-hole lifetime of the absorber. 30

The resolution is also, in principle, affected by mirrors in the opticti path of the beam.

The experiments described herein were performed on beam lines where no mirrors were

present or were used in such a way that the degradation of resolution did not occur. At

the Fe K-edge, using 1 mm pre-monochromator defining slits and a Si(220)

30 A more detailed ~double-crystal monochromators, the resolution is about 1.4 eV.

discussion of d] the factors to be considered in XAS data collection can be found in

references 30-33.

1.3.3. Edge Theory and Analysis

Edge structure consists of absorption bands superimposed on the steeply rising

continuum absorption caused by transitions of core electrons to discrete bound valence

levels. The bound state transitions in the pre-edge and edge region can be interpreted

using the X-ray absorption cross-section, o, given in equation 1.1,34

(1.1)

where c is a constant, d is the transition moment operator, and Qf and @~are the find and

initial state wavefunctions, respectively. Pre-edge and edge features are governed

primarily by electric dipole selection rules (A/ = Al ). The intensity of these features,

then, is related to the density of the final states of the appropriate symmetry which have

measurable overlap with the initial state wavefunction. Based on a dipole-coupling

mechanism, the features in a K-edge spectrum reflect transitions from a core 1s orbital to

p-type find states.

10



XAS spectra of first row transition metal complexes typically have a weak

35 This was attributed to the 1s—>3dpre-edge feature -10 eV below the rising edge.

transition, as spectra of Zn2+ (a 3d10 system) do not have this feature. 36 The 1s—>3d

transition is electric dipole forbidden, however, it gains intensity through an allowed

quadruple mechanism and by 4p mixing into the 3d orbitals due to a

noncentrosymmetric iron site. An Fe K-edge spectrum typically has a very weak

pre-edge feature at -7112 eV due to the ls—>3d transition (Figure 1.1). It has been

observed that the intensity of this feature increases with decreasing coordination

number.37’38 Decreasing the coordination number distorts the iron site, allowing for 4p

mixing into the 3d orbitals, which increases the intensity of the pre-edge feature. A

detailed analysis of the energy splittings and intensity pattern of the 1s—>3d pre-edge

feature can give information on the spin state, oxidation state, and geometry of the iron

site (see Chapter 4).

The abrupt increase in the absorption coefficient at -7125 eV in an Fe K-edge

spectrum is attributed to the electric dipole allowed 1s—~p transition (Figure 1.1). The

energy of the rising edge is dependent on the effective nuclear charge of the

iron. 35-37$39-41 An atom with a higher effective nuclear charge has a deeper core level

and, thus, a higher photon energy is need to ionize the core electron. On this basis, the

position of the edge can be related to the oxidation state of the iron, to a first “

approximation. Further, for complexes of the same oxidation state, variations in edge

energies can be related to differences in the covdency of the ligands. However, one must

keep in mind that there are numerous factors that influence the effective nuclear charge

including the formal oxidation state of the metal and the number md type of coordinating

ligands.

1.3.4. EX4FS ~eory and Analysis

1.3.4.1. Information Obtainable from E~FS. EXAFS spectroscopy is an

invaluable technique for investigating the local coordination environment of specific

atomic species in systems ranging from metdloproteins 31’42 to catalysts. 43,44 The

method is sensitive to short-range order (distances typically within about 4-5 ~ of the

absorber) and provides information on: 1) the distances to a neighboring atom, 2) the

numbers of neighboring atoms, and 3) the types of neighboring atoms. EXAFS has the

advantages of focusing on particular atoms and of being applicable to any physical state,

including liquid or frozen solutions and amorphous solids. Howe~’er. the analysis of

EX~S data requires accurately known experimental or theoretical paimise phase and

11



amplitude functions. Experimental standards have been widely used to extract reliable

amplitude and phase functions and used with success to obtain structural information

from EXAFS data, p~icularly for nearest neighbors. 29,31,32 ~tematively, reliable

theoretical phases and amplitudes have recently become available that enable more

information, including angular distribution, to be obtained from EXAFS andysis.45-50

The empirical data-analysis technique2g’3 1132 involves the use of phase and

amplitude parameters which have been extracted from the EXAFS data of a suitable

model complex. The empirical technique allows for the determination of fnst neighbor

distances with high accuracy (typically * 0.02 ~) but determines with less accuracy the

coordination number (one atom in 4 or 5) and the identity of the ligating atoms (not

differentiating * 1 or 2 in Z). The empirical approach is of questionable utihty for atoms

beyond -3 ~ because of phase and amplitude transferability problems. A break down of

the phase and mplitude transferability occurs because of intervening atoms that give rise

to multiple-scattering (MS) signals. These MS signals can contribute significandy to the

total EXAFS signal and very often interfere with the single-scattering (SS) signal.

Moreover, it can be difficult to obtain suitable models for extraction of reliable empirical

amplitudes and phases. As a result of these limitations, determination of distances

beyond the first coordination shell and of bond angles has been difficult using

empirically-derived phase and amplitude parameters.

The alternative to the empirical data-analysis technique is the theoretical

technique, 45-50 where the phase and amplitude functions are calculated theoretically.

Thus, the reliability of the result is determined by the accuracy of the theory. In this

approach, an expected theoretical signal is calculated assuming a structural model for the

system under study. The resulting signal is then fit to the experimental data, varying

structural and non-structural parameters until a minimum of a selected reliability function

is reached. The quality of the fit is determined by visurd inspection of EXAFS and

Fourier transform (~) residuds. The theoretical approach is advantageous to the

empirical approach in that MS contributions can be modeled and, therefore, bond distance

and bond angle information from distant shells of atoms can be determined. Also a

theoretical approach is not dependent upon obtaining suitable model compounds to

exwact phase and amplitude parameters.

1.3.4.2. Single-Scattering Process. This section includes a brief theoretical

description of the single-scattering process along with the type of information that can be

obtained from a single-scattering analysis. EXAFS results from the interference between

the outgoing photoelectron wave from

from surrounding atoms (Figure 1.3).

the photoabsorber with the backscattered waves

The interference generated by each surrounding
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(scattering) atom contributes a damped sine wave to the overall EXAFS spectrum, where

each sine wave can be described by three measurable quantities: frequency, amplitude,

and phase. These three observable contain structural information about the nature and

location of the scattering atom. The frequency of the sine wave is a measure of the

distance between the absorbing atom and the scattering atom, the amplitude of the sine

wave is a measure of the number of scattering atoms, and the phase of the sine wave is

indicative of the identity of the scattering atom.

EXAFS, denoted here by ~, is the relative modulation of the absorption

coefficient, M, of a particular atom compared to the smooth background absorption

coefficient, p~, normalized by the absorption coefficient ~ that would be observed for

the free atom. Thus, as defined in reference 51,

~_ P–Ps_—
P.

Since pS z PO, the EXAFS may dtematively be defined by x = @ - pojj~

It is now conventional to plot x versus the photoelectron wave vector, k,

‘=[(:)(E-Eo)r

(1.2)

or @ - ~J)/p~.

(1.3)

where E~ is the threshold energy for liberation of a photoelectron wave.

The complete mathematic~ derivation of the single-scattering EXAFS equation is .

51 and 52 The resultant theoretical single-scattering expressionpresented in references

for x is given by:

where a description of the variables is given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Description of the Variables in the Single-Scattering Expression for X.

symbol units definition

Ns the number of atoms in a shell

f~(n,k)l ‘:: the inherent backscattering amplitude for this type of

scattering atom

Rax A the distance between the absorbing atom and the

scattering atom

af A the mean free path for inelastic scattering of the

photoelectron

Ga~2 ~2 the rms deviation of Ra~ (exp(-20m2k2) is referred to as

the Debye-Wdler factor)

~a~(k) ‘-- the inherent backscattering phase shift for this absorbing

atotiscattering atom combination

14



Equation 1.4 expresses the EXAFS, ~(k), as a sum of damped sine waves with

each term within the summation consisting of an amplitude term, an exponential damping

term (Debye-Wailer factor) and a sine function to describe the (quasi-periodic) behavior

of the EXAFS. The EXAFS for any absorbing atotiscattering atom pair can be

represented a damped sine wave with the amplitude

([N~f~(~,k)lexP( -2~a~2k2)exp(-Ra~fi~)] /[k(R=s2)]), frequency (2Ras), and phase shift

(aa~(k)) characteristic of the atoms involved. The Rm-2 dependence mkes the EXAFS

of long-distance shells much weaker than that from nearby atoms. Thus, only atoms

within a radius of -4-5 ~ of the absorbing atom contribute significant scattering to the

EXAFS. This fall-off of EXAFS amplitude at high Ra~ dso has a contribution from

inelastic losses of the photoelectron which ae more serious for longer distances. This is

usually treated by defining a mean free path for the photoelectron, Af, and incorporating

the exp(-Ra~/~ ) term in the equation. Within a shell of scattering atoms, there is some

variation in Ra~, which may be static (a spread in the a-s distances from stmctural

distortion or site heterogeneity) or dynamic (due to a stretching vibration in the a-s

bond). This variation leads to a damping of the EXAFS oscillations which is physically

described by om2, a root-mean-square (rms) deviation in the distance Ra~. The

vibrational portion of aa~2 has a characteristic temperature dependence. It should be

noted that the derivation of this expression for ~1>52 involves a number of -

approximations that break down at low k values, i.e. close to the absorption edge.

Therefore, most plane wave single-scattering EXAFS analyses only use the data for

k>4 ~-1.

EXAFS data analysis requires accurately known experimental or theoretical

absorber/scatterer pair phase and amplitude parameters, ~~(z,k)l and aa<k), respectively.

To obtain distances from EXAFS data it is necessary to know the phase shift am(k).

Empirical methods for obtaining phase shifts involve the fitting the EX~S of a known

structure with sin[2kRa~ + ~m(k)]. Typically, ~a~(k) is parameterized as a quadratic

function, w + a lk + a2k2, where each of these parameters are optimized in the fitting of

the EXAFS of a structure with known Ra~.29’31’32 The phase shift paarneters are then

fixed, and the EXAFS of an unhewn structure is fit by vqing R=~, In a large number

of cases this procedure has been shown to yield distances with an accuracy better than

0.03 ~. Mtematively, aa(k) can be calculated from first principles.53 As can be seen in

equation 1.4, the EXAFS amplitude depends on the number of scatterers, Ns, as well as

2 Since Ra~ is obtained from the frequency of the EXAFS and kRa$, k, ~~(z,k)l, and aa~ .

is hewn, calculation of the

0=~2 are known. The two

number of scatterers from EXAFS is possible if ~~(z,k)l and

approaches towards EXAFS amplitude have been: 1) to

15



parametenze ~~(n,k)l and exp(-2~a~2k~) together and neglect vtiations in thermal motion

in the fits 29,31,32 or 2) to use theoretical values for ~~(n,k)l and to vary both the

Debye-Wdler factor and the number of scatterers.~

1.3.4.3. Multiple-Scattering Process. Thus far only the plane wave

single-scattering theory of EXAFS has been discussed. This treatment ignores the

possibility that the photoelectron might encounter two (or more) scattering atoms in its

“round trip” back to the photoabsorber, as seen in Figure 1.4. A proper analysis of such

multiple-scattering processes would enable meticd information to be obtined on second

and third shell neighbors. Of particular interest would be the ability to obtain angular

information. Multiple-scattering processes cannot by studied with the traditional

empirical data analysis approach since the MS effects are incorporated within the

empirical parameter approach in such a way that the phase and amplitude pmameters

reflect the exact geometry of the model compound and cannot be transferred to an

unknown of different geometry. Thus, there has been concentrated effort in the last

fifteen years to obtain an accurate theoreticti approach, so that the multiple-scattering

processes can be analyzed properly and exploited.

Multiple-scattering effects in EXAFS can become especially important when

atoms are arranged in an approximately collinear array (A-B-C angle > 1500). b such -

cases, the outgoing photoelectron is strongly forward scattered by the intervening atom,

resulting in significant amplitude enhancement. This effect was first observed when

theoretical calculations of EXAFS were compared with measurements on copper

metal. 52’55 The obsewed amplitude of the scattered wave for the fourth copper shell was

l~ger than the amplitude calculated from single-scattering theory, and the observed phase

shift was off by approximately n from the calculated phase shift. These discrepancies

were explained as an effect of first-shell atoms that intervene directly in the absorber-to-

scatterer path to the fourth-shell atoms in the face-centered cubic lattice. Rather than

occluding the EXAFS from the fourth-shell atoms as might have been expected, the

intervening atoms actually accentuate the EXAFS of the shadowed atoms by enhanced

forward scattering of both the outgoing and backscattered photoelectron waves. These

MS effects also cause additiond phase shifts. Multiple-scattering effects have dso been

observed in many inorganic n-acceptor complexes, where di- or triatomic ligands (e.g.

CO, CN-, NCS-) are linearly bound to the absorbing transition metal.31$56-59 For

example, in [Mo(NCS)6]3- the amplitude of the carbons and sulfurs of the isothiocyanate

ligands are distinctly enhanced in the Fourier transfom spectrum.29 In the case of

Mo(CO)6 the amplitude of the oxygen shell is even larger than that of the carbon shell in

dramatic contrast to the “normal” l/Ra~2 fdloff in the EXAFS amplitude.29

16



Figure 1.4. A multiple-scattering pathway for a photoelectron generated by X-ray

absorption by atom A in the presence of two scattefig atoms, B and C. The scattering

pathway indicated is A-B-C-A. The multiple-scattering contribution to the EXAFS

depends on the distances involved and the A-B-C angle.
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Once the effects of multiple-scattering were observed, new EXAFS analysis

methods were formulated to take into account multiple-scattering effects. bclusion of

MS contributions could in principle improve the accuracy of the EXAFS analysis and

make it possible to exploit the strong angular dependence of multiple-scattering terms.

Teo theoretically calculated scattering amplitude and phase functions at various A- B-C

scattering angles and assessed the relative importance of various MS pathways as the

scattering angle varied. 59 There are three scattering pathways for a three atom A- B-C

system (Figure 1.4) where each pathway originates and tetiates at the absorbing atom

A. Pathway I is the direct backscattering from atom A to C and back. Pathway II is the

multiple-scattering via atom B and around the triangle in either tiection and pathway ~

is the multiple-scattering via atom B in both outgoing and incoming trips. When the

A-B-C bridging angle is sm~ (- 100°) the three pathways are resolvable in a ~ of the

EXAFS data and can be analyzed separately. When the bridging angle is large (> 1500).

pathway In is dotinant and signified by an amplitude enhancement in the EXAFS. Co

and coworkers exploited these effects and studied a series of oxygen-bridged iron

60 The analysis showed that it was possible to estimate the bridging angle to.complexes.

*80 and c~culate the met~-met~ distances to wi~in ~t05 ~. However, both of ~ese

studies indicated that angle detetination by EXAFS was only possible when outer-shell

peaks are well-resolved in the FT and can be correctly identified. Such cases are -

infrequent, especially for unknown systems. Thus, a more generally applicable

multiple-scattering EXAFS analysis method was needed.

Recently, the proper theoretical formulation of the photoabsorption process has

allowed for such a theoretical MS data analysis approach. Currently, there are three

widely used theoretical data analysis packages that are capable of computing

multiple-scattering processes as well as single-scattering processes . The GNXAS

approach (where gn stmds for the n-body distribution function and XAS stands for X-ray

abso~tion spectroscopy) was developed as an integrated theoretical approach to the

45 The program EXCUR~ was developed at Daresbury.46analysis of EXAFS data.

The program FEFF, 47’50 developed at the University of Washington, Seatie, initially was

only capable of calculating single-scattering processes, however, later versions

48’49 Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents aincorporated multiple-scattering (FEFF5).

detailed description of the GNXAS methodology and then reports the application of

GNXAS to iron model complexes. An analysis of the multiple-scattering pathmays in

{FeNO )7 complexes using GhWAS is given in Chapter 3.
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2.1. Introduction

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy is a valuable

technique for investigating the local coordination environment of specific atomic species

in systems ranging from metdloproteins 1’2to catalysts. 3-5 The method is sensitive to

short-range order (distances typically within about 3-5 ~ of the absorber) and provides

information on the distices to, numbers of, and types of neighboring atoms. EXAFS has

the advantages of being able to focus on a selected type of atom and of being applicable

to any physical state, including liquid or frozen solutions and amorphous solids.

However, the analysis of EXAFS data requires accurately hewn experimental or

theoretical pairwise phase and amplitude functions. Experimental standards have been

widely used to extract reliable empirical amplitude and phase functions and these have

been used with success to obtain structural information from EXAFS data, particularly

for nearest neighbors. Alternatively, reliable theoretical phases and amplitudes have

recently become available that enable more information, including angular distributions,

to be obtained from EXAFS analysis.

The empirical data analysis technique172.6’7 involves the use of pairwise phase and

amplitude functions which have been extracted from the EXAFS data of suitable model .

complexes. The empirical technique allows for the determination of first neighbor

distances with high accuracy (typically * 0.02 ~) but determines with less accuracy the

coordination number (one atom in four or five) and the identity of the ligating atoms (not

differentiating t 2 in ~. The empirical approach is of questionable utility for atoms

beyond -3 ~ because of phase and amplitude transferability problems. A bre~down of

the phase and amplitude transferability occurs because of intervening atoms that give rise

to multiple-scattering (MS) signals. These MS signals can contribute significantly to the

totrd EXAFS signal and very often interfere with the single-scattering (SS) signal. The

MS effects are particularly e~ident when an intervening atom lies in a close-to-linear

relationship with the absorber and a more distant scatterer, as occurs, for example, in

Fe-oxo dimers8 and metal carbonyls. 2’9-12 Multiple-scattering effects can dso be quite

prominent for certain rigid ligands such as irnidazoles and porphyrins13’14 and can be of

such magnitude that they dominate over SS signals even in structures that are not

collinear (vide in~ra). Moreover, it can be difficult to obtain suitable models for

extraction of reliable pairwise empirical amplitudes and phases because of the

requirement for single well-ordered coordination shells that are separated from other

EX~S contributions. As a result of these limitations, determination of distances beyond
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the first coordination shell and of bond angles has been difficult using

empirically-derived phase and amplitude finctions.

An alternative to the empirically-based EXAFS data analysis is to calculate the

phase and amplitude functions theoretically. In this approach, an expected theoretical

signal is calculated assuting a s~cturd model for the system under study. The resulting

signal is then fit to the experimental dab, varying the input parmeters until a minimum

of a selected refiabflity function is reached. The quality of the fit is further determined by

inspection of EXAFS and Fourier trmsforrn ~) residuds. The theoretical approach is

advantageous relative to the empirical approach in that MS contributions can be modeled

and therefore bond distace and bond angle information from distant shells of atoms can

in principle be determined. Aso a theoretical approach is not dependent upon obtaining

suitable model compounds to extract paimise phase and amplitude functions. While the

reliability of the results are limited by the accuracy of the theory, it is becoming clear that

accuracy comparable to that available with the empiricrd technique is now possible as

illustrated by this work and that published in some of the references cited below.

The GNXAS approach (where gn stands for tie n-atom distribution function and

XAS stands for X-ray absorption spectroscopy) has recently been developed as an

integrated theoretical approach to the analysis of EXAFS data. 15-17 Thee distinctive

features of the integrated GNXAS approach in comparison with other existing analysis

packages (FEFF5]8’19 and EXCURVE20) are: ( 1) an improved solution for the

one-particle Green’s function equation with complex optical potential of the

Hedin-Lundqvist type in the muffin-tin approximation (from which the total

photoabsorption cross section is calculated), (2) SS and MS signals are classified

according to the appropriate n-atom distribution function with proper treatment of the’

configurational average of MS terms, and (3) the fit to the experimental spectrum is

performed by comparing directly in energy space the raw data with a global model

absorption coefficient that includes the structural signal, the edge jump normalization, the

post-edge background, and if present, shake-upishake-off edges, so that the structural

signal is optimized together with other components of the absorption spectrum. Since

GNXAS is able to calculate dl the signals relating to two-, three-, and four-atom

correlation functions with the proper treatment of correlated distances and Debye-Wailer

factors, it is particularly well-suited for the analysis of MS effects and for bond angle

determination. GNXAS has been initially used on several simpler systems (including

21 0s3(CO)]2, 9 Br2 and HBr,SiX4, X = F, Cl, and CH3, 22 and brominated

hydrocarbons23) and more recently on a complex polynuclear metal cluster.24



h this chapter, the background and brief theoretical description of the GNXAS

methodology is presented, along with a description of the GNXAS programs and their

use for analysis of molecular systems. The GNXAS methodology is followed by its

specific application to three iron coordination complexes.25 These complexes were

chosen to investigate the characteristics, advantages, and fimitations of the method, in

particular in the study of MS effects in chemical systems. Further, this detailed analysis

enables an accurate error assessment by examining the variance between

crystallographicdly known and EMS-detetied metrical detds.

The GNXAS method was applied to Fe K-edge EXAFS data for Fe(acac)3,

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA], and K3Fe(CN)6 (where acac = acetylacetonate and EDTA =

ethylenediarninetetraacetic acid). The applicability and utility of the GNXAS method

was determined by studying the MS effects in the EXAFS data and evaluating the

reliability of structural parameters bond distances and angles) obtained from GNXAS.

The study of the magnitude and complexity of MS contributions in the EXAFS data of

Fe(acac)3 was of ptiiculw interest since Fe(acac)3, due to the reWlarity of its smcture,

has been widely used to extract both Fe-O and second shell Fe-C phase and amplitude

backscattering parameters for empirical EXAFS analysis. The empirical Fe-O

backscattering parameters have been used quite successfully to model first-shell ~

iron-oxygen distances and coordination numbers in many iron-containing models and

enzymes, 26-29 while the use of the Fe-C second shell backscattering parameters has met

26’29 due to MS contributions.with much more limited success MS effects are

incorporated within the empirical approach in such a way that the phase and amplitude

parameters reflect the exact geometry of the model compound and cannot be transferred

to an unknown of different geometry. The GNXAS technique was also applied to

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] to test the ability of GNXAS to interpret the EXAFS data for a

lower-symmetry compound with mixed ligation, such complexes being a better

approximation to the situation typically found in metalloenzymes, where the GNXAS

approach can prove especially valuable in EXAFS data analysis. Finally, the EXAFS

data of K3Fe(CN)~ was analyzed in detail with GNXAS to study the MS behavior of the

linear Fe-C-N unit and to evaluate the use of this analytical approach for angle

determination of small molecules Iiganded to transition metis. The results of these three

applications together establish the validity and reliability of GNXAS as an approach for

EXAFS data of chemical systems. Giv9n this, the technique may be used to analyze

unknown systems, as further elaborated in Chapter 3.

It should be noted here that other groups have developed analysis packages

similar in concept to GNTXAS. The program EXCURVE, developed at Daresbu~. is
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20 The program FEFF, 30’31 developed at the University ofprobably the oldest.

Washington, Seattle, came later, rougtiy at the same time as GNXAS, initially with the

possibility of calculating single scattering only, then including multiple scattering in later

versions ~FF5). 18’19 The relationship of these programs to GNXAS shall be briefly

discussed in the course of the methodology presentation which follows.

2.2. G-S Methodolo~

2.2.1. Background

Until relatively recently, the lack of a proper theoretical formulation of the

photoabsorption process has litited the use of theoretical functions for reliable analysis

of EXAFS data. It was necessary to obtain a correct mathematical description of the

spherical wave propagation of the photoelectron through the system (in an inner core

photoabsorption process the photoelectron is created in an eigenstate of the angular

momentum operator or a definite mixture of them) and to use an appropriate optical

potential in describing this propagation. Early plane-wave SS theories32 failed even in
~33the high energy Iimt and had to be replaced with MS theories with spherical wave

propagation. 34-39 It was ~so realized that the “universal” atomic potentials used to

calculate standard theoretical amplitudes and phases were not sufficiently reliable

because the electrostatics was not modeled correctly. Therefore, it was necessary to

constmct a realistic charge densi~ on and around the photoabsorber, as is done in band

theory calculations. The Mattheiss40 prescription of overlapping neutral atom charge

densities provided charge densities that are acceptably close to those obtained by

self-consistent procedures. The Coulomb, exchange and correlation potentials could then

be calculated from this cluster charge density.

Additiondly, in the statistical inte~retation, the local density approximation of

the Hedin-Lundqvist 41’42 (HL) exchange-correlation potential proved to be a good

starting point for the photoelectron optical potential. The HL exchange-correlation

potential takes into account the energy dependence of the exchange md correlation

(Coulomb) hole around the propagating electron in the dispersive (real) part and has an

imaginary part capable of reproducing the observed electron mean-free path in metals and

semiconductors 43 The optical potential could be approximated by the self-energy of a

uniform interacting electron gas with a density given by the local density of the system.

In the spirit of this statistical approximation, Lee and Benia extended the HL potential.

which was initially devised to describe exchange and correlation corrections to the
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Coulomb potential due to the valence charge only, to the atomic core. When put in

context with other components of MS theory correctly fomulated in presence of a

complex effective potential, this statistical potential proved to be a good stig point for

the photoelectron optical potential. 3074547 The effect of the intrinsic inelastic channels

has not been included in the theory. However, a remonable estimate of the size of this

effect on the amplitude of the EWS signal is less than 10% of the total signal, which is

acceptable.

Another important aspect for a correct EXNS an~ysis is the proper description

of structural correlations in a system and the possibility of doing configurational

averages. EXMS has an almost unique advantage over other structural tectiques in that

it can probe atomic correlation functions of order greater than two, i.e. position

correlations of more than two atoms at a time. h fact, diffraction techniques only probe

the pair correlation function, since the technique is based on the we& coupling between

the probe (X-rays, neutrons) and the system under study. The double scattering events of

the probe which would allow access to higher order correlations are generally negligible.

This is not the case with EXMS, in that the primary probe (the photon) couples we~y

enough with matter so that the simple “golden rule” is sufficient to describe the

photoabsorption cross section. However, the secondary probe, i.e. the emitted

photoelectron, can couple strongly with the atoms of the system so that in addition to SS,

MS becomes quite detectable and exploitable in many cases. This feature is shared by

other techniques that use electrons either as a secondary probe (as in photoelectron

diffraction) or as a prima~ probe (as in low energy electron diffraction). A good

description of the dynamicd strong coupling of the electron and matter is not easy to

obtain, but once this is achieved, the next step is to have a general method for describing

geometric structural correlations. Since the MS series is hewn to converge slowly, it

can be resummed in such a way that the interrelation between the dynamic and the

structural parts of the theory is transparent (while at the same time improving the

convergence rate). In GhWAS this has been accomplished by summing together dl the

terms in the series referring to the same set of atoms in dl their equivalent configurations

with respect to the photoabsorber. This sum is done so as to treat dl the MS signals

relating to definite structural configurations together to give the various n-atom

Comelation finctions. 15-17~45A9 Tks involves a topological structural analysis that is

done on the chemical structure under study. Moreover, an efficient way to perform

proper therrnd or structural configurational averages, using probability distributions that

are” either chosen a priori or conveniently

integrated approach to EX~S analysis. 50
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2.2.2. G-S Theoretical md Analytical Approach

Before discussing how the GNXAS package functions, it is useful to present a

brief derivation of the photoabsorption cross section for a cluster of atoms in physical

terms. It will serve to define concepts, to give m intuitive feeling of what is actually

going on in the process, and provides the background for understanding the

angle-dependent aspects of MS and how they can be used to obtain geometric

information.

In an absorption measurement, the emitted photoelectron is not detected, rather

the total number of created holes (the toti cross section) is measured. This is equivalent

to integrating over dl the photoemitted electrons. The integration process suppresses d]

the electron paths that do not come back to the photoabsorber so that the observed

modulations of the absorption coefficient are due to the interference (constructive or

destructive according to the photoelectron energy) between the outgoing and returning

photoelectronic waves. Ody electrons in the completely relaxed (elastic) channel with

the maximum available kinetic energy E = w - ~ contribute to the effect. Therefore, in

studying the modulations in the absorption coefficient, the propagation of the coherent

electrons can be described through the introduction of an effective optical potential. h

this way a truly many-body problem can be reduced to an effective and tractable -

one-electron problem. The total many-body absorption cross section can be written as45

(1)

where a,(E) is the one-electron absorption cross section in the elastic channel, calculated

with the optical potential, and S,n(E) describes the inelastic channels. Examples of

inelastic channels are the shake-up or shake-off double-electron excitations. 51 These

may need to be taken into account since they can distort the EXMS signal. Notice that

in this approach a,(E) includes the many-body arnpfitude reduction factor S.2.30’45

As mentioned earlier, the construction of the one-electron optical potential,

although in principle feasible, is very difficult. The one-electron optical potential should

take into account both the extrinsic and intrinsic effects md their interference. Moreo~~er.

the potential needs to be simple and versatile enough to describe the many varied

situations encountered in practical applications. On the basis of statistical considerations,

it has been found that the ~ potentid4 1’42is a good starting point for approximating the

30>4547 In this approximation, the optical potential is complex. Itsoptical potential.

imaginary part r(E) gives rise to a finite lifetime that describes the attenuation of the
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photoelectron wave in the elastic coherent channel due to the possibility of inelastic

excitations of the system. Therefore, the optical potential acts m a medium that diffracts

the coherent electron wave with its red pm and attenuates it via the imaginary part.

The attenuation process has the consequence that the actual size of the system

probed by a photoelectron with wave vector k and kinetic energy E = k2 reduces to a

sphere around the photoabsorber with a radius roug~y equal to the mean-free path ME)

of the electron probe at that energy. The mem free path is Iinkd to the imaginary pm of

the optical potential r(~ through the relation52153

a(E)(au) =
k(au)-’

or quivdently A(E)(A) = ~~
r(E)(Rydj r(E) k(~)-l

(2)

In a one-electron picture it is necessary to start from the description of the

potential associated with a cluster of atoms. Since in the statistical approximation the ~

potential depends on the local density of the system under study, as does the Coulomb

potential, a rapid and efficient way of generating such a density has to be devised. As

mentioned before, the Mattheiss 40 prescription of overlapping neutral atom charge

densities present in the molecular cluster is able to generate charge densities that are

acceptably close to those obtained by self-consistent procedures. At this point, a fufier -

approximation is made to the charge density to simplify the solution of the one-electron

Schodinger equation. After partitioning the cluster space into touching spheres around

the atoms, an outer sphere encircling dl the cluster and an interstitial region in between.

one sphericrdly averages the charge densi~ inside the atomic spheres and calculates an

averaged charge density in the interstitial region. The potential is set to a constant in this

latter region. This approximation is likely to distort the calculated signal witin -30 eV

of the absorption edge, but its effects diminish quite rapidly with increasing energy.

Having constructed the potential, the derivation of the one-electron

photoabsorption cross section o,(E) in eq 1 follows from the application of MS theory.

The main results relevant to the present discussion are summarized here. The reader is

referred to the Appendix in reference 25 for a more detailed derivation. The equation for

Oc(E) can be written as

o,(E) = o&(E)[l +X’(E)] (3)

where o;(E) is the final state 1, dipole-dlowed, atomic absorption cross section for the

photoabsorbing atom and x’(E) represents the contribution due to the other atoms in the
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cluster. GNXAS uses an improved solution for the one-particle Green’s function equation

with complex potential in the muffm-tin approximation, from which the photoabsorption

cross section is calculated. ln this scheme the total cross section can be written as the

sum of two contributions, the first one having the form of an “atomic” cross section

relative to the muffin-tin sphere of the photoabsorber, the second one being the

contribution coming from the neighboring scatterers. However the latter does not

factorize into an “atofic” cross section times a dimensionless structure signal, as is the

case with a red potential, therefore the structural signal wtich appears in eq 3 has to be

defined as the ratio of the two contributions. This is different from that used in other

codes. In most cases, this difference is negligible over almost the entire EXAFS

spectrum but it may affect the amplitude of the structural signal in the low-energy part of

the spectim. For more details on this point the reader is referred to reference 45, eq 3.8-

3.12. In the region of convergence of the MS series the structural term Xl(E) can be

expressed as45

(4)

where each Z;(E) term represents the contribution originating from processes in which

the excited photoelectron is scattered n-1 times by the surrounding atoms before

returning to the photoabsorber. Each z:(E) term is obtained by tting the imaginary

pti (3) of the scattering amplitudes A~~(E; R,~n) relative to all the individud paths pn

of order n that involve at most n atoms, including the photoabsorber. The functional

form of the contribution of any path p. is of the type (see Appendix in reference 25)

where Rf~ is the total length of the path and ~ (~; ~~n) and @(K;~~n) are, respectively.

the mplitude and the phase of the signal associated witi it. Due to the use of the optical

complex potential V(r) the amplitude of the path contains a damping factor which (in the

Wentzel-fimers-B rillouin (V~=) approximation for the potential phase shifts) can be

written as

(6)



where the integral is taken along the closd path of the photoelectron. Therefore the

longer the path, the more heavily its contribution is damped. Notice that the complex

nature of the central atom phase shift has dso been taken into account. h contrast, he

and Beni~ and Teo12 only take into account the complex nature of the phase shifts for

the backscattering atoms. These authors dso only use the plane-wave approximation for

the sphencd wave propagators. On the basis of eqs 3-5 the absorption cross section

consists of the superposition of various oscillating signals of different amplitudes and

periods onto a more or less smooth background given by the atomic absorption. The

most important contributions coming from the various paths should be summed, and the

resulting signal should be compared to the observed spectrum. However, the criterion of

assessing the importance of the various contributions according to the number of

scattering events, as suggested by the expansion in eq 4, is not of general validity since in

some cases paths running along the same atoms with a different number of scattering

events might contribute signals of similar strength. As presented in more detail in the

Appendix in reference 25, this might occur because the expansion parameter for the MS

series, which is given by 1~(@)1(M)] where R is the typical ne~est neighbor interatomic

distance in the system, has a peculiar behavior as a function of the scattering angle O. In

fact, even at moderately high energies (2 200 eV) this quantity falls off quite rapidly

from values on the order of unity in a forward cone of aperture -20° to values typically “

on the order of less than 0.1. This behavior leads to the so-called “focusing effect”,

whereby forward scattering events enhance rather thm depress the corresponding signal.

In the case of a collinear path involving three sites o, i and j at distance R from each

other, the ratio of the triple-scattering signal to the double scattering one is 21~(0) I ( M)l.

Therefore the amplitude of the fourth order path is nearly twice that of the third order

which in turn is twice that of second order SS. At lower energies, the scattering becomes

more isotropic and [~(0) / ( fi)l may attain sizable values (-0.2-0.4) for -30”<0 c 180’, as

illustrated in Figure 2.1, so that the rate of convergence of the MS series is slower.

From these considerations, it is evident that the rate of convergence of the MS

series is controlled by an interplay between (a) the strength of the scattering, which

depends on the energy, @) the number of scattering events and the angles at which the

scattering events occur (c) the electron damping, which in turn depends on the energy,

the length of the path, and the “~pes of atoms along the path and d) the degeneracy of the

various paths. As mentioned in the Background section above, an efficient way to cope

with this situation and one that improves the rate of convergence of the MS series is to

sum together up to infinite order (or to the necessary order to get convergence) all the

terms which refer to the same set of atoms in all their equivalent configurations with
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Fi~re 2.1. Plot of the expansion parameter 1~(6) / ( ~)1 as a function of the scattering

angle O at different energies using the oxygen phase shifts and the Fe-O distance R =

1.99 ~ for an Fe-O-C scattering pathway, The quantity 1~(0) / K12is the effecti~e

scattering cross section for the excited photoelectron impinging onto the O atom at an

angle 8 away from tie incoting Fe-O direction. From inspection of the beha~’ior of this

function, it is clear that forward scattering directions are enhanced by factors of 3-4.

Notice that with this definition of the scattering angle @ the Fe-O-C angle is 1800-0.

This latter mgle ( 180’-0 ) is the one used throughout this chapter for defining the bond

angle in a triangle. besides the two shon sides.
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respect to the photoabsorber, starting with pairs of atoms, then triplets, quadruplets, and

so on. 15-17’48’49 The cut-off distance which limits the size of the model cluster, and

therefore the number of structural configurations to be taken into account, can be

deduced by inspecting the FT of the experimental absorption spectrum under

consideration. A topological structural analysis of the cluster will then provide dl the

relevant configurations whose path lengths are less thm the chosen cut-off distance:

On the basis of these considerations, the structural term, in eq 3, related to a

cluster of N atoms with the photoabsorber in site o can be rewritten as 15-17,48,49

where Y(2)(o,i), ~ (3)(0,i,j) , and y (4)(0,~,~,~)are the proper two-atom, three-atom, and

four-atom signals associated with configurations of two (o, i), three (o, i,j), and four

(o, i,j,k) atoms, respectively. The idea here is to sum dl the MS signals that refer to the

same subclusters of atoms.

k general, the y(n) signals can be defined through the terms of the MS series. For

example, in the case of a two-atom signal involving atoms o (photoabsorber) and i

Y“‘2)=X;’” +%7’0+%9’0+Xy’oio’o+...~(xlo ) (8a)

where the leading term is the SS process with obvious meting of the superscripts.

Similarly for a Y(3) signal involving sites o, i, and j one has

where the coefficients count the time reversal degeneracy of the paths. Usually y(2) and

X2 differ very little since the higher order MS contributions are very small, thus the y(2)

signal often is referred to as the SS contribution. However y(3) and 2X3 can be quite

different due to the sizable contributions from the tigher order terms.

For higher-order y(n) signals, only the terms X.(E), with m 2 n, appear in the

infinite summation. Higher-order terms are meaningful only when the MS series

converges (see Appendix in reference 25). Nevertheless, the n-body y(n) signals can be

defined independently. In a system with only two atoms, the y(2) signal coincides with

the total structural term ~ (~. For such a system, one can carry out the matrix inversion

of eq A 12 of the Appendix in reference 25.
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For a tiplet of atoms (o, i,j), the proper three-atom signal is defined by subtracting

the lower-order terms

(9)

This procedure can be used to define the higher-order y(n) signals. k general, the

evaluation of the n-atom terns y(n) is obtained by calculating the total signal for n atoms

and subtracting dl the lower-order m < n terms. The exact calculation of the y(n) signals

is obtained by performing matix inversions for defined sets of two, three, or four atoms.

A very fast algorithm based on the continued fraction expansion has been developed to

calculate the total n-atom signds,4g since it is difficult to perform such inversions at high

energies, due to the high number of angular momenta needed. It is assumed that the

rearrmged MS series in eq 7 always converges, especially after proper configurational

averaging of the individud terms.

Since the MS series can now be written in terms of n-atom signals, an average

over dl the configurations, whether thermal or structural, in the system can be written
~s16.17,48

J(%(~))=p, 4zr2drg2(r)y’2) (r;E)+
o

(lo)

where the various gn are the n-atom correlation functions which give the probability of

the occurrence of a given confia~ration as seen from the absorbing site. The distances ri

and angles 9 and @ are the structural variables, which parameterhe the relative position

of n atoms at a time, and p. is the average density of the system. Since the various g)z

are not known a priori, unless a definite model to describe thermal or structural disorder

is known, a decomposition can be made of the distribution functions into sums of well

defined peaks associated with particular n-atom configurations. To each peak there

corresponds a y(n) signal which is dependent on peak shape, where the peak shape is

defined by a certain number of parameters that can be varied during the fitting procedure.

An initial background structural model must exist to establish such a decomposition.

molecules of biological interest, the various bond lengths and the angle between

For

the
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bonds me the natural variables to describe thermal disorder and the various peaks can be

described in tem of correlatd Gaussian distributions. k this case, correlation variances

and average distances and angles describing the various configurations can be fitted

directly to the experirnenti signal.

Other ways of path selection and configuration averaging are obviously possible

18’‘g for example, retains only the mostand each code uses different criteria. ~FF5,

significant MS paths in order to avoid unnecessary computations. The default presorting

criterion for retaining a path is that the ampfitude of the contribution of a given path,

estimated in the plane wave approximation, is above 2.590 of the frost-shell amplitude.

Configurational averages are made via the method of cumulant expansion, 18’19where the

cumulants of v~ious order enter among the fitting parameters. For instance, the first

cumulant is the linear phase shift, the second is the Debye-Wdler factor, the third is the

cubic phase shift, etc. As is apparent from the previous discussion GNXAS classifies the

MS paths according to a physical criterion that improves the convergence of the MS

series md at the same time is suitable for configurational averaging. This approach has

three advantages: (1) the number of smcturd parameters to be fit can be minimized (e.g.

two bond lengths and an angle can seine to parametenze two SS scattering contributions

and a MS contribution), (2) bond lengths and angles can be chosen as variables in the

configuration space or given fixed values, and (3) correlations between the variables Cm .

be taken into account. In this respect, the cumulant expansion method is one of the

possible choices in the GNXAS package for performing configurational averages.

The GNXAS program set incoqorates all the advances described above on

ab-inirio calculations of the X-ray absorption cross section and configurational averages

and directly fits the theoretical results with the experimental EXAFS data. Raw data are

compared directly in E space with a model absorption coefficient a~ti (E)

amd(E) = Jao(E)[I+x(~)]+P(E) (ha)

composed of an atomic absorption of hydrogenic type aO(E), a structural ~(~ term and

an appropriate function B(E). The function P(E) accounts for remaining background

effects and can include many-body features like double-electron excitation channels (the

S,n(E) factor in eq 1). ~ is the absorption coefficient jump which takes into account

thickness and density of the photoabsorbing centers of the particular sample. The

comparison of the experiment with the theoretical cross section also requires the

inclusion of a few parameters which do not have direct structural meaning. The XAS

experiment is not a measure of the pure K-edge or L-edge absorption as there is always a
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background present mainly due to lower energy excitations and to instrumental effects.

A smooth background is taken into account as a sum of polynomial functions. Nso there

are often spikes, steps, or small edges arising from instrumental effects or from intrinsic

photoabsorption phenomena which are necessary to identify and to remove in the

definition of the structural signal. It is possible to exclude particular energy regions

affected by glitches, spikes, etc., and contributions coming from multi-electron excitation

channels can be included with arc-tangent, step-we or Lorentiian line shapes.

The procedure of fitting a global model absorption coefficient direcdy to the raw

data is unique to the GNXAS package. h the usual approach, a structural signal ~(~ is

separated from the measured absorption cross section ~(~) according to the formula

X(E) = {a(E)– so(E)}/so(E) (1 lb)

where ~o(E) is the absorption of an isolated embedded atom. This separation is achieved

in three steps: (a) a pre-edge background removal that eliminates the energy dependence

of the absorption other than the one under investigation; (b) a normalization to an edge

jump that takes into account the thickness and density of the photoabsorbing atoms; and

(c) a post-edge background removal that eliminates the energy dependence due to the

absorption from an isolated atom. This last step is the most crucial one as it can affect -

the find form of the structural signal. Up until recently, tie practice followed was to

perform the three steps without optimization in a p~dly subjective way. Recently a

54 that for the third step subtracts a spline that best eliminatesmethod has been suggested

the nonstructural, 1ow-R portion of X(R), the Fourier transform of %(E), through an

iterative procedure. kstead, GNXAS optimizes dl three steps in E space, since the three”

contributions cannot be separately defined in an unambi=wous way, neither theoretically

nor experimentally. The atomic cross section of the photoabsorber, for example, is a

concept that can be defined theoretically in the framework of multiple scattering theory

only in the muffin-tin approximation for the cluster potential. However, the cross section

so calculated contains unphysical oscillations due to the truncation of the atomic

potential. In a non-muffin-tin approach of hflS theory, there is no way to define

unambiguously the central atom absorption, since this latter depends on the scattering

amplitude of the region of space surrounding the photoabsorber, which is not well

defined. The ided situation would be to have a reliable theory that calculates altogether

the pre-edge, edge, and post-edge absorption, including the structural signal and

shake-up/shake-off processes, to be fitted to the experiment. Unfortunately, this is too

complicated and the present status of the theory is not yet sufficiently developed.
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However, this concept is retined in GNXAS by constructing a global model signal to fit

to the whole absorption. It is true that the ~ term in eq 11a, which contains the pre-edge

contribution plus shake-upishake-off edges, couples this background to the structural

model, but this is unavoidable and physical. h fact the method suggested in reference 54

has the drawback that it misrepresents the intensity and the shape of the

double-excitations channels. hdeed these spectral features peak in the 1ow-R region of

configuration space, since they contain high frequency components. By trying to

minimize this Iow-R nonstructural portion of z(R) in order to define an optimal atomic

background absorption, one is bound to misrepresent this contribution, since the intensity

and the shape of the double excitations channels are determined by the physics of the

process.

The nodinear fitting procedure is applied to the unfiltered data by a residud

function

N

~[ a(k, )–a~(k,; xl, x~... Xn)]2k,p

RN_n(x1>x2 . ..xn)=fi ‘=’ ,

S[ 1a(k, ) 2k~
,=]

which is a ~~-like statistical function dependent on the structural and background

parameters (x 1,x2,... Xn) and on the noise level. This function is not a true statistical Z2

function since a tme Z2 function weights the data inversely accordng to the variance of

each data point. However, the two functions can be rougtiy proportional in a situation in

which the collection times are such that all data points, at low and high k, have roughly

the same variance, the latter being determined by calculating the standard deviation

during averaging of the experimental spectra. This requires a careful selection of the

experimental count times to ensure that high- md low-k data contribute significantly to

the spectrum. In any case, in the GNXAS package, there is also the capability for

generating error bars for each data point and constructing a true X2 function. k eq 12

k = 1~, N is the number of experimental points, and n is the number of fitting

parameters. Structural parameters, such as equilibrium distances, angles, and

Debye-Wdler factors, can be refined around model values by using a Taylor expansion

of phases and amplitudes up to sufflcient~rder to calculate the theoretical signals relati~e

to each new configuration in the refinement procedure. Signals need to be recalculated

only when the structural parameters vary significantly
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starting values. For details on applied nodinear multiparametric fitting procedures, see

reference 55.

It is useful to consider the number of independent data points present in a

spectrum for comparison with the number of fit variables. At frost sight, it would seem

from eq 12 that this number is the toti number of points; however, this is not so. k fact,

doubling the number of points in a set of sinusoiti signals defined in k space does not

lead to a doubling of the information content in the spectrum, especially if one has

tieady enough points to detetine the phmes and amplitudes. More quantitatively, if&

is the interval in k space where the spectrum is defined and if this latter is analyzed only

on a finite interval 6R of the conjugate variable R, then it has rwently been shown56 that

the number of truly independent points N] in a spectrum is given by N] = (2&Wz)+2.

This conclusion does not contradict the procedure of nonlinear least-squares

minimization in k space, since this latter is in principle able to lead to the determination

not only of the number but also of the type of parameters relevant to the fit. k fact.

trying to fit more parameters than the number allowed by the above formula will result in

some of them being detetined with very large errors, indicating which parameters are

relevant. A parameter which is not relevant will not lead to a decrease of the squared

residud function of the type shown in eq 12. Of course, it is very useful to have an a

priori estimate of the number of pmarneters one can reasonably fit to a spectrum as a

guide, but in principle, this is not essential. h the data analysis section, the independent

data-to-parameter ratio, which is an indication of the degree of determinacy of the fit, is

presented for each compound.

The inclusion of three-atom signals provides for determination of quantities such

as bond angles, angle variances, and bond-bond and bond-angle correlations. The

structural parameters msociated with a pair of atoms are the distance R and the variance

a; (i.e. the mean square variation of the distance R) if a Gaussian distribution of

distances is used.50 By considering the explicit contributions associated with triplets of

atoms, one has to include three average quantities to define the triangle (e. g., the two

short sides R1 and R2 and 6, the angle between them). Therrnd and configurational

Gaussian disorder is t~en into account through six parameters

(13)
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which belong to the symmetric covariance matrix. In the case of a pair of atoms, the

symmetric covariance matrix is represented by the variance a;. h a simple vibrational

model for the two atoms, the DW factor in the EXAFS formula is given by

exp(–2 o~k2 ). For a more complete treatment of configurational averages of a general

EXAFS signal, the reader is referred to reference 50.

Besides the above structural parameters, other nonstructural parameters are to be

refined in the fit (although their variation is limited by theoretical considerations). One

of these nonsmcturd parameters is EO, which aligns the experimental ener~ spectrum

to the theoretical one. Physically EOis the origin of the photoelectron hnetic energy and

should be defined as the core ionization threshold (vacuum level) so that E = @- EO.

Even though in the theoretical treatment an intemd photoelectron wavenumber K is

defined relative to a muffin-tin origin ~0, this origin is energy dependent (since the ~

potential is energy dependent) and the only reason for its existence is that the true

molecular potential has been approximated by its muffin-tin counterpart. Since
non-self-consistent molecular charge densities are used, EO can be estimated only within

an uncertainty of 2-3 eV. Self-consistent calculations might provide a more accurate

“determination of this quantity. However, the ionization threshold Ic is very seldom

experimentally determined in current measurements of absorption spectra. Therefore, in

practice, it is convenient to leave EO as a parameter in the fit. Another nonstictural -

parameter that can be varied in the fit is the many-body amplitude reduction factor S:.

The presence of S: is justified since intrinsic processes are not incorporated in the optical

potential as described by the ~ potential. The magnitude of S: should be related to the

weight of the intrinsic processes in the absorption spectrum, which should be typically

less than -0.1. An additional source of broadening of the experimental spectra comes

from the core hole width rC that adds to the imaginary part of the potential. The value of

rC in the fit is usually kept fixed to some experimentally -detetined value or good

theoretical estimate.57 Finally, the calculated signal should be convoluted with the

experimental resolution function as determined by the specific optics of the experimental

58 k practice this fiction is modeled as a Gaussiansystem used to measure the data.

with standard deviation E,, which is allowed to vw in a range of 1-2 eV around the

expected value.

Standard statistical concepts can be used to estimate the error affecting the fitted

values of the parameters since the data analysis is performed using raw’ absorption

59’60 By neglecting systematic errors in the experimental data and in thespectra. a

theoretical calculations, the definition of the residud function given by eq 12 dlovs one

to estimate parameter values, statistical standard deviations, and the quality of the fit.
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The expected value of this expression can be calculated in terms of the variance of the

experimental and model signals. In particular, for p = O, the expected v~ue is the

variance of the experimental points which is usu~y on the order of 10-6-108. This is the

lower litit of the residud. Therefore, the quality of the fit is measured by the value of

the residud. In the limit of a “perfect” simulation, the quality of the fit is on the order of

the variance of the experimental data. Once the residual is near the variance of the

experimental data, the statistical stantid deviation of a specific structural parmeter can

be estimated by the increase of the residud as the parameter is varied. This tind of

procedure is commonly used in multi-parametric noflinear fitting procedures. The

statistical significance of the inclusion of partictiar fitting parameters can be tested by

using the well-hewn F-test, valid for X2 distributions.

These considerations do not t~e into account correlations between different

fitting parameters. Correlation effects can increase the standard deviation of the

measured parameters. A rigorous way to account for these effects is by estimating

correlation through contour plots in p~ameter space. 61 However, the size of correlation

effects can be greatly reduced by extending the number of independent points in the

fitting procedure. Calculation of correlation among dl the parameters is time consuting

for standard data analysis. For EXAFS spectra recorded over a wide energy rmge and

composed of a reasonable number of points, one can reasonably assume that correlations

are within 30 of the estimated standard deviation (o). Error bars are estimated as tiee

times the statistical standard deviation, an assumption that tends to overestimate the error.

Usually the statistical errors determined are quite small. Systematic errors in the

experimental data collection and the intrinsic limitation of the theory (tising ‘mainly

from the approximations) give rise to errors that can be much larger than the statistical

ones. When GNXAS is applied to a pafiicular class of utiown systems, the best

indication would be the variance between GNXAS results on a number of similar

structures for which crystallographic results are bown. A thorough study of the effects

of the approximations on the derived structural data is currentiy under way. According to

comparisons in fits to bown, less complex structures, theoretical cross sections are quite

accurate for the determination of distances and angles (on the order of 0.01 ~ for bond

distances, around 10 for bond angles) and are less accurate in the determination of

covariance matrices (errors up to 10-2070 for bond vaiances ‘o; have been observed).

These limits are explored further in the applications described below for much more

complex multishell transition metal complexes.
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2.2.3. The GN~S Program Set

The GNXAS package consists of five independent subprograms, each perfofing

a specific task in the genera layout of the method described above. Briefly, in the order

of application, the CRYMOL subprogram (a) generates a cluster of sufficient size to

count all the two-, three-, and four-atom configurations associated with any

nonequivalent photoabsorber up to a given cutoff with the correct degeneracy, so that one

can define dl the SS and MS paths involving up to four atoms and (b) selects the various

types of atoms differing in atomic number, types of neighbors, and distances within a

given tolerance to build appropriate miniclusters to be used in the construction of the

overlapped charge density to obtain the potential.

The PHAGEN subprogram takes the minicluster generated by CRYMOL, defines

62 and uses the Mattheiss prescription tomuffin-tin radii according to Norman’s criterion,

overlap self-consistent atomic charge densities to construct the cluster charge density. h

order to model the charge relaxation around the core hole and to mimic the screening of

the excited photoelectron, the self-consistent charge density of the photoabsorbing atom

with one core hole and one electron added to the first nonoccupied valence state is used.

On the basis of the cluster charge density obtained, the Coulomb and the HL exchange

and correlation potential are generated, the latter being recalculated at each new ener=q -

point. Finally, the radid Schrodinger equation is solved with the complex potential and

the z atomic matrix elements calculated on the basis of eq A 13 in the Appendix in

reference 25 for any nonequivalent atom in the cluster.

The GNPEAK subprogram accepts as input a file generated by CRYMOL

specifying the type, position, and neighbors of dl the atoms in the cluster and searches

for all two-, three-, and four-atom local configurations around each nonequivalent

photoabsorber which are associated with SS and MS contributions to the abso~tion

coefficient. These atomic configurations are referred to as peaks of the two-atom ( gz),

three-atom ( g~), and four-atom ( gd) distribution functions. This information is prosed to

the GNXAS subprogram. The GNXAS subprogram dso reads the atomic t matrix file

generated by PHAGEN and calculates dl the y (n) signals relative to all the

configurations calculated by GNPEAK.

Finally, the subprogram ~HEO builds up a model absorption signal (see eq 11)

composed of an appropriate background plus the oscillatory structural contribution z(E)

aheady calculated by GNXAS. The parameters contained in the model absorption signal

are hen refined during a fitting procedure that tries to minimize the difference between

the calculated and experimental signals. The finction tinirnized is given by eq 12. Fits
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are done directly in E space. A standard statistical procedure commonly used in

multiparametric nonlinear fitting is implemented here to perform X2 and F-tests in order

to answer typical questions arising in model refinements.

A comment is relevant on the relationship of GNXAS to other

theoretical-parameter based EXAFS analysis programs. EXCURVE, FEFF5, and

GNXAS dl have conceptual similarities regarding the calculation of SS and MS signals.

Ml three programs at present use a theoretical scheme consisting of the reduction of the

photoabsorption many-body problem to a one-particle problem with a complex

Hedin-Lundqvist effective potential based on a charge distribution obtained by

overlapping atomic charge densities following the Mattheiss prescription 40 in a

muffin-tin approximation. The calculated signals are therefore in general very sifilar,

with the differences arising from the definition of the muffin-tin parameters and the

different way of defining the central atom absorption cross section mentioned above.

2.3. Applications to Iron Complexes

2.3.1. Sample Preparation and Dati Collection

Fe(acac)3 was purchased from Aldrich, K3Fe(CN)6 was purchased from J, T. “

Baker, and Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] was prepared according to the published procedures.63

The crystalline samples were ground into a fine powder and diluted with BN. The BN

powder tixture was pressed into a 1 mm thick slotted M spacer and sealed with Mylar

tape windows. The X-ray absorption spectra were recorded at the Stanford Synchrotron

Radiation Laboratory on unfocused bedines 7-3 and 4-3 during dedicated conditions (3

GeV, 25-90 rnA). The radiation was monoctiomatized using a Si(220) double-crystal

monochromators detuned to 5070 at 7998 eV to minimize harmonic conttination. The

X-ray beam was defined to be 1 m vertically by pre-monochromator slits. An Oxford

Instruments continuous-flow liquid helium CF1 208 cryostat was used to maintain a

constant temperature of 10 K. Data were measured in transmission mode with three

nitrogen-filled ionization chambers, using an Fe foil between the second and third

ionization chambers for internal energy calibration. The spectra were calibrated bv.
assigning the first inflection point of the Fe foil spectrum to 7111.2 eV. The data

represent an average of two to four scans. The effects of a quartet monochromators glitch

were removed from the averaged data by four single point replacements at around k =

11.g, 12.1, 12.3, and 12.6 ~-l.
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2.3.2. G~S Dab Analysis

The following approach was used for the GNXAS analysis of the three iron

complexes. The atomic coordinates were input into CR~OL, and the appropriate

cluster was detetined. Phase shifts were calculated in PHAGEN using the standard

muffin-tin approximation with the entire cluster and up to an energy limit of 70 Ry

(950 eV) above the Fe K edge. The muffin-tin radii were chosen by sctig Noman radii

of the cluster atoms by a factor of about 0.8 in such a way as to match the nearest

neighbor distance. The GNPEAK program was then run to identify and select the

relevant peaks in the gn distribution functions and associate each atom with the

appropriate phase shifts. GNXAS calculated the various signals from each gn

contribution. Least-square fits were performed in the subprogram F~HEO on the

averaged, energy-calibrated, raw abso~tion data without prior background subtraction or

Fourier filtering. The minimization program uses the ~~T subroutine of the CEKN

Libr~. The residual function is minimized by refining p~ameters for which specified

intervals can be input. The nonstructural parameters, ~o, S02, rc, and Er were, as usual.

calibrated on model compounds and rdlowed to vary within narrow intervals, observing if

they refined to one of the hard limits. 57’58 The structural parameters varied in the

refinements were the distance and the associated bond variance a; for each two-atom -

configuration and the distances, the angle, and the covariance matrix elements for the

three-atom configurations (unless stated otherwise). Distances and angles were allowed

to vary within a preset range, typically N.05 ~ and fro, respectively. Bond and angle

variances and the off-diagond covariance elements were dso allowed to vary in restricted

ranges: ti.005 ~~, +50 (degrees)2 and ti.5, respectively. The results were carefully

monitored to ensure that all parameters refined inside the allowed range. The

coordination numbers were kept fixed to known values.

2.3.3. Results and Discussion

2.3.3.1. Fe(acac)3. The GNXAS method was applied to Fe(acac)3 Fe K-edge

EXAFS data to detetine the feasibility of studying the metrical details of inorganic

compounds. The ability of GNXAS to provide an accurate description of the MS

contributions in the EXAFS data of a compound with a non-collinear arrangement of

atoms and the reliability

evaluated. The GNTXAS

signals corresponding to

of the structural parameters obtained from GhTXAS were

set of programs were used to generate theoretical EXAFS

both two-atom- and three-atom scattering processes. The
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@ The iron atom is in anstructure of Fe(acac)3 has been determined by X-ray diffraction.

octahedral arrangement (Figure 2.2) surrounded by six oxygen atoms at 1.99 ~, six

carbons (Cl) at 2.95 ~, three carbons (C2) at 3.34 ~, and six carbons (C3) at 4.32 ~

(where the ranges of the distances are given in Table 2. 1). The atomic coordinates of

Fe(acac)3 were entered into CRYMOL and the appropriate cluster (neglecting the

hydrogens) was determined (shown in Figure 2.2). h this case, the cut-off distance was

4.4 ~ since the longest Fe-C distance is 4.32 ~ and the ~ showed no significant features

beyond this value. The reduced Norman sphere radii used to calculate the phase shifts

were 1.13 ~ for Fe, 0.873 ~ for O, and 0.899 ~ for C. The prototypical two-atom md

three-atom configurations (g2 and g3 pe~s) were identified in the cluster up to 4.4 ~ and

averaged with a frequency tolerance of 0.1 ~. The resultant coordinates of the atomic

configurations were used to calculate the various signals associated with two-atom and

three-atom contributions. The signal associated with four two-atom configurations were

generated: Fe-O, Fe-Cl, Fe-C2, and Fe-C3. Five signals associated with three-atom

configurations were calculated: Fe-O-Cl, O-Fe-O (900), O-Fe-O (1800), Fe-O-C2, and

Fe-O-C3 (where the three-atom configuration is defined by the two short distances and

the intervening angle). The appropriate crystallographic distances and angles for the

above mentioned two- and three-atom configurations are listed in Table 2.1. The fitting

program used at the final step of the data analysis built the theoretical absorption -

spectrum by summing dl the two-atom and three-atom contributions. The find spline

was in three seaments of order 4, 4, 4 with defining energy points of 7147, 7269, 7577,

and 7999 eV. The least-squares fits were done with k3 weighting over the k range of 2.4-

15.1 A-1.

To analyze the MS effects in Fe(acac)3, signals from two-atom configurations

were systematically replaced with the appropriate three-atom contributions, while

monitoring the residual in the EX~S ad the components in the FT. For these fits dl

the distances and angles were fixed to the crystilographic values while permitting the

associated vtiances and nonstructural parameters to vary. Fit A Figure 2.3A) contains

only two-atom contributions from Fe-O, Fe-Cl, Fe-C2, and Fe-C3. The R value for Fit A

is O.181 x 10-4, and the EXAFS residud clearly contains high frequency components. In

Fit A, the first ped of the ~ of the data is fit fairly well by the ~ of the theoretical

signal, but the intensity of the theoretical signal does not match the expetienti intensi~

above 2 ~. The second fit, Fit B, incl~des three-atom signals from Fe-O-C 1, O-Fe-O

(900), and O-Fe-O ( 180°) while the second and third shells of carbon are still treated as

two-atom configurations (Figure 2.3 B). The R value of Fit B is 0.635 x 10-5, almost a

factor of three better than the R value in Fit A, indicating the importance of treating
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Table 2.1. Comparison of Fe(acac)3 G~AS Distance and Angle Fitting Results to

Crystallographic Values.

structural feature GNUS crystallographic

(#of configur- G~AS bond variance (a; )/ distances/angles

ations in complex) distances/angles angle variance ( o; )a average [range]

Fe-O (6) 1.99A 0.002 1.99 A [1’.99-2.00]

Fe-Cl (6) (2.98 A)* ---- 2.95 A [2.93-2.97]

Fe-C2 (3) (3.37 A)* ---- 3.34 A [3.29-3.43]

Fe-C3 (6) (4.34 A)* ---- 4.32 ~ [4.30-4.33]

o-cl (6) 1.22 A 0.001 1.26 ~ [1.24-1.28]

O-C2 (6) 2.38 ~ 0.006 2.34 ~ [2.31-2.39]

O-C3 (6) 2.38 ~ 0.008 2.36 ~ [2.34-2.38]

Fe-O-C 1 (6) 134° 1 x 101 128° [128-130]

Fe-O-C2 (6) 101° 4 x 101 101° [99-103]

Fe-O-C3 (6) 165° 3 x 101 165” [164-166]

- O-Fe-O (6) 89° 6x 10] 91° [87-94]

O-Fe-O (3) 175” 3 x 101 175° [174-176]

a Bond and angle variances are repofied in ~2 and degrees2, respectively.

* values were calculated using the fitted Fe-O bond length, O-C bond length, md

Fe-O-C angle.
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Fi~re 2.3. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental signals of the k3-weighted

EXAFS data ad the ~ of Fit A, Fit B, Fit C, and Fit D of Fe(acac)3. The top portion of

the figure contains the non-phase-shift-corrected ~ of the k3-weighted EXAFS data of

the experimental data (— ) and that of the total theoretical signal (----). Nso shown is

the ~ of the residud (...). The lower portion of the figure presents the EXAFS signals

for the individual contributions. The total theoretical signal is dso shown (— ) and

compared with the expenmenti data (....) with the residud betig the difference between

the experimental and the theoretical EXAFS. (The ordinate scale is 10 between two

consecutive tick marks. ) Fit A contains only ~(2) contributions. The residud in Fit A

contains many high frequency components, and the fit does not match the data between 2

~ and 4 ~ in the ~. Fit B includes contributions from Fe-O-Cl and 90° and 180° 0-Fe-

0 configurations. Notice the reduction of the residud in the low k-region of the EXAFS

and the improvement of the fit to the FT between 2 and 3 ~. Fit C includes contributions

from Fe-O-C2. There is no noticeable improvement in the fit to the data since the Fe-O-

C2 signal is weak. Fit D includes contributions from Fe-O-C3. Note the considerable

improvement in the fit to the dati between 3.5 and 4.1 ~ in the FT.
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Fe-O-Cl as a three-atom configuration. Mso notice the significant improvement in the fit

to the low-k region of the EXAFS, where the Fe-Cl y (2) signal and the Fe-O-Cl y(3)

signals differ the most @igure 2.4). The contributions from the 90° and 180° O-Fe-O

confi=~rations are relatively small as seen by comparison of their amplitudes with the

total Fe-O-C 1 signal. The EMS residud in Fit B still contains some high frequency

components, but the ~ of the theoretical signal of Fit B begins to match the second peak

in the ~ of the experimental data at -2.6 ~. h Fit C the second shell of carbons is

treated with a three-atom signal. The R value of Fit C is 0.553 x 10-5. Fit C is not a

significant improvement over Fit B because the sign~ generated by the Fe-O-C2

configuration is negligible @igure 2.3 C). Both the EXAFS data and the ~ look very

similar to those in Fit B. k Fit D a si~d from Fe-O-C3 is included. The signal from

Fe-O-C3 is fairly strong, and the R value of Fit D decreased to 0.202 x 10-S. Ml of the

distinguishable regular high frequency components have been removed in the Fit D

residual, and the FT of theoretical signals is in very good agreement with the

experimental ~ up to -4 ~ (Figure 2.3 D). Notice that even though the Fe-C3 distance is

longer than 4 ~ the Fe-O-C3 signal is significant. This enhancement is in pm due to a

focusing effect since the Fe-O-C3 angle is relatively large (1650). Figure 2.5 displays the

individud contributions of each signal in the ~. The dominant feature in the FT is the

Fe-O signal with the Fe-O-Cl and O-Fe-O ( 180°) and Fe-O-C3 signals contributing at -

higher R values.

The ability of the GNXAS method to accurately detetine bond distances and

angles was also evaluated. Fits were done by varying the distances and angles and

applying constraints to keep them within 57c of the crystallographic values. The initial

covariance matrix elements were obtained from Fit D and were allowed to vary within

107c of those values. A comparison of the crystallographic ~ralues with the distances and

angles obtained from the best fit to the data is presented in Table 2.1. The R value of this

fit was 0.142 x 10-5 (slightly better than Fit D) and the bond distances and angles were

quite close to the crystallographic values. The fit to the experimental data looks very

similar to Fit D with a slight improvement of the fit in the Fourier transformed data

between 2.5 and 3.0 ~. The bond distances and angles obtained from the GNXAS fit to

the experiment~ data are within the range of the crystallographic values as given in Table

2.1 with a few exceptions. The values obtained from the Fe-O-C 1 signal deviate from the

range of crystallographic values by 0.02 ~ for the O-Cl distance and 4° for the Fe-O-Cl

angle, causing the Fe-Cl distance to deviate from the crystallographic value by 0.03 ~.

The level of accuracy in this fit indicates

reproducing the phase of the experimental signal,
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Fi@re 2.4. Comparison of the Fe-Cl y(2) E~S signal to the Fe-O-C 1 y (3)signd and

the total Fe-O-Cl signal. The anomalous behavior of the Fe-O-Cl Y(3) signal near 8 ~-1

is due to the existence of a deep minimum in the amplitude function of the three-atom

signal. Note that the Fe-O-Cl y(3) signal is out of phase with the Fe-C 1 y(2) signal

between 2.5 and 7.5 ~-1. The low-k EX~S can ody be properly accounted for when the

first shell of carbons (Cl) is treated in a three-atom configuration (Fe-O-Cl), including

both the SS and MS contributions. (The ordinate scale is 5 between two consecutive tick

marks.)
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Fi~re ‘2.5. ~ of the EXNS signals of Fe(acac)3 for the individud contributions shown

in Figure 2.3D. This display is a useful way to detetine which si~nds contribute in

which regions and shows clearly the significant and complex contributions from Fe-O-Cl

and Fe-O-C3. (The ordinate scale is 10 between two consecutive tick marks.)
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21’25 Over a large number of fits varying the nonstructural paarneters andexperiments.

spline and differing the number of contributions, the Fe-O distance varied by less than

0.01 ~ and the Fe-O-C angles by less than 1°, while the O-C 1 distince varied up to

0.04 ~, the O-C2 distance 0.1 ~, and the O-C3 diswce 0.02 ~. The stronger the signal

the smaller the vtiation in the distance/angle between fits. The amplitude of the signal is

determined with slightly less accuracy because amplitudes are affected in the fits by

several variables which can be strongly correlated (S.2, Er, rc, bond variances, and the

covariance matrix elements). However, the variations of the above-mentioned parameters

were confined in narrow ranges detetined by physical constraints. h the Fe(acac)3

case, values for the bond variances are not well hewn since a theoretical approximation

of the molecular vibrations is not available. However, fitted values followed reasonable

trends with the Fe-O distance having the lowest variance of dl the ~ (2) contributions in

Fit A. In a comparison of the variances for the O-C distances, O-Cl had the lowest

variance, O-C2 had a much higher variance with the static disorder in the O-C2 distances

being over twice that of the O-Cl distmces, and O-C3 (with C3 being the carbon in the

-methyl groups) had the highest mean square deviation.

The EXAFS signal generated by GNXAS matches closely that of the

experimental signal of Fe(acac)3 when all the MS contributions were added into the

theoretical signal. A comparison of the FT in Figure 2.3A, where only the two-atom

signals were t~en into account, with the ~ in Figure 2.3D, where the three-atom signals

were dso used, shows the importance of including MS contributions from the three shells

of carbon atoms. Not only does the GNXAS theoretical fit match the experimental data

but the bond distances and angles in the find fit were within 4% of the crystallographic

average values with the majority of the bond distances and angles being within the range

of the crystallographic values (see .Table 2.1). The number of parameters used in the flt is

18 (two parameters for each bond, the length and its variance, and two for each angle, the

angle and its variance, since in this application the off-diagonal elements of the

correlation matrix have been fixed to zero) plus 3 (S02, Er, nd rc), for a toti of21. This

number can be compared with the number of independent data points hrl = (2~’6WZ )+ 2

= 36, for & = 12 ~-l and R = 4.5 ~. Notice that the the number of neighbors has been

fixed and that the two-body parameters are dso associated with three-body signals. In

this manner, the same parameters can be associated with both a strong and a we~ signal.

The independent data-to-parameter ratio determined above shows that the fit is

overdeterrnined by nearly a factor of two, pointing to the reliability of the fit. A point

worth

Fe-Cl

mentioning is that the three-atom MS signal from Fe-O-Cl is out

signal between 2.5 and 7.5 ~-1 (the Fe-O-Cl signal dies off after

of phase with the

7.5 ~-l) (this can
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be seen in Figure 2.4). This has implications when using SS Fe-C second-shell

parameters in empirical fits. One can only assume phase and amplitude trmsferability in

the second shell if the two distances and the angle of the model are very close to the

comparable distances and angle in the unknown. Therefore, the GNXAS method is

advantageous in that it can account for the strength and the complexity of MS

contributions in an inorgtic compound with a noncollinear arrangement of atoms. Once

the MS signals are modeled correctly, reliable bond distances and angles can be obtained

not only from the first-shell but dso from second- and third- shell neighbors without

dependence on obtaining suitable models from which to extract such empirical

parameters.

2.3.3.2. Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA]. Similar methodology was applied to

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] Fe K-edge EXAFS data to evaluate the ability of GNXAS to

theoretically analyze the EXAFS data of a lower symmetry coordination complex with

fixed ligation. The structure of [Fe(H20)EDTA]- (shown in Figure 2.6) is not as

well-ordered as that of Fe(acac)3 and more like the structures of metdloenzymes for

which it is expected that the GNXAS methodology will be particularly useful. The

crystal structure of Li[Fe(OH2)EDTA] .2H20 was previously reported,63 The iron atom

is sumounded by five oxygens and two nitrogens in the first shell with two 01’s at 1.97 ~.

two 02’s at 2.11 ~, a water at 2.11 ~. and two N’s at 2.32 ~. Each oxygen (except for the “

water) is bound to a carbon which is bound to another oxygen. Each nitrogen is bound to

three carbons that link the hexadentate ligand. The crystallographic values of

Li~e(OH2)EDTA].2 H20 were used to generate the two-atom and three-atom

configurations up to 4.5 ~ with a frequency tolerance of 0.1 ~. The reduced Norman

sphere radii used in the phase shift calculation were 1.17 ~ for Fe, 0.730 ~ for O,

0.751 ~ for N, and 0.772 ~ for C. The peaks in the two-atom distribution include two

short Fe-01 distances, two long Fe-02 distances, one Fe-0H2 distance, two Fe-N

distances, ten Fe-C distances between 2.83 and 3.16 ~, and four Fe-03 distances between

3.91 and 4.22 ~. There were approximately 30 unique three-atom contributions which

ranged in distance from 3.04 ~ to 4.5 ~. The signals attributed to each of the two- and

three-atom configurations were calculated. Due to the complexity of the structure,

contributions to the fits were systematically introduced. The spline was in three segments

of order 3,4,4 with defining energy points of 7155, 7250, 7600, and 7999 eV.

tiast-squares fits were done with k3 weighting over the k range 2.8-15.1 ~-1.

The first-shell fit contained waves from the following two-atom configurations:

Fe-Ol [2] at 1.97 ~, Fe-O~ [3] at 2.11 ~, and Fe-N [2] at 2.32 ~, where the number in the

brackets indicates the coordination number (see Table 2.2 for the range of
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Fi@re 2.6. Molecul~ smctie of ~e(OH2)EDTA]- witi atom desi~ations as used in

tie text.



Table 2.2. Comparison of the Na~e(OH2)EDTA] G~AS Values to the

C~stdlograptic Values of Li[Fe(OH2)EDTA] .2Hz0. .

Li~e(OH2)EDTA] ~

Na~e(OH2)EDTA] 2H20

structural feature Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] G~AS crystilo~aphic

(#of cotilgur- GN~S bond variance (o: )/ distanms/angles

ations in complex) distances/angles mgle variance ( 6; )a average [range]

Fe-01 (2) 1.97 A 0.003 1.97 A [1.94-2.00]

Fe-02 (3) 2.1OA 0.004 2.11 ~[2.11-2.13]

Fe-N (2) 2.33 ~ 0.003 2.32 ~ [2.30-2.35]

0]-c (2) 1.33 A 0.005 1.28 ~ [1.27-1.29]

02-C (2) 1.30 A 0.004 1.26 ~ [1.26-1.27]

N-C (6) 1.48 ~ 0.002 1.47 ~ [1.47-1 .48]

01,2-03 (4) 2.30 ~ 0.006 2.23 ~ [2.20-2.25]

C-03 (4) 1.27 ~ 0.006 1.23 ~[1.21-l.25]

Fe-C (4) 2.91 A 0.008 2.91 A [2.79-2.99]

Fe-O 1-C (2) 121” 3 x 101 120° [119-121]

Fe-02-C (2) 119° 6 X 101 122° [121-123]

Fe-N-C (6) 106” 1 x 101 108’ [103-112]

O1-Fe-O1 (1) 170” 1 x 101 166”

02-Fe-02 (1) 150’ 2 x 100 145”

Fe-01-03 (2) 150’ 5 x 101 145° [142-148]

Fe-02-03 (2) 155C 5 x 101 149° [148-150]

Fe-C-03 (4) 158” 1 x 101 158” [153-161]

a Bond and angle variances are repofied in ~2 and degrees2, respectively.
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crystallographic dis~ces). The Fe-0H2 and long Fe-@ distances were treated together

since they both have a distance of 2.11 ~. All five oxygens could not be averaged and

treated as a single shell because the EXAFS signals from the short Fe-01 and longer

Fe-02 strongly intetiere at higher k @igure 2.7), This fust-shell fit (not shown) gave an

R value ofO.118 x 10-4 with good agreement between the FT of the expetientd data

and the fit signal up to 2.0 ~ (corresponding to -2.4 ~ in the cluster when the phase shift

is t~en into account). The major contributions in the EXAFS signal were accounted for

using the three first-shell dis~ces, with especitiy good agreement at higher k. The next

fit included signals from three-atom configurations: Fe-01-C, Fe-02-C, and Fe-N-C.

The R value decreased to 0.437 x 10-5. The toti theoretical EXAFS signal fits extremely

well to the experimental EXAFS above k = 8 ~-1, and there were several pe~ between

2.0 and 3.0 ~ in the FT. However, pews above 3.0 ~ in the ~ were not being fit well

and high frequency components could be seen in the EXAFS residud, especially at lower

k. Therefore other three-atom components were extined for signals that were relatively

strong and of the same frequency as those in the residud.

All the -90° signals associated with O-Fe-O, O-Fe-hT, and N-Fe-N were extremely

we~. Both the 01-Fe-01 and 02-Fe-02 MS signals contributed only a small amount at

low k. The Fe-O] -03 and Fe-02-03 signals were significant. However, the Fe-C-03

contribution was found to be extremely strong and largely responsible for the pe~ in the -

~ at -3.5 ~. The best fit was obtained when the lmt five mentioned contributions were

included. The results of this fit are shown in Figure 2.7, and a comparison of the

distances and angles to the Li[Fe(OH2)EDTA] .2H20 crystallographic values are given in

Table 2.2. The individud contributions to the ~ are shown in Figure 2.8. With an R

value of 0.735 x 10-6, this flt was a factor of 6 better than the fit that included the frost

neighbors and Fe-O I-C, Fe-02-C, and Fe-N-C signals. The fit compares extremely well

to the experimental EXAFS with the exception of high frequency components between

7.5 and 12 ~-I (see results in Figure 2.7). These higher frequency components can

possibly be attributed to intermoleculm sia~ds that were not accounted for because the

cluster was only generated up to 4.5 ~. The ~ of the theoretical fit is in close ageement

with the FT of the experimental data up to 4.0 ~. The low-frequency EXAFS is

dominated by three waves from the g2 contributions: Fe-01, Fe-02, and Fe-N. The

EXAFS distances for these three shells show excellent agreement with the

Li~e(OH2)EDTA]2H20 crystilographic values, deviating by <0.01 ~. The Fe-Ol -C,

Fe-02-C, and Fe-N-C waves ha~re significant contributions in the ~ region between 2.0

and 3.0 ~, with Fe-N-C having the largest signal because of the 6-fold degeneracy. The
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Fi~re 2.7. Comp=ison of the GNXAS theoretical signal with experimental data of Fe

K-edge k3-weighted EXAFS data between 7155 and 7999 eV of Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA].

The top portion of the figure contains the non-phase shift corrected ~ of the k3-weighted

experimental EXAFS data (—) and that of the total theoretical signal (----). Also shown

is the ~ of the residual (....). The lower portion of the figure presents the EXAFS

signals for the individud contributions. The total theoretical siawd is dso shown (—)

and compared with the experimental data (....) with

between the experimental and the theoretical EXAFS.

two consecutive tick marks.)

the residud being the difference

(The ordinate scale is 10 between
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higher frequency region is dominated by the Fe-C-03 signal. A focusing effect occurs

because of the large Fe-C-03 angle (161 O).

Not only are the structural values obtained from the GNXAS fit consistent with the

crystallographic values but the GNXAS to@ EXAFS signal compared to the data and the

respective FT of the fit and the data agree remarkably well for a low-symmetry

coordination complex with mixed ligation. The fitted parameters are in substantially

good agreement with crystallographic data, even though the fit is slightly

under-determined (37 fitting parameters compared to 36 independent points). The bond

distances obtained from GNXAS for the three first neighbors distance are dl within 0.01

~ of the crystallographic values (see Table 2.2). The GNXAS bond distances and angles

that make up the g3 contributions are within 4% of the average crystallographic values,

with the strength of the signal influencing the goodness of the match. The configurations

with stronger signals have distances and angles that are closer to the c~stallographic

values than the configurations with weaker signals. For example, the f~st shell has the

strongest contributions and the calculated distances are within the range of the

.Li~e(OH2)EDTA] 2H20 crystallographic values. The Fe-N-C signal is much stronger

than the Fe-O-C signals. The difference between the crystallographic and calculated N-C

distance is 0.01 ~ while the difference between the cryst~ographic and calculated O-C

distance is 0.05 ~. Since the Fe-C-03 signal is strong, accurate distmces and angles are “

obtainable, even though the 03 atoms are over 4 ~ away from the Fe atom. GNTXAS dso

proved to be intemdly consistent, in that the first-shell distances varied <0.01 ~, the

low-Z bond distances (i. e., O-C and N-C) vtied H.04 ~, and the bond angles varied ~3°

over a large number of fits with varying contributions, splines, and nonstructural

parameters.

2.3.3.3. K3Fe(CN)6, The GNXAS programs were applied to K3Fe(CN)6 EXAFS

data to investigate the MS of the linear Fe-C-N unit and to test the feasibility of using

GNXAS for angle determination studies for low-Z diatotics coordinated to transition

metal centers. The iron atom in K3Fe(CN)6 is in an octahedrd environment 65 with an

average Fe-C bond distance of 1.94 ~ and a range of 1.93- 1.94 ~. The Fe-C-N angle

ranges from 177 to 179° with a C-N distance of 1.15 ~. The cryst~ographic values of

K3Fe(CN)6 were used to characterize the two-atom and three-atom configurations up to

4.5 ~ with a frequency tolerance of 0.1 ~. The reduced N70rrnan sphere radii used in the

phase shift calculation were 0.946 ~ for Fe, 0.654 ~ for C, and 0.668 ~ for NT. The

two-atom configurations included Fe-C while the three-atom configurations included

Fe-C-N, C-Fe-C (90’), and C-Fe-C (180”). The two-region spline had orders of 3, 4 with

defining energy points of 7160, 7300, and 7999 eV. The coordination numbers were
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fixed to the known values, and the Fe-C and C-N distances were allowed to vary along

with the respective variances. The independent points to parameters ratio is 36 to 19, ,

indicating that the fit to the data will be overdetetined by “almost a factor of 2. A

comment has to be made for collinear configurations. h the GN~S programs, a Taylor

expansion of amplitudes and phases is used during the fitting procedure with first order

derivatives. For a collinear structure (6 = 1800), the first order derivative is zero and

therefore the program uses the second-derivative. Thus, the themd and configurational

averages of the Fe-C-hT contributions were performed using a second-order Taylor

expansion for the amplitude and phase around 9 = 180”, m described elsewhere.g The

agreement with the experimental data was found to be much worse with fits having

angles 6< 178”, thus indicating a strong sensitivity of the signal to the geometry of the

collinear configuration. In addition, the angles around the iron were constrained to be

octahedral. Least-squares fits were done with k3 weighting over the k range of

2.9-15.1 ~-l.

The best fit gave an Fe-C distance of 1.92 ~ and a C-N distance of 1.18 ~. The

EXAFS contributions and the ~ of the best fit are presented in Figure 2.9 and show

good agreement to the experimental data. The Fe-C SS sign~ and the Fe-C-N MS sign~

dominate the EXAFS spectrum. The angular sensitivity of the Fe-C-N signal was

investigated by fixing all the distances and variances and generating the MS signal from .

Fe-C-N and the SS sign~ from Fe-N as a function of the Fe-C-N angle (Figure 2. 10).

The MS signal from the Fe-C-N unit shows considerable amplitude enhancement for

angles greater than about 150°, as reported in earlier papers for Fe-O-Fe and metal

8-12 This indicates that GNXAS can be used to ~~yze MS effects as acarbonyl systems.

function of angle, and where the angular dependent amplitude/phase effects become

significant (above about 1500), angles can be fairly accurately determined for Fe-C-hT

configurations. This should also be the case for similar systems such as nitrosyl and

dioxygen complexes even when contributions from other outer shell scatterers may be

present.

2.4. Summary

In this chapter an ab injtio, integrated approach to EXAFS data analysis, called

GNTXAS, has been described. The characteristics and advantages of this approach were

investigated by applying the method to Fe K-edge EXAFS data of three iron coordination

complexes of known structure. Accurate structural results were obtained by using a

fitting procedure which takes into account two-atom and three-atom MS signals. The ra~~
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data were fit in a way that reduces the tedious standard preanalysis of manual

spline-background removal and without dependence on obtaining suitable models from

which to extract empirical phase and amplitude paameters. First neighbor distances

deviated less than 0.01 ~ from the crystallographic values, which is comparable or better

than that which can be obtained by empirical-based methods. Bond distances and angles

of second (and in some cases third) neighbors were dso obtained due to the accurate

modefing of MS contributions. The second and third neighbor distances and angles were

found to be in good agreement with crystallographic values, typically within the

crystallographic range and varying only 470 in distance and angle from the average.

These findings are of general importance for structural studies of chernicd systems,

including inorganic complexes and metalloproteins. Further, they demonstrate that a

proper treatment of the MS components in the EXAFS signal is necessary to get reliable

structural information on distant neighbors. Moreover, accurate bond angle

determination for angles over about 150° is feasible for Fe-C-N and other similar systems

using the GNXAS approach to accurately analyze MS effects.
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Chapter 3

Determination of the Fe-N-O hgle in {FeNO }7 Complexes

Using Multiple-Sca~ering EWS Adysis by GNWS
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3.1. Introduction

Mononuclear high spin non-heme ferrous centers are present in the catalytic

active sites of a large number of enzymes involved in the binding and activation of

molecular dioxygen. 1 An understanding of the reactivity of these enzymes requires

knowledge of the geometric and electronic structures of the active sites as well as their

interactions with substrate, dioxygen, and other molecules of relevance to catalysis.

Understanding the oxygen intermediates involved in catalysis is key to obtaining

molecular insight into the mechanism of the reaction. Unfortunately, these intermediates

are often too unstable to allow detiled spectroscopic study. Nitric oxide reversibly binds

to the ferrous active site of the native form of mny of these non-heme iron enzymes to

generate stable nitrosyl complexes.2 These enzyme-NO complexes can serve as analogs

of the possible dioxygen intermediates involved in catalysis ad can be readily studied

spectroscopically to determine geometric and electronic structure differences wtich could

provide insight into differences in oxygen activation by the enzymes.

However, in order to use the NO derivative of these non-heme iron enzymes as a

probe of electron distribution related to dioxygen reactivity, a detailed understmding of

the electronic and geometric structure of the {FehTO }7 unit3 is required. {FeNO }7

complexes have been described in the literature as having different electronic swctures

for different geometric structures, linear Fe-N-O being viewed as Fe+ and hTO+ and bent

Fe-N-O as Fe3+ and NO-. Enzyme-NO complexes as well as several {FeNO }7 model

compounds (in particular FeEDTA-NO, vide infra) exhibit an unusual S=3/2 EPR

signd.2 A wide range of bonding descriptions have appeared4 to describe this S=3/2

signal including [Fe+d7(S=3/2) - NO+(S=O)], [Fe2+d6(S=2) - NO”(S=l/2)]

antiferromagneticdly coupled, [Fe3+d5(S= 1/2) - NO-(S=l )] ferromagnetically coupled,

and [Fe3+d5(S=3/2) - hTO-(S=O)]. Recently a combination of spectroscopic and

theoretical methods was used to detefine that the appropriate description of the S=3/2

{FeNO}7 unit is high spin Fe3+(S=5/2) antiferromagneticdly coupled to an NO- (S= 1) to

produce the S=3/2 ground state.5

In the present study, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data on a

series of {FeNO }7 model compounds were measured and analyzed to characterize the

geometric structure of the Fe-N’-O unit. Multiple-scattering effects from distmt shells

can contribute significmtly to the EXAFS of inorganic molecules,6 and these effects ha~’e

been used in a fewr favorable cases to obtain angular inforrnation.7 The effects are

pmicularly e~ident when an intervening atom nears a linear relationship with an absorber

and a distant scatterer, as occurs in Fe-oxo dimers7b and metal carbonyls.8 An empirical



data analysis approach was utilized to determine the Fe-O-Fe angle in oxygen-bridged

iron complexes. 7b The analysis demonstrated that it was possible to estimate the Fe-O-Fe

bridging mgle to within *8° and calculate the Fe-Fe dis~ce to N.05 ~. h the present

study, the same traditional empirical EXAFS technique was initially applied to the

{FeNO}7 systems to determine the Fe-N-O angle. However, determination of the

Fe-N-O angle using the empirical technique was not found to be possible because the

oxygen of the Fe-N-O is not a heavy back-scatterer, the quality of empincd Fe-N and

Fe-O (second shell) phases and amplitudes is poor, and other low Z atoms are at

approximately the same distance as the Fe-O (second shell).9 Since angle determination

by empirical methods did not prove to be feasible, a new theoretical EXAFS data analysis

package, GNXAS,l 0 was utilized to probe the Fe-NT-O bond angle using a

multiple-scattering analysis and establish the generality of the approach for angle

determination of low-Z small molecules Iiganded to transition metal complexes.

The GNXAS package provides a new integrated approach to the analysis of

EXAFS data based on full curved-wave, multiple-scattering theoretical analysis. It

-incorporates direct fitting of theoretical spectra (calculated by utilizing the

Hedin-Lundqvist complex exchange and correlations potentidl 1) to the expenmenti data

and utilizes single- and multiple-scattering signals with the proper treatment of correlated

distances and Debye-Wdler factors. GNXAS has been evaluated on simpler systems

(including SiX4 (X = F, Cl, CH3),12 0S3(CO)12,8d Br2 and ~r,13 and brorninated

hydrocarbons 14) and a more complex heterometd cluster. 15 It has been demonstrated in

the previous chapter that the GNXAS method can provide accurate bond distances and

mgles for second and third neighbors for Fe complexes. 16

In this study. the EXAFS data of a series of c~stdlographicdly -characterized

{FeNO }7 compounds with varying Fe-N-O angles were analyzed using the GNXAS

method to examine the sensitivity of this method to Fe-N-O angle detefination. The

compounds studied were [Fe(TMC)NO](BF4)2 17 (where TMC =

1,4,8,1 l-tetramethyl - 1,4,8,11 -tetraazacyclotetradecane), which has an Fe-N-O bond mgle

of 177.5(5)0, Fe(TACN)(N3)2N04e (where TACN = N, AT’,N’’-trimethyl- 1,4,7-

triazacyclononane) which has an angle of 156(1)0, and Fe(sden)NOl 8 (where salen =

NN-ethylenebis( sdicylideneiminato)), which has a bond angle of 127(6)0 at -175 ‘C and

147(5)0 at 23 ‘C.

EXAFS data for FeEDTA-NO (whose crystal structure is not bown due to lack

of suitable crystals) were obtained and analyzed to determine the utiown Fe-N-O bond

angle. In

an initial

order to use the GNXAS method to calculate the theoretical EXAFS spectmm,

structural model is needed. Such a model for this unknown structure was
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obtained by comparing first-shell empirical fits of the EXAFS data of ~e(H20)EDTA]’,

~e(H20)EDTA]2-, and FeEDTA-NO. The Fe-O and Fe-N distances of the EDTA ligand

in FeEDTA-NO were much closer to the distances in [Fe(H20)EDTA]- than the

respective distances in [Fe(H20)EDTA]2-, consistent with our description of the

FeEDTA-NO complex as having a ferric centers Thus bond distances and angles from

the crystdlographicdly wharactenzed [Fe(H20)EDTA]- were used as an initial structural

model in the GNXAS analysis with NO substituted for the bound water. 19 Since the

EXAFS data for FeEDTA-NO were collected m a frozen solution, EXAFS data were dso

collected for Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] as a solution as well as a powder to determine if the

metrical details differed in the two stites. The results of this study establish that EX~S

analysis by GNXAS can provide reliable angular information and serve as the basis for its

application to NO complexes of non-heme iron protein active sites.

3.2. Experimental Section

3.2.1. Sample Preparation and Data Collection

X-ray absorption (XAS) spectra were recorded at the Stanford Synchrotron

Radiation Laboratory on unfocused bearrdines 7-3 and 4-3 during dedicated conditions

(3 GeV, 25-75 m4). The radiation was monochromatized using a Si(220) double-crystd

monochromators detuned 5070 at 7998 eV to tinimize harmonic conttination. An

Oxford Instruments continuous-flow liquid helium CF 1208 cryostat was used to

maintain a constant temperature. The XAS spectra were calibrated using u intemd Fe

foil standard,20 assigning the first inflection pointto711 1.2 eV.

~e(TMC)NO](BF4)2,17 Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0,4e Fe(salen)N0,18 a n d

Na~e(OH2)EDTA] 19 were prepared as described in the literature. [Fe(TMC)NO](BF4)~.

Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0, and Fe(salen)NO are air-sensitive and were handled in a

nitrogen-filled inert atmosphere dry glove box during the following sample preparation.

The crystalline samples were mixed with BN and ground into a fine powder. The

BN/sample mixture was pressed into a 1 mm thick Al spacer that was sealed with

63.5 ~m Mylar tape windows. hediately after preparation, the samples were frozen in

liquid nitrogen. Data were measured in transmission mode at 10 K with nitrogen-filled

ionization chambers. Since Fe(salen)NO undergoes a spin and structural transition at

180 K, EXAFS data were dso collected at 220 K.
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The[Fe(OH2)EDTA]2- solution, 50mMin Fe, was preparedly anaerobically

adding ferrous ammonium sulfate to a 50 ~ solution of Na2EDTA in pH = 6.5, 0.1 M

deoxygenated phosphate buffer. Otidizing this solution produced ~e(OH2)EDTA]-. An

FeEDTA-NO solution was prepared by purging an [Fe(OH2)EDTA]2- solution with NO

gas under anaerobic conditions. To form an ice-free glass, the XAS, solution smples

were prepared by adding 5090 (by volume) glycerol to the previously prepared solutions

resulting in solutions 25 mM in Fe. These samples were loaded into 140 pL Lucite

EXAFS cells (23 x 2 x 3 mm) with 37 ~m Kapton windows in an maerobic wet box

under nitrogen. The samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen ad were subsequently stored

in a liquid nitrogen refrigerator until use. Dam were collected in fluorescence mode at

10 K. The fluorescence signal was collected by an argon-filled ionization charnber,2 I

equipped with Soiler slits and a Mn filter.

Data were also collected for Fe(acetylaceton ate)3 and

[Fe( 1, 10-phenanthroline) 3](C104)3 at 10 K to extract Fe-O and Fe-N backscattering

parameters for empincd analysis. Fe(acetylacetonate)3 was purchased from Mdrich and

EFe(1, 10-phenantioline) 3](C104)3 was prepared according to the published procedure .22

The samples were prepared in air in an identicd manner to the solids mentioned above.

Data were measured in transmission mode with nitrogen-filled ionization chambers.

The EXAFS data were measured to k = 15 ~- 1 with 2 mm high -

pre-monochromator beam-defining slits for the Na[Fe(0H2)EDTA],

Na2[Fe(OH2)EDTA], and FeEDTA-NO solutions and 1 mm high pre-monochromator

slits for d] the powder samples. Two to seven scans were averaged for each transmission

sample, while eight to twenty scans were averaged for the fluorescence samples. The

effects of a quartet monochromators glitch were removed from the averaged data by four

single point replacements at around k = 11.8, 12.1, 12.3 and 12.6 ~-l.

3.2.2. Gh~S Dab Analysis

As described in detail in Chapter 2 and elsewhere, l“16 the GNXAS programs

generate model EXAFS signals for each shell around the photoabsorber based on an

initial structural model. Both single-scattering and multiple-scattering contributions are

summed to generate a theoretical spectrum for the model which is then flt to the non-

Fourier-filtered experimental data. 1016

The c~stallographic coordinates were used as input for [Fe(TMC)N0](BF4 )2.17

Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0,4e and Fe(salen)NOl 8 at high and low temperatures (Figure 3.1

shows the structure of each compound). Phase shifts were calculated using the standard
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muffin-tin approximation with dl the atoms xsociated with each compound and up to an

energy limit of 70 Ry (950 eV) above the Fe K edge. The Mattheiss prescription23 of

overlapping, self-consistent atomic charge densities of the atoms of the cluster was used

to construct the Coulomb portion of the effective one-electron potential. Proper account

of the charge relaxation around the core hole was taken. The Hedin-Lundqvist

plasmon-pole approximation was used to model its exchange and correlation pti. 1I The

imaginary part of the latter takes into account inelastic scattering processes of the

photoelectron propagating out of the system and models a prioti its mean-free path. The

muffin-tin radii were chosen by scaling Norman radii of the cluster atoms by a factor of

about 0.8 as to match the nearest neighbor distance.

The theoretical EMS spectrum was calculated to include contributions from

two-atom and three-atom configurations. Within each n-atom configuration, dl the MS

contributions were taken into account. 10>16 The two-atom and three-atom configurations

were identified in each cluster up to 4.4 ~ and averaged with a frequency tolerance of

0.1 ~. The resultant information was used to calculate the various EX~S y(2) and y(3)

Signals associated with each two-atom and three-atom contribution using the

crysdlographic bond lengths and distances.

The GNXAS fitting program constructs the theoretical abso~tion spectrum by -

summing dl the y (2) and y(3) signals and compares this theoretical spectrum with the

experimental absorption spectrum with the residual function R being a measure of the

quality of the fit. 16 Least-square fits are petiormed on the averaged, energy-calibrated,

raw absorption data without prior background subtraction or Fourier filtering. Raw’ data

are compared directly with a model absorption coefficient composed of an appropriate

background plus the oscillatory structural contribution from the theoretically calculated

EX~S. 16 A spline of orders 3,4,4 with defining energy points of 7155,7250, 7600, and

7998 eV was used for most cases. If there was low-frequency noise in the Fourier

transfom ~) the first defining energy point was adjusted by a maximum of 5 eV until

the noise was minimized. Least-squares fits were done with k3 weighting where the first

and the last spline ‘points determined the range of the fit.

The structured parameters varied in the refinements were the distance (R) and the

bond variance (o; ), the mean square variation in the bond distance, for each two-atom

configuration and the distances, the angle and the covtiance matrix elements 10>16for the

three-atom configurations. Distances and angles were allowed to vary within a preset

range, typically iO.05 ~ and +5°. Bond and angle variances and the off-diagonal

covariance matrix elements were dso allowed to vw in restricted rmges: iO.005 ~~,

*5O (degrees)2 and tO.5, respectively. The coordination numbers were kept fixed to
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known crystallographic values. The nonstructural parameters in the fits were EO (a

parameter that aligns the experimental energy scale to the theo~eticd energy scale), S02

(many-body amplitude reduction factor), rc (core-hole lifetime), and E, (experimental

resolution). These parameters were refined within nmow limits around expected

vdues.24~25

3.2.3. Empiriml EXAFS Analysis

Data reduction and analysis using empirical phase and amplitude parameters was

performed to obtain first-shell fits of the Na~e(OH2)EDTA] powder and solution,

Na2[Fe(OH2)EDTA] solution, and FeEDTA-NO solution according to the methods

described previously8~26 and briefly summarized here, A pre-edge subtraction was

performed by fitting the EXAFS region with a smooth second order polynomial function

which was extrapolated into the pre-edge region and subtracted. A three segment spline

approximately even in k-space with orders of two, three, and three was fit to the EX~S

region and subtracted and the data normalized to an edge jump of one at 7130 eV. The

polynotid spline was chosen so that it minimized residud low-frequency noise but did

not reduce the amplitude of the EXNS, as judged by monitoring the ~ of the EXAFS

as a function of the spline fitting process. The normalized data were converted to k- -

space. The photoelectron wave vector, k, is defined by [2~(E-@)fi2] l/2 where ~ is

the electron mass, E is the photon energy,h is Planck’s constant divided by 2n, and EO is

the threshold energy of the absorption edge, which was defined to be 7130 eV for the Fe

K absorption edge. The empirical EXAFS data analyses were performed with nonlinear

leait-square curve-fitting8a20 *26 techniques using empirical phase and amplitude

parameters. The following models were used to obtain the empirical Fe-X

backscattering parameters of interest: Fe-O from ~e(ace~lacetonate)3 ]27 and Fe-N from

~e( l,lO-phenanthroline) 3](C104)3.22

Fourier transforms (from k to R space) were performed for the data range 3.5-

14.5 ~-1 with a Gaussian window of 0.1 A-l. The window widths used in the

backtransforms (from R to k space) are presented in the Results and Discussion section.

The window widths were kept as similar as possible to the windows used to extract

amplitude and phase parameters from the model compounds to minimize artifacts

introduced by the Fourier filtering technique. Ml curve-fitting was based on k3-weighted

data and applied to the individud filtered shell of interest. Only the structure-dependent

parameters, the distance and coordination number, were varied. A “goodness of fit”

parameter, F. was calculated as F = { [@(data - fit)2]/(no. of points)} lf~ for each fit.
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3.3. Resulfi and Discussion

3.3.1. G~S Fi~ of {FeNO}7 Complexw with from Fe-~-O Angles

The GNXAS approach was used to fit the experimental EXAFS data of

[Fe(TMC)N0](BF4)2, Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0, and Fe(sden)NO at 10 and 220 K. EXAFS

contributions for each two-atom and three-atom configuration were calculated using

crystallographic distances and bond angles. The individurd contributions were then

sumed to generate a theoretical EXAFS spectrum which was then fit to the non-Fourier

filtered experimental EXAFS data without prior background subtraction. b the fits, the

crystallographic bond distances and angles were allowed to vary to fit the experimental

EXAFS data. A compmison of the theoretical EXAFS spectrum to the expenmentrd data

(along with the individud EXAFS signal from each contribution) for each compound is

presented in Figures 3.2-3.5. A comparison of the bond distances and angles obtained

from the GNXAS fits to the crystdographic values is given in Table 3.1.

The best fit to the EXAFS data of ~e(TMC)NO](BF4)2 is presented in Figure 3.2.

with the corresponding ~ presented in Figure 3.6A. The total EXAFS spec~m was

accounted for by four contributions: Fe-N(0), Fe-N(TMC), Fe-N-O, and Fe-N-C

[throughout this chapter, signals from three-atom configurations contain contributions

from the three-atom multiple-scattering pathways (y (3) signal) and a two-atom

contribution (y(2) signal) from the distant atom] 6]. The GNXAS bond distances and

~gles match ex~emely well with the c~stdlographic values, deviating less than 0.01 ~

and 10, respectively (Table 3. 1). The linear Fe-N-O multiple-scattering signal is very

strong due to the intervening atom focusing effect, 16 allowing for very accurate bond

angle dete~ination. The crystallographic Fe-N-O bond angle is 177.5(5)0 and the

Fe-N-O bond angle obtained from the GNXAS fit is 178°. k the numerous fits that were

calculated the bond distances varied by 4.02 ~ and the bond angles varied by cl 0.

The EXAFS data of Fe(TACN)~T3)2N0 and the best fit to the data are presented

in Figure 3.3 and the ~ is shown in Figure 3.7B. The EXAFS spectrum is dominated by

three two-atom signals: Fe-N(0), Fe-N(N2) and Fe-N(TACN). The significant

three-atom signals come from Fe-N-O, Fe-N-N and Fe-N-C groups. The resultant bond

distances and angles are dl within 5% of the crystallographic values (see Table 3.1) with

the Fe-N-O angle equal to 157° (as compared to the crystdlo~aphic value of 156( 1)O).

The fit to the Fe(sden)NO EXAFS data at 10 K with an Fe-N-O angle of 1310 is

presented in Figure 3.4, with the FT of this fit to the data shown in Figure 3.8C. The

two-atom and three-atom contributions included in the fit to the data were Fe-N(O).
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Figure 3.2. EX~S signals for indi~ridual contributions in the best fit for the

~e(TMC)NO](BF4)2 data. The total slw~ (—) is dso shown and compared with the

experimental data (---) with the residud being the difference between the experimental

EMS and the theoretical EXMS. (The ordinate sctie is 10 between two consecuti~e

tick marks. ) Note the stren@ of the Fe-N-O contribution.
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Figure 3.3. EXAFS signals for individual contributions in the best fit for the

Fe(TA~T)~3)2N0 data. The total signrd (— ) is dso shown and compared with the

experimental data (---) with the residud being tie difference between the experimental

EXAFS and the theoretical EXAFS. (The ordinate scale is 10 between two consecuti~’e

tick .marks.)
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Figure 3.4. EX~S signals for individual contributions in the best fit for the

Fe(sden)NO at 10 K data. The total signal (—) is dso shown and compared with the

experimental data (---) with the residud being the difference between the experimental

EX~S md the theoretical EHS. (The ordinate scale is 10 between two consecuti~e

tick maks.) Note that the Fe-N md Fe-N-O signals tie extremely weak.
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Table 3.1. Crystdographic Bond Distances and Angles Compared to GNXAS Results
for {FeNO )7 Complexes with bown Fe-N-O Angles.

GNXAS -
bond variance

(&)/
structural GNXAS R

agle variance
crystiographic

feature distance/
(d)b

values
compound (CNa) angle e [range]

~e(~C)NO](BF4)2 ~-~ [;] 1.73 A
2.17 ~

N-O (1) 1.14A
N-C (4) 1.49A
Fe-N-O (1) 178.0”
Fe-N-C (12) 110.7”

Fe~ACN)@3)2N0 Fe-N (1)
Fe-N (2)
Fe-N (3)
N-O (1)
N-N (2)
N-C (9)
Fe-N-O (1)
Fe-N-N (2)
Fe-N-C (9)

Fe(sden)NO Fe-N (1)
10Kd Fe-O (2)

Fe-N (2)
N-O (1)
o-c (2)
N-C (2)
N-C (2)
Fe-N-O (1)
Fe-O-C (2)
Fe-N-C (2)
Fe-N-C (2)

Fe(salen)NO Fe-N (1)
220Ke Fe-O (2)

Fe-N (2)
N-O (1)
o-c (2)
N-C (2)
N-C (2)
Fe-N-O (1)
Fe-O-C (2)
Fe-N-C (2)
Fe-N-C (2)

1.77 A
2.06 ~
2.25 ~
1.1OA
1.22 A
1.43 A
156.7°
127.7°
109.0°
1.77 A
1.87 ~
1.95 A
1.16A
1.36 ~
1.28 A
1.49 A
131°
127”
124°
114°
1.76 ~
1.90 A
2.08 ~
1.1OA
1.31 A
1.26 ~
1.47 A
149°
132°
127°
116°

0.005
0.007
0.001
0.004
2x 101
8 X 101
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.001
0.002
0.003
4 x 100
3 x 100
8 X 101
0.006
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
1 x 101
1 x 100
1 x 100
1 x 100

8:W
0.012
0.001
0.005
0.004
0.001
3 x 101
3 x 101
1 x 100
1 x 101

1.74 &
2.16 ~ [2.15-2.18]
1.144
1.49 A [1.48-1.50]
177.5°
110° ~lo9-114]
1.74 A
2.05 ~ [2.03-2.08]
;.;: f [2.24-2.27j

1:190A [1.19-1.20]
1.5 A [1.4-1.6]
156°
124° [121-127]
108° [104-112]
1.8A
1.90 ~ [1.87-1.93]
1.97 A [1.97-1.98]
1.15 ~c
1.36 ~ [1.35-1.37]
1.28 A [1.26-1.31]
1.50 A [1.49-1.51]
127°
127° [126-128]
124° [123-125]
114° [114-115]
1.78 ~
1.91 A [1.89-1.92]
2.08 ~ [2.07-2.08]
1.11A
1.31 ~[1.30-l .32]
1.26 ~ [1.24-1.27]
1.45 A [1.45-1 .46]
147°
130° [126-133]
125” [124-126]
114° [112-116]

a CN = number of configurations in the c~mplex. b Bond and angle variances are
reported in ~2 md degrees2, respectively. cvalue was fixed in the crystal stmcture
crystal structure was detetined at -175 ‘C and the EX~S was measured at 10 K.
crystal structure was determined at 23 “C md the EXAFS was measured at 220 K.

dThe

Whe
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Fe-O(sden), Fe-N(sden), Fe-N-O, Fe-O-C, and two Fe-N-C signals. The distances and

angles obtained from the GNXAS fits were dl within 190 of the crystallographic values.

Table 3.1. k the Fe(sden)NO EMS data at 10 K the two-atom signals from the O and

N of the sden Iigand were very strong relative to the signal from the N of the nitrosyl

ligand. The bond variances (o;) are 0.001 ~2 for the Fe-O(sden) and Fe-N(salen)

contributions and 0.006 ~2 for the Fe-N(0) signal. The high bond vtiance and the

associated wed signal for the Fe-N(0) contribution could be due to the fact that the

nitrosyl group is disordered. 18 The crystal structure of Fe(sden)NO at -175 ‘C shows a

strongly disordered nitrosyl group with the standard deviation of the Fe-N(0) distance

being 0.1 ~ ad a 10 variation of the Fe-N-O angle ranging from 115° to 137°. Not only

is the nitrosyl group disordered, but the Fe-N-O angle is below 150.0 Significant

enhancement of the multiple-scattering signal results when the atoms are arranged in

approximately a collinear array, in which case the outgoing photoelectron is strongly

forward scattered by the intervening atom. This effect drops off very rapidy for bond

angles below - 150”.637~16 Since the Fe-N(0) contribution hm a high bond variance and

tie Fe-N-O angle is low (-130”), the Fe-N-O signal is extremely we~.

The best fit to the Fe(sden)NO EXAFS data at 220 K is presented in Figure 3.5,

with the FT of the best fit to the data shown in Figure 3.9B. The two-atom and .

three-atom contributions included in the fit to the data were Fe-N(0), Fe-O(salen),

Fe-N(salen), Fe-N-O, Fe-O-C and two Fe-N-C signals. The distances and angles

obtained from the GNXAS fits were dl within 1To of the crystallographic values, Table

3.1. The crystal structure of Fe(sden)NO t~en at 23 ‘C was more accurately determined

than the structure at -175 “C, although the oxygen of the nitrosyl group showed some

disorder. Two oxygens (OA and OB) were introduced into the crystallographic model

with fixed occupancies of 0.5; the Fe-N-OA angle is lQ(5)0 and the Fe-N-OB angle is

150(4)0. The Fe-N-O angle obtained from the GNXAS fit to the EXAFS data in Figure

3.5 was 149” with an angle variance of 31 (degrees)2, see Table 3.1. Predictably, the

bond variances were higher for the Fe(sden)NO data collected at 220 K, which is dso

seen in the lower magnitude at high k in the EXAFS data (Figures 3.4 and 3.5).

Once best fits were obtained for each {FeNO )7 complex, the sensitivity of the fit

to the Fe-N-O angle was tested by fixing dl the distances, angles, and nonstructural

parameters and calculating a theoretical EXAFS spec~m with Fe-N-O angles ringing

from 90’ to 180°. The FTs of relevant calculated spectra for each compound are

presented in Figures 3.6-3.9. Plots of log(R values) vs Fe-N-O angle for each complex

are shown in Figure 3.10 (the log function allows the plots to be scaled for comparison).

A minimum in these plots is indicative of a better fit to the experimental EXAFS data.
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Figure 3.5. EXAFS signals for individual contributions in the best fit for the

Fe(sden)NO at 220 K data. The total signal (— ) is dso shown md compared with the

experimental data (---) with the residud being the difference between the experimental

EXAFS and the theoretical EXAFS. (The ordinate scale is 10 between two consecutive

tick marks.)



The ~s of the calculated GNXAS spectra with the Fe-N-O angles of 178° (best

fit), 150°, and 120” for the ~e(TMC)NO](BF4)2 data are presented in Figure 3.6. The

second pe~ in the ~ at 2.5 ~, which is due to the Fe-N-O multiple-scattering signal,

cannot be accounted for without an Fe-N-O angle that is close to linear. The R value

dramatically increases in calculated spectra where the Fe-N-O angle is below 170°

(Figure 3. 10A). Due to the strength of the multiple-scattering signal from an

approximately linear Fe-N-O unit, the calculated spectrum is extremely sensitive to the

Fe-N-O angle.

Figure 3.7 shows the FTs of calculated spectra for Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0 with an

Fe-N-O angle of 180°, 157”@est fit), and 120”. The ~ of the calculated spectrum with

Fe-N-O equal to 180° does not match the ~ of the experimental EXAFS data. When the

log(R value) is plotted vs the Fe-N-O angle there is a tinimum between 155° and 160°

(Figure 3. 10B) with the crystallographic Fe-N-O angle for Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0 being

156”. There is a second shallower timum in the R value at 110”. Upon inspection of

the Fe-N-O multiple-scattering signal and the Fe-O (of the Fe-N-O) single-scattering

signal, it was observed that in the low-k region the Fe-O signal with an Fe-N-O angle of

110° was in-phase and of the same order of magnitude as the Fe-N-O multiple-scattering

signal with an Fe-N-O angle equal to 156°. Therefore the single-scattering Fe-O signal

with a Fe-N-O angle of 110° was able to fimic the multiple-scattering Fe-hT-O si~d

with a Fe-NT-O angle equal to 156° for k less than 6 ~-1, giving a false minimum in the

log(R value) vs Fe-N-O angle plot. The multiple-scattering contribution for a three-atom

configuration dominates for angles above 150°, while the single-scattering signal is

important for values below 150”.637*16 Thus, due to the sinusoidd nature of EXAFS, a

double tinimum occurs when the log(R value) is plotted vs the Fe-N-O mgle, where in

one case the single-scattering signal (Fe-O) has a phase and amplitude that matches the

experimental data and in the other case the multiple-scattering signal (Fe-N-O) has a

phme and amplitude that matches the data.

The FTs for calculated spectra of Fe(stien)NO at 10 K with Fe-N-O values of

180°, 150”, and 131° are shown in Figure 3.8. Since the theoretical spectra were

calculated using the bond distances, angles, and the covariance matrix elements of the fit

in Figure 3.4, the bond variance associated with the Fe-N(0) signal was very high.

0.006 ~2. The high Fe-N(0) bond variance made the Fe-N-O signal extremely we~ at

all angles, even at 180”. Due to the we~ Fe-N-O signal, the R values of these fits are dl

very similar and insensitive to the Fe-N-O angle (Figure 3. 10D). Thus, a signal from a

three-atom configuration must be a significant component in the total EXAFS signal in

order for GNXAS to pro~’ide angular information.
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Figure 3.6. Acomptison of thetheoreticd (---) andexperimentd(— ) non-phase stift

corrected ~ of ~e(TMC)NO](BF4)2 EXAFS data, along with the FT of the EXAFS

residud (....). The R value is an indication of the goodness of the fit. Calculated spectra

for ieverd different Fe-N-O bond angles are shown: (A)178° (best fit), (B) 150°. and (C)

120’. This {FeNO }7 complex has a c~stdlographic Fe-N-O bond angle of 177.5(5)”.
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Fi~re 3.7. A comptison of the theoretical (---) and experimental (—) non-phase stift

corrected FT of Fe(TAChT)(N3)2N0 EXAFS data, along with the ~ of the EXAFS

residud (....). The R value is an indication of the goodness of the fit. Calculated spectra

for several different Fe-N-O bond angles are shown: (A) 180”, (B) 157C @est fit). and (C)

120°. This {FeNO )7 complex has a c~stdlographic Fe-N-O bond angle of 156( 1)’.
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Fi~re 3.8. A comparison of the theoretical (---) and experimental (— ) non-phase shifi

corrected ~ of Fe(sden)NO at 10 K EXNS data, along with the ~ of the EXAFS

residud (....). The R value is an indication of the goodness of the fit. Calculated specua

for several different Fe-N-O bond angles are shown: (A) 180°, (B) 150’, and (C) 131 c.

This {FeNO }7 complex has a crystallographic Fe-N-O bond angle of 127(6)’.
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Fi~e 3.9. A comparison of the theoretical (---) and experimental (— ) non-phase shift

corrected FT of Fe(salen)NO at 220 K EXAFS data, along with the ~ of the EXAFS

residud (....). The R value is an indication of the goodness of the fit. Calculated spectra

for- several different Fe-N-O bond angles are shown: (A) 180°, @) 149’ (best fit). and (C)

120°. This model compound has a c~stilographic bond angle of 147(5)0.
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at 220 K and (D) 10 K where each point represents a match of the calculated EXAFS spectrum to the data. The lower the R value the

better the fit. The deep minimum in the [Fe(TMC)NOl(BF4)2 data at high angles indicates the Fe-N-O angle must be over 1700. The

plot for the Fe(TACN)(Nq)2N0 data has a double minimum with the dominant minimum being around 155”. The minimum in the

Fe(salen) 220 K data is at -150°, while R values for the Fc(salcn)NO at 10 K were nearly insensitive to variations of the Fe-N-O angle

due to the weak Fe-N-O signal.



The ~s for calculated spectra of Fe(sden)NO at 220 K with Fe-N-O angles of

180°, 149° (best fit), and 120° are shown in Figure 3.9. Fits above 155° have relatively

high R values, however the R values for dl the fits below 155° are vev similar (Figure

3. 10C). In this case, application of GNXAS to the data only allows an upper limit of

155” to be set for the Fe-N-O angle.

3.3.2. Fe-N-O Angle Determination of an {FeNO}7 Complex of U&own Structure

GNXAS analysis was used to investigate the Fe-N-O angle of FeEDTA-NO, a

complex whose structure is unhewn. GNXAS requires an initial structural model.

Therefore, EXAFS data of several FeEDTA complexes were obtained and compared to

FeEDTA-NO to determine a suitable initial structural model. Using the empirical

EXAFS data analysis method, first-shell distances were obtained for Na~e(OH2)EDTA]

powder, Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] solution, Na2[Fe(OH2)EDTAl soIution, ~d FeEDTA-NO

solution. The EXAFS of both the powder and solution forms of Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA]

were studied to determine if there is any significant stmcturd change between solid and

solution forms. The results of the fust-shell empirical fits are given in Table 3.2 and

Figure 3.11.

The first-shell distances obtained from the best fit, Fit #1, to the -

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] powder data match extremely well to the crystallographic values of

Li~e(OH2)EDTA]2 H201g (Table 3.3) with two shells of O at -2.0 and -2.1 ~ and 2 N

at -2.3 A. The first-shell distances obtained from the best fit, Fit #2, to the

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] solution data are very similar to those of the powder sample. The

shorter Fe-O distance was elongated by 0.02 ~ in the solution sample and the

coordination numbers were slightly different. It appears that there are no major changes

in the first shell of the Na~e(OH2)EDTA] structure between the solution and the powder

since both the difference in the short Fe-O distance and the differences in the

coordination numbers are within the uncertainty of the technique. The first-shell

distances obtained from the best fit, Fit #3, to the Na2[Fe(OH2)EDTA] EXAFS data are

given in Table 3.2. While the presence of two shells of O could not be resolved in the

reduced fore? an average distance of 2.17 ~ was obtained which is 0.12 ~ longer than

the average Fe-O distance in Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA].

Two fits (Fits #4 and #5) are shown (Figure 3.11) for the FeEDTA-NO

solution, one fit with and one without a short Fe-N bond from the Fe-N-O unit. Fit #4.

which includes the short Fe-N bond, is substantially better than Fit #5. without the short

Fe-N bond. with the F value being over a factor of 2 lower for Fit #4. The best fit to the
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Fi~re 3.11. Empirical first-shell fits to the Fourier-filtered EXAFS data with the solid

line representing the experiment data md the dashed line representing the fit to the data.

Fits #l, #2, and #3 are the best empirical fits to the Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] powder data

(Table 3.2), to the Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] solution data, and to the Na2[Fe(OH2)EDTA]

solution data, respectively. Fits W and #5 are fits to the FeEDTA-NO data with Fit #

containing a short Fe-N distance. (The ordinate scale is 5 between consecutive tick

marks with solid honzontd lines going through the zero point of each plot. )
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Table 3.2. First Shell Empirical Fits of FeEDTA Complexes.
sample Fit # ~ wtidow element CNu bond len~h F~

width (~) (A)
Na~e(OH2)EDTA] #l [0.8-2.2] 2.5 1.98 0.40

(powder) ~ 2.5 2.12
N 1.8 2.34

Na~e(OH2)EDTA] #2 [0.8-2.2] 2.7 2.00 0.40
(solution) : 1.6 2.12

N 1.6 2.34

Na2~e(OH2)EDTA] #3 [1.0-2.2] o 3.4 2.17 0.46
(solution) N 1.9 2.34

FeEDTA-NO # [1.1-2.0] N 1.1 1.76 0.39
(solution) o 3.2 2.05

N 1.5 2.27

#5 o 3.5 2.06 0.85

a CN = coordination number. b F = {[@(data-fit) 2]/(no. of pokts) }112.
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Table 3.3. Comparison of the 1.i[Fe(Ol{~)EDTA12 f120 Crystallographic Bond Distances and Angles to the GNxAS and Em~irical Fitted Bond Distances and
Angles for Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] Solution ~nd Powder and FcEDTA-NO.

1.i[Fe(OH2)EDTA]
2 H20 Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] Powder Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] Solution FeEDTA-NO Solution

GNXAS empirical GNXAS empirical GNXAS GNXAS empirical
structural crystallographic distances/ GNXAS first shell dislances/ GNXAS first shell distances/ “a~ancesb first shell
featurc(CN)a values [range] angles varianccs~~ distances angles variances distances angles distances

Fe-o 1 (2) 1.97 A [1.94-2.00] I.97A 0.003 1.98A 1.98 A ().(X)3 2.(M)A 2.03 A 0.002 2.05 Ad
Fc-02 (3)
le-N (2)
0] -c (2)
02-C (2)
N-C (6)
01,2-0q(4)
c-o~ (4)
Fe-C (4)
Fc-N ( I)
N-O(I)
Fc-N-O ( I)
Fc-O 1-C (2)
Fe-02-C (2)
Fc-N-C (6)
01-Fe-01(1)
02-Fc-02 ( I)
Fe-o I-Oq (2)

2.11 A [2.11-2.131
2.32 A [2.30-2.35]
1.28 A [1.27-1 .291
1.26 A [1.26-1 .27]
1.47 A [1.47-1.48]
2.23 A [2.20-2.25]
1.23A [1.21-1.25]
2.90 A [2.79-2.99]

2.10A
2.33A
1.33A
1.30A
1,48A
2.30A
1.27A
2.91A

0.004
0.003
().005
0.004
0.002
0.006
0.002
O.(K)8

2.12A 2.09 A
2.34 A 2.35 A
---- I.qq A
---- 1.30A
---- 1.47 A

2.27 A
---- 1.28 A

2.92 A

0.006
0.002
0.006
0.005
0.002
0.006
0.007
0.008

2.12A 2. IIAC
2.34 A 2.33 A
---- 1.29 A
---- 1.31 A
---- 1.47 A
---- ----
---- 1.29 A
---- 2.96 A

0.006C
0.010
0.004
0.005
0.003
----

0.008
0.010

—..- . .
----

2.27 A
----

----
----
----
----

----
----

----
----
----
----
----

. ..- ---- 1.78 A
I.lo A
156°
122”
I22”
104”

0.003
0.001
2x 100
3XIOI
6x 101
6x 101

1.76 A----
----
----

120” [119-
122° [121-
108” [103-
166”
145”

----
---- -.. ---- ---- ----

--------

21] 121”
23] 119”
I2] 106”

I70”
150”

3 x 101
6 X101
1 x Ioi
7xlo~
2XIO0

123”
124”
106”
I70”
I50”

----
3 x lot ::::
6 x Iol ----

1 x Iol ----
I x Iol ----
2 x too ----

----
----
----

---- ---- ----
---- ---- ----

145”[142-148] 150” 5 x 101 ---- 150” 5 x 10I ---- ---- ----
149 [148-150]

----
155. 5 x 101 ---- 155” 6X101 ---- ---- ---- ----Fc-02-03 (2)

Fc-C-03 (4) 158” [153-161] 158” ] x lol ---- I594 I x 101 ---- 158. 2 x Iol ----

fl CN = nLlmbcrOfconfigurations in the complex.
() ()b Bond variances a; and angle variances O: arc reported in A2 and dcgrecs2, respectively.

c coordination number was fixed at 2. d average of both Fe-O shells



FeEDTA-NO data has 1.1 N at 1.76 ~, 3.20 at 2.05 ~, and 1.5 N at 2.27 ~, The short

1.76 ~ Fe-N distance is typical for the {FeNO }7 systems.4 The. Fe-O distance appears to

be an average of two Fe-O shells, which could not be resolved given the range of

available data. A fit with four contributions was attempted (Fe-hT at -1.8 ~, Fe-o at

2.0 ~, Fe-Oat -2.1 ~ and Fe-N at -2.3) but both Fe-O distances coalesced at 2.05 ~ with

an F value identicd to that for Fit W.

The Fe-O and Fe-N distances of the EDTA ligand in FeEDTA-NO are more

similar to the respective distances in Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] than those in

Na2[Fe(OH2)EDTA]. h addition, the XAS edge of FeEDTA-NO is more sifilar to the

edge of Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] than to that of Na2~e(OH2)EDTA].5 The coordination

number of the oxygens varies in a chemically reasonable way for the solid

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA], solution Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA], and FeEDTA-NO. The

crystdlographicdly-characterized [Fe(OH2)EDTA]- has 5 oxygens in the first shell and

the best fits to the Na[Fe(OH2]EDTA] powder and solution data give an oxygen

coordination number of 5.0 and 4.3, respectively. The somewhat lower coordination

number in solution could be related to an increased disorder in the solution. The NO

seems to t~e the place of the H20 at 2.11 ~, since the oxygen coordination number has

decreased to 3.2 in the best FeEDTA-NO fit.

The GNXAS approach was used to analyze EXAFS data of Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] -

powder and solution to ensure that the MS contributions could be properly accounted for

and that reliable second and third shell bond distances and bond angles could be obtained.

The results of the fits to the Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] solution data ~so pro~ided v~ues for

bond and angle variances and the off-diagon~ covariance matrix elements for the fits to

the FeEDTA-hTO data.

The best fit to the Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] powder data is presented and discussed in

Chapter 2. The low-frequency EXAFS is dominated by three waves from two-atom

contributions: Fe-O 1, Fe-02 and Fe-N, where 01 refers to the oxygen at 1.97 ~ and OZ

refers to the oxygen at 2.11 ~. The EXAFS distances for these three shells show

excellent agreement with the cryst~lographic v~ues of the Li~e(OH2)EDTA].2 H20, 19

deviating by <0.01 ~ (Table 3.3). There were approximately 30 unique three-atom

configurations which ranged in distance from 3.0 to 4.5 ~. The eight main contributions

were from Fe-01-C, Fe-02-C, Fe-N-C, O l-Fe-01, 02-Fe-02, Fe-O 1-03, Fe-02-03, and

Fe-C-03, where 03 refers to the oxygen outside the first shell. The GNXAS determined

bond distances and angles that m~e up the three-atom contributions are within 59c of the

crystallographic values, with the strength of the signal influencing the goodness of the

match. 16 Contributions with stronger sign~s have distances and angles that match closer
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to the crystallographic values than do contributions with we~er signals. Over a large

number of fits with varying contributions, splines, and nonstructural parameters the first-

shell distances varied by <0.01 ~, the low-Z bond distances (i.e. O-C md N-C) varied by

~.04 ~, and the bond angle vtied by Ho. The GNXAS first-shell distances are within

0.02 ~ of the empirical first-shell distances, with the GNXAS distances being slightly

closer to the crystallographic values.

The EX~S data and the ~ of the best fit to the Na~e(OH2)EDTA solution data

are presented in Figure 3.12 and the bond distices and angles from that fit are given in

Table 3.3. The main contributions to the EXAFS are the same as for the

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] powder. The best fit shows excellent agreement with the

experimental EXAFS as does the ~ of the experimental data and the fit. The bond

distances obtained from the best fit to the Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] solution data are within

0.02 ~ of the Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] powder values and the bond angles are dl within 2°

with two exceptions. There is a 0.03 ~ difference in the 01,2-03 distance and a 5°

difference in the Fe-02-C angle. However, both the 01,2-03 distance and the Fe-02-C

angle show large disorder, with a bond variance of 0.006 ~2 and an angle variance of

60 (degrees)2 (Table 3.3). The bond and angle variances are very similar, but slightly

larger than the powder values, which is expected since there should be more disorder in

solution. The increase in the solution variances is dso consistent with the fact that in the

empirical analysis (where the Debye-Wailer factors are fixed) the coordination numbers

for the solution were lower than those of the powder. The similarities in bond lengths,

bond angles, and the respective variances indicate that the ~e(OH2)EDTA]- unit is

structurally the same in the powder and the solution form. Therefore it is a reasonable,

approximation to initially model FeEDTA-NO in the solution form using the

crystallographic coordinates of Li~e(OH2)EDTA].2H20 with NO replacing the H20.

The best fit to the EXAFS of the FeEDTA-NO solution data is shown in Figure

3.13 and the bond distances and angles are presented in Table 3.3. The ~ of the EXAFS

data of the best fit is shown in Figure 3. 14B. The initial [Fe(OH2)EDTA]- structural

model was modified by including a short Fe-N distance (-1.8 ~) and fixing the

coordination number for the 2.1 ~ Fe-O distance at two. Fits were done using y(2)

signals exclusively to determine first-shell distances. Once a reasonable fit was obtained.

the f~st-shell distances were fixed and a Fe-N-O signal was added to the fit. Fe-N-O

signals were calculated every 10° between 90’ and 180°, fixing the Fe-N distance at 1.8 ~

and the N-O distance at 1.1 ~. Fits were then performed including the Fe-NT-O signal at

each angle. Reasonable fits were obtained for Fe-N-O angles between 150° and 160”. At

this point, other three-atom signals were included in the fits allowing the distances.
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Fi~re 3.12. Comparison of the GNXAS theoretical signal with the experiment data of

Fe K-edge k3-weighted EXAFS of Na~e(OH2)EDTA] solution data. The top portion of

the figure contains the non-phase shift corrected ~ of the k3-weighted EMS data of

the experimental data (—) and that of the total theoretical signal (---). Nso shown is the

~ of the residud (....). The lower pofiion of the figure presents the EMS signals for

the individual contributions. The tot~l theoretical signal is also shown (––-) and

comp~ed with the experimental data (.... ) with the residual being the difference between

the experimental EMS and

two consecutive tick marks.)

the theoretical EXAFS. (The ordinate scale is 10 bet~een
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Figure 3.13. EX~S si~als for individu~ contributions in the best fit for the FeEDTA-

NO data. The total siWd (— ) is dso shown and compared with the experimental data

(---) ~’ith the residual being the difference between the experimental EXAFS and the

theoretical EXAFS. (The ordinate scale is 10 between two consecutive tick marks.)



angles, and elements of the covariance matrix to vary within a restricted range. The

Fe-N-O angle was allowed to vary between 145° and 165°. Several of the three-atom

contributions included in the fit to the Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] solution data (Figure 3. 12)

were left out of the FeEDTA-NO fits (01-Fe-01, 02-Fe-02, Fe-01-03, and Fe-02-03),

since the signals were relatively weak and only increased the number of variables in the

fit. The distances and bond angles obtained from the GNXAS final fit are very similar to

the distances and bond angles from the GNXAS fits of the Na~e(OH2)EDTA] powder

and solution data as can be seen in Table 3.3. The complicated EXAFS spectrum in

Figure 3.13 is dotinated by four waves of lower frequency: Fe-N(0), Fe-01, Fe-02 and

Fe-N. However, the longer Fe-N contribution is much weaker than in the

Na[Fe(OH2)EDTA] powder and solution EX~S with a bond variance that is three to

four times higher indicating that the bond between the Fe-N at -2.3 ~ may be weakened

when the NO binds. The Fe-N-O signal is fairly strong compared to the other thee-atom

signals. The Fe-N(0) and N-O bond distances obtained from the GNXAS fit were 1.78

and 1.10 ~, respectively. These distances are consistent with other Fe-N(0) and N-O

bond distances in {FeNO}7 systems.4 A fit with an Fe-N-O angle of 156” shows

excellent agreement with the experimental EXAFS data, Figure 3.13, and with the

Fourier transformed data, Figure 3. 14B, up to 3.5 ~. The discrepancy between the

theoretical and experiment signal in the ~ beyond 3.5 ~ can be attributed to the fact -

that several three-atom contributions associated with weaker signals in that region were

not included in the fit.

As was done with the crystdlographicdly -characterized {FeNO }7 complexes, the

sensitivity of the calculated spectrum to the EXAFS data for FeEDTA-NO was tested as a

function of Fe-N-O angle. The FTs for FeEDTA-NO with Fe-N-O values of 180’, 156’

(best fit), and 120° are shown in Figure 3.14. A plot of log(R value) vs Fe-N-O angle

(Figure 3. 15) of the FeEDTA-NO data displays a minimum at 156°. This looks

extremely similar to the plot of the Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0 claw, where Fe(TACN)(N3)2hT0

has an Fe-N-O angle of 156”. It is not surprising that the geometric structures of the

Fe-N-O unit in Fe(TACN)(N3)2N0 and FeEDTA-NO are sitilar since both compounds

exhibit very similar optical spectroscopy.5

3.4. Summary

Multiple-scattering signals from three-atom configurations are accurately modeled

by GNXAS to obtain angular information on the Fe-N-O unit of {FeNO }7 complexes.

The GNXAS fits to the {FeNO }7 model compounds are sensitive to the Fe-K-O angle
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residud (-...). The R value is an indication of the goodness of the fit. Calculated spectra
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when the Fe-NT-O signal is significant in comparison with the total EXAFS signal. It is

possible to determine whether the Fe-N-O unit is hnear or bent and estimate the Fe-N-O

angle, with the GNXAS fits being very sensitive when the ~gle is between 150’ and

180°. The Fe-N-O angle of a crystdlographicdly -uncharacterized {FeNO }7 model

complex was determined. Using this method the Fe-N-O angle of FeEDTA-NO is

determined to be bent, and close to 156”. The results of this study establish that EXAFS

analysis using GNXAS can provide reliable angular information on low-Z small

molecules Iiganded to transition metal complexes. This work provides the basis for

studying NO complexes with transition metal active sites in metdloproteins. It is also

straightforward to extend this methodology to study other diatornics such as 02- or 0~~-

ligaded to transition metal sites.
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Chapter 4

A Multiplet An~ysis of Fe K-Edge 1s—>3d

Pre-Edge Features of Iron Complexes
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4.1. Introduction

X-ray absorption spectroscopic (XAS) studies have been used extensively to

characterize the iron active sites in both mononuclear and binuclear non-heme iron

enzymes. ]‘] 8 mile extended X-ray absorption fine s~cture @XMS) analysis provides

information on the types of ligating atoms md very accurate first-shell iron-ligand

distances, it determines with less accuracy the coordination number and in general gives

little or no information on the active site geometry. However, complementary

information can be obtained from the edge region of the XAS spectra. k pticular, the

features in region of the ls— >3d transition have been shown to be sensitive to the

19 Additiondly, the toti intensity of thisoxidation state and geometry of the iron atom.

transition has been shown to increase with decreasing coordination number for iron

model complexes due to the loss of inversion symmetry at the iron site. ] ’20 Analysis of

the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature has already proven useful in the determination of the

coordination number of the non-heme iron active sites in ovotransferrin,l catechol

1,2-dioxygenase,l protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase,l’8 uteroferrin,l 1 soybean

16 human lipOXygenaSe,lipoxygenase,13’16 rabbit lipoxygenase, 16 and bleomycin. 15

Previously, the splitting of the pre-edge feature was used to characterize the oxidation

17 The feature from the 1s->3d “state and spin state of the iron site in activated bleomycin.

transition has dso been shown to change with differing bridging hgation in binuclear

model complexes, with y-oxo bridged complexes having a fairly intense pre-edge feature

with a distinctive shape.21

XAS edge spectra of first-row transition metals have a weak pre-edge feature

-lO-eV below the absorption edge. This feature was unequivocally assigned as

originating from the 1s—>3d transition by Shulman et. al. when they observed that

19 A dipole-coupled 1sZn(II), a d 10 system, did not have this feature. —>3d transition is

forbidden by parity considerations for complexes in a centrosymmetic environment.

Yet, experimentally, a very weak pre-edge feature is still observed for complexes in a

centrosymrnetric environment. k such molecules, the most likely 1s—>3d transition

intensity mechanism is electric quadruple coupling which is theoretically calculated to

be two orders of magnitude weaker than electric dipole coupling. 22.23 EXPeriment~l~,

the quadruple nature of the 1s— >3d pre-edge feature in D4h CUC42- was determined by

Hahn et. al. by analysis of the regular dependence of the 1s—>3d transition using

24 Complexes in noncentrosymetricpolarized radiation and oriented single crystals.
1,20,24-28 The increase in intensity hasenvironments have more intense pre-edge features.

been attributed to metal 4p mixing into the 3d orbitals which provides some 1s—>4p
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character to the transition which is electric dipole allowed. Since the quadrupole-coupled

mechanism is two orders of magnitude we~er than the dipole<oupled mechanism, only

a few percent of 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds can have a dramatic effect on the intensity

of the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature.

In this study, XAS Fe K-edge data on high and low spin ferrous and ferric

inorgtic model complexes with varying geometries, as well as binuclear complexes with

varying oxidation states, geometries, and bridging ligation, have been measured in order

to establish a detailed understanding of the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature md is sensitivity to

the electronic and geometric structure of the iron site. The energy splitting and intensi~

distribution of the pre-edge features of these complexes vary with spin state, oxidation

state, geometry, and bridging figation (in the binuclear complexes). A methodology for

interpreting this energy splitting and intensity distribution of the 1s—>3d pre-edge

features is developed for high spin ferrous and ferric complexes in octahedrd, tetrahedrti

and square pyramidal environments and low spin ferrous and ferric complexes in

octahedral environments. In each case, the allowable many-electron excited states are

detefined using ligand field theory. The energies of the excited states are calculated

and compared to the measured ener~ splitting in the 1s—>3d pre-edge features. The

relati~~e intensities of transitions into the many-electron excited states are obtained and

dso compared to the observed intensity pattern of the pre-edge feature. The effect of -

distorting the iron site to tetrahedral and square-pyramidd geometries is analyzed. The

contribution to the pre-edge intensity from both an electric quadruple and an electric

dipole (from 4p-3d mixing) intensity mechanism is determined for these distorted cases

where the amount of 4p mixing is experimentally obtained and compared to a theoretical

estimate of the amount of 4p mixing determined from density functional calculations.

4.2. Experimental Section

4.2.1. Sample Preparation

FeF2, FeC12, FeBr2, Fe12, FeSiF6°6H20, (N~)2Fe(S04)2*6H20, FeF3, FeC13.

FeBr3, Fe(acac)~, (NH4)Fe(S04)2*12 H20, K3Fe(~)6, and ~Fe(CN)6 were purchased

from Aldrich in >98% purity and used without further purification. FeF2, FeC12, FeBr2.

Fe12, FeSiF6”6H20, and (N~)2Fe(S04)2”6H20 are air-sensitive and, therefore, these

complexes were shipped in Ar-filled bottles and immediately placed in an inert

atmosphere glove box upon delivery. All other model complexes were prepared as

previously described (see references in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3). The crystalline samples
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were each mixed with boron nitride (BNT)and ground into a fine powder. The BhT/smple

mixture was pressed into a 1 mm thick Al spacer that was se@ed with 63.5 ym Mylar

tape windows. All air-sensitive complexes were prepared in an inert atmosphere

nitrogen-flUed glove box and tiediately frozen in liquid nitrogen.

4.2.2. ~S Dati CoUection and Reduction

X-ray absorption spectra were recorded at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Laboratory (SSRL) and the National Synchrotron Light Source @SLS) on betiines 2-3,

4-2, 4-3, 7-3, and X19A, during dedicated conditions (3 GeV, 30-100 ti2.5 GeV,

100-200 mA, respectively). Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 give the respective bedines and

29 h all c~es, thetemperatures at which the data were collected for each sample.

radiation was monochromatized using a Si(220) double-crystd monochromators. For the

majority of the data, the vertical aperature of the pre-monochromator slits was 1 mm.

The only exception was for the @F4)[Fe(TMC)X] series (where X = Cl-, Br-, CH3CN-,

and hT3-)in which case the pre-monochromator slit opening was 1.5 mm vertically. Data

were measured in transmission mode with N2 filled ionization chambers to k = 9.5 ~-~,

detuning the monochromators 507c at 7474 eV to minimize harmonic contamination (in

some cases the data were measured to k = 15 ~-1 in order to obtain EXAFS data m well). -

In general, two to five scans were measured for each sample. A smooth pre-edge

background wm removed from each averaged spectrum by fitting a f~st order polynomial

to the pre-edge region and subtracting this polynotid from the entire spectrum. A two-

segment spline of order two was fit to the EXAFS region and the data normalized to m

edge jump of one at 7130 eV. Energies were calibrated using a intemd Fe fod standard.

30 The spectrometer energy resolutionassigning the first inflection point to 7111.2 eV.

was approximately 1.4 eV31 with reproducibility in edge position determination of

<0.2 eV.

4.2.3. Dati Analysis

The intensities and energies of pre-edge features of the model complexes were

quantitated by least-squares fits to the data. The fitting program EDG_FIT, which

utilizes the double precision version of the public domain M~PAK fitting library32 was

used. EDG_F~ was written by Dr. Graham N. George of the SSRL. Pre-edge features

were modeled by pseudo-Voigt line shapes (simple sums of Lorentzian and Gaussian

functions). 31‘33-35 A fixed 50:50 ratio of Lorentzian to Gaussian contribution for the
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pre-edge feature successfully reproduced these spectral features. Functions modeling the

background underneath the pre-edge features were chosen empirically to give the best fit

and included a pseudo-Voigt feature that mimicked the white line and in some cases

pseudo-Voigt features that mimicked shoulders on the rising edge. Furthermore, the

second derivative of the data was compared to the second derivative of the fit and only

fits where a good overall match was obtained were accepted. k d] cases, a number of

acceptable fits, typically eight, were obtained which equally we~ reproduced the data and

the second derivative varying the energy rage over which the data was fit and the

background functions used. All spectra were fit over three energy ranges: 7108 -

7116 eV, 7108-7117 eV, and 7108-7118 eV. Typically, only functions modeling the

pre-edge peaks and one function modeling the background were needed to obtain a good

match to the data over the range 7108-7116 eV, while functions modeling shoulders on

the rising edge were needed to obtain a good match to the data over the range 7108-

7118 eV. The value reported for the area of a fitted feature (where the peak area was

approximated by the height x full width at hdf-mtimum (~r~)) is the average of all

the pseudo-Voigt functions that fit the pre-edge features from dl the successful fits. To

quantitate the error, the standard deviations for the peak energies and areas were

calculated from all the pseudo-Voigt functions that fit the pre-edge features from all the

successful fits for each sample.

4.3. Resulk and Analysis

Fe K-edge XAS data were measured for approximately 50 monomeric and

dimeric iron model complexes. The energies and areas of the 1s—>3d pre-edge features

were detefined by fits to the data and are presented in Tables 4.1 (high spin iron

complexes), 4.2 (binuclear complexes), and 4.3 (low spin iron complexes). A multiplet

analysis was used to explain the energy splitting and intensity patterns of the pre-edge

features for the various cases: high spin ferrous complexes (Oh, Td md C4V geometries),

high spin ferric complexes (Oh, Td and C41, geometries), binuclear complexes, and oh

low spin ferrous and ferric complexes. In each case, the strong field many-electron states

36 where the only effect of the core 1s holewere determined for the d(n+l ) excited state

37 The energies ofshould be an increase in the potential since it is sphencdly symmetric.

the many-electron states were determined by using reasonable values for 10Dq, B, and C

38 The intensity of the pre-edge(vide infra) and solving the Tanabe-Sugano matrices.

features due to the transition into each many-electron smte was analyzed in terms of both

a quadruple intensity and a dipole intensity (i.e. 4p mixing into the 3d orbitals)
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mechanism. h the cases where the iron atom was in a noncentrosymrnetric environment,

the amount of 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds was determined and compared to the

theoretical estimate from density functional calculations.

4.3.1. High Spin Ferrow Complex=

4.3.1.1. Oh Geometry. Fe K-edge XAS data were collected for eight high spin

ferrous octahedrd model complexes with varying ligation: F-, Cl-, Br-, 1-, H20, and

irnid=ole. Ml of these complexes have an iron atom in an approximately octahedral

site. FeF2 has the largest distortion away from @ with the axi~ ligmds being 0.1 ~

39 The other seven complexes have ironcloser to the iron than the equatorial ligands.

sites that are nearly Oh with ligand distances that differ by less than 0.05 ~. The XAS

edge spectra for FeF2, FeC12, FeBr2, and Fe12 are shown in Figure 4.1 and the spectra for

rinneite, FeSiF6*6H20, @m)2Fe(S04)2-6H20, and [Fe(imid=ole)6]C12 are shown in

Figure 4.2. The lowest energy transitions are the weak 1s—>3d pre-edge peaks at

approximately 7112 eV followed by the 1s—~p transition at approximately 7125 eV.

An expanded view of the 1s—>3d pre-edge region is shown as insets in Figures 4.1 and

4.2. The energies and areas of the pre-edge features are presented in Table 4.1. Al eight

high spin ferrous octahedral model complexes have two very weak pre~dge features that -

are split by -2 eV at -7111.5 and 7113.5 eV.

The 1s—>3d transition is formally electric dipole forbidden, but can gain

intensity through an allowed quadruple transition and by 4p mixing into the 3d states as

a result of a noncentrosymrnetric environment of the metal site. Since dl eight of these

complexes have a nearly centrosymmetric octahedral iron site, the only intensity

mechanism available is the allowed quadmpole transition. The splitting of the high spin

ferrous pre-edge feature has been obsemed before, 1g and h= been attributed to the free

ion splitting of the 4F and 4P terms (which is -2 eV). However, the iron atom in these

complexes is affected by an octahedrd ligand field which causes the 3d orbitds to split

into a t2 and an e set. Removing the degeneracy of the 3d orbitds causes the free ion

36 The ground stateterms to split into four many-electron states: 4T 1, 4T2, 4T 1, and 4A2.

of a high spin ferrous atom in an Oh Iigand field has an electronic (hole) configuration of

t22e2 promoting ~ elec~on from a 1s orbit~ into the 3d manifold gives the t2e~ ~d t~2e

configurations (Scheme 1).



Table 4.1. XAS Pre-Edge Energies and Areas for High Spin Iron Model Complexes.
peak

beamline, pre-edge tohl pre- energy peak

oxidation tempcra- pre-edge peak peak edge peak differ- area refer-

compound stite ligation ture energ~ areaa,b -areab encesc ratiod ence

(Et4N)2[FeC14] 4 c1 SSRL 7-3, 7111.60 (0.02) 8.6 (0.4) 12.9 (0.6)

Cs3FeC15

}’e(llB(3,5-iPr2pz)3)Cl

gillespite (BaFeSi401~)

(DF4)[Fe(TMC)Cll

(BF4)[Fe(TMC)Brl

(BF4)[FC(TMC)CH3CN]

(JJF4)[Fe(TMC)N~]

FeF2

FCC12

FcBr2

Fc12

rinncitc
(K3NaFcc16)

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

fcrrolls

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

4 c1

3N,1CI

40

4N, ICI

4N, lBr

4N, lC

(CHSCN)
4N, IN

IOK 7113.12 (0.02)
SSRL 2-3, 71 i 1.60 (0.01)
IOK 7113.11 (0.01)
SSRL 2-3, 7111.64 (().02)
IOK 7113.17(0.02)
SSRL 4-3, 7111.74 (0.02)
100K 7113.25 (0.03)
SSRL7-3, 7111.41 (0.01)
300 K 7I I3.43 (0.02)
SSRL 7-3, 7111.35 (0.01)
300 K 7113.24 (0.04)
SSRL 7-3, 7111.52 (0.04)
300 K 7113.30 (0.12)
SSRJ- 7-3, 7111.47 (0.01)

(N~) 300 K 7113.30 (0.05)
6F SSRL 7-3, 71 I I.38 (0.03)

10K 7 I 12.28 (0.09)
7113.48 (0.06)

6 Cl SSRL 7-3, 7111.32 (0.05)
IOK 7112.05(0.11)

7113.42 (0.05)
6 Br SSRL 7-3, 71 I 1.32 (0.03)

10 K 711 i .98 (0.25)
7113.15 (0.04)

6J SSRL4-3, 7111.35 (().05)
30 K 7112.70(0.1)

6 Cl SSRL 7-3, 7111.32 (0.06)
IOK 7111.81 (0.19)

7113.38 (0.04)

4.3 (0.7)
9.8 (0.3) I3.1 (0.4)
3.3 (0.3)
14.2 (0.5) 19.8 (0.9)
5.6 (0.9)
4.1 (0.3) 5.3 (0.3)
I.2 (0.2)
10.9 (0. 1) 12.9 (0.2)
2.0 (0.3)
9.0 (0.3) I 1.1 (0,3)
2. I (0.4)
10.5 (0.8) 12.7 (0.5)
2.2 (l .2)
12.4 (0.5) 13,4 (0.3)
I .0 (0.2)
2.2 (0.2)
1.0(0.1)
I .2 (0.2)
I .9 (0.4)
1.4 (0.6)
0.9 (0.2)
2.5 (0.6)
0.7 (0.8)
0.6 (O.1)
2.2 (0.2)
0.8 (0.2)
1.2 (0.9)
1.8(1.2)
0.6 (0.1)

4.4 (0.2)

4.3 (0.2)

3.8 (0.3)

3.1 (().2)

3.6 (0.2)

1.5

I.5

1.5

1.5

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.8

2. I

2.1

1.8

1.3

2. I

0.67

0.75

0.72

0.78

0.84

0.81

0.83

0.92

0.73

0.78

0.84

0.73

0.84

53

54

55

56,57

58

58

58

58

39

59

60

60

61



FcSiF~*6H20

(N114)2Fe(S04)2 *6H20

[1’e(imida7,01e)6]C12

(f3t4N)[FeC14]

Fc(salcn)Cl

FeFq

FcCl~

FcBr~

[Fcc161[co(NH4)~]

Fe(acac)q

lFe(urca)61(C104)S

(NH4)~[Fe(malonate)q]

K3[Fe(oxalate)~]

(NH4)FC(S04)2*]2H20

ferrous

ferrous

ferrous

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

ferric

60 SSRL 2-3, 7111.34 (0.07)
IOK 7 I 12.26 (0.08)

7113.60 (0.04)
60 SSRL 2-3, 7111.18 (0.07)

IOK 7112.03 (0.15)
7113.58 (0.03)

6N SSRL 2-3, 71 I 1.24 (0.03)
IOK 7112.35 (0.16)

71 I3.66 (0.02)
4 c1 SSRL 7-3, 7113.16 (0.00)

10 K
20,2N, SSRI,7-3, 7112.91 (0.01)
I c1
6F

6 Cl

6 Br

6 Cl

60

6N

60

60

60

10K 7114.25 (0.07)
SSRL4-3, 7113.38(0.02)
55 K 7I14.79(0.02)
SSRI.4-3, 7112.60(0.02)
30 K 7113.77(0.03)
SSRL4-3, 7112.37(0.02)
30 K 7113.52(0.03)
SSRL7-3, 7112.78(0,03)
IOK 7114.02(0.03)
SSRL4-3, 7I 12.79(0.02)
55 K 7114.31(0.04)
SSRL7-3, 7112.97(0.02)
IOK 7I14.44(0.02)
SSRL2-3, 7112.92(0.03)
IOK 7114.44(0.03)
SSRL2-3, 7112.93(0.00)
10K 7114.41(0.01)
SSRL2-3, 7113.14(0.02)

2.2 (0.5) 4.0 (0.5)
0.7 (0.3)
1.1(0.3)
1.5(0.6) 3.9 (0.3)
1.6(0.7)
0.9 (0.2)
1.6(0.5) 3.8 (0.3)
1.6(0.8)
0.6 (0.2)
20.7(0.8) 20.7(0.8)

12.9 (0.3) 14.4 (0.6)
I .5 (0.4)
3.3 (0.2)
1.9 (0.2)
2.2 (0.2)
1.8 (0.2)
2.6 (0.2)
1.8 (0.2)
2.6 (0.3)
I .4 (().1)
2.7 (0.3)
1.9(0.1)
2.6 (0.2)
1.9(0.1)
3.1 (0.3)
2.4 (0.3)
4.9 (o. 1)
2.4 (().1)
2.7 (0. 1)

5.3 (0.3)

4.0 (0.2)

4.4 (0.2)

4.0 (0.2)

4.6 (0.3)

4.5 (0.3)

5.5 (0.1)

7.3 (0.2)

4.9 (0.2)

2.3

2.4

2.4

---

1.3

1.4

1,2

1.1

I.2

I.5

I.5

I.5

1.5

I.4

0.73

0.77

0.85

---

0.89

0.63

0.54

0.59

0.65

0.59

0.58

0.57

0.67

0.56

62,63

64

65,66

67

68

69

70

70

61,62

63

64

65

66

67
IOK 7114.57 (0.01) 2.2 (0.2)

a Prc-edge cncrgics and intensities were determined by fits to the data (see the Expcrimcnta! Section for details on the fitting procedure).

b The values reported for the prc-edge areas were multiplied by 100. c Peak energy differences arc the energy differences between the
lowest energy and the highest energy pre-edge feature. d Peak area ratios are the area of the first prc-edge feature divided by the total prc-
cdgc area.
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excited states the holes in each of these

configurations must be coupled. The t2e2 configuration gives rise to a 4T 1 many-electron

state, while the t22e configuration gives a 4T I and a 4T2 state. The 4A2 state originates

from a t23 configuration and thus is forbidden from a t22e2 ground state as it would

involve a two-electron transition and it cannot mix with any other quartet state due to

symmetry constraints. (Note that coupling of the 1s hole to the these d(n+ 1) find states

gives a set of 5T1, 5T2, and 5T1 states and a set of 3T1, 3T2, and 3T1 states. Only the

quintet states are spin allowed and these will have the same relative energy splittings as

the parent d(n+l ) states. Thus, ordy the d(n+l) state nomenclature is used further.)

The energies of the 4TI, 4T2, and 4TI states can be determined by solving the

Tanabe-Sugano matrices38 with appropriate values for the tigand field parameters, 10Dq,

B, and C. Ground state 10Dq values can be obtained from optical spectroscopy,

however, excited state 10Dq values will be reduced in this case because of the addition of -

an electron into the d-muifold. It has been found that 10Dq values obtained from charge

transfer transition energies are 6370 of the values obtained from ligand field transitions. 40

k this case, however, the excited state 10Dq should not be reduced as much due to the

increase in the effective nuclear charge from the 1s hole. The energies of the many-

electron states were calculated with a 10Dq that is 8070 of the ground state value as was

experimentally detedned from fits to the high spin ferric octahedral model complex

data (vide in~ra). The B value used was a d(n+l ) free ion B value reduced by 10% to

include covalency effects. The Cm ratio was kept fixed at 4.0. High spin ferrous

complexes typically have ground state 10Dq values of -10,000 cm-l. 41 Using a 10Dq

value of 8000 cm-l, a B value of 780 cm-l, and a C value of 3120 crrrl, the energies of

the 4T 1, 4T2, and 4T ] states were determined. The lowest energy excited state is the

4T1(0.081t22e> + 0.921t2e2>) state, 0.9 eV higher in energy is the 4T2(lt22e>) state, and

1.3 eV higher in energy than the 4T2 state is the 4Tl(0.921t22e> + 0.081t2e2>)state.

Therefore, from ligand field theory one would expect that a high spin ferrous complex in

an octahedral Iigand field would have three pre-edge features of equal intensity split by

0.9 and 1.3 eV (see Figure 4.3 B). However, the first two features would be barely

experimentally resolvable as the energy resolution at the Fe K-edge is - 1.4. eV. 31
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Fi~re 4.3. A) Fit to the Fe K-edge XAS pre-edge region of FesiF6*6H20 where the

solid line is the data, the dashed line is the fit to the data, the dashed-dot line is the

background function, and the dotted lines are the individud pre-edge peaks. The inset is

the second derivative of the data (—) and the second derivative of the fit to the data (---).

B) The energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the 4T1, 4T2 and 4T 1

states. C) The energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the 4T 1, 4T~

and 4T1 states when covalency effects are included. D) The effect of increased 10Dq on

the energy splitting of the 4T 1, 4T2 and 4T 1 states.
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Furthermore, the intensity of the three features should dsc refl~t covdency effecx. The

e set of 3d orbitds is more covalent than the t2 set due to u bonding interactions with the

ligands and, thus, states containing a t2e2 component should be more intense than states

containing a t22e component as there is more d-character in the t2 set of orbitds. k the

high spin ferrous case, only the lowest energy 4T1 state contins a t2e2 component. Thus,

the lowest energy feature (arising from the trmsition to the lowest energy 4T 1 smte)

should be more intense tha the two features higher in energy (see Figure 4.3 C). Al of

the ferrous high spin octahedrd model complex pre-edge features needed to be fit with

three petis (with the exception of Fe12 which was adequately fit with two features) with

the lower energy feature being more intense than the other two features (see Table 4.1

ad Figure 4.3).

The total normalized pre-edge intensities of the octahedral high spin ferrous

complexes range from 3.1 -4.4 with an average intensity of 3.9. This is consistent with

the quadruple intensity observed for D4h CUC42-.24’42’43 The pre-edge feature of an

isotropic sample of (creatininium)2 CuC14 (which has been shown to be quadruple in

character) 24 was fit using the same criteria as for the iron complexes. The results of the

fit give a pre-edge feature at 8978.8(0.1) eV with an intensity of 1.5(0.3). CU(II)

complexes are 3d9 systems that have only one hole in the 3d manifold. Therefore, to

compare the total intensity of the CU(H) complex to that of the Fe(H) complexes that are -

3 d6 systems, the total pre-edge intensity has to be scaled by 4 and by (Zeff2 for

Fe(II))/(Zeff2 for CU(H)) as the quadruple transition increases as Zeff2. ~ff, estimated

from Slater’s rules,44 is 7.85 for CU(II) and 5.90 for Fe(II). Thus, the predicted

quadruple intensity for a ferrous complex is 3.4(0.7) which is close to the experimental

average intensity of 3.9. One would expect that the expenmenti value would be higher

than the predicted quadruple intensity as some of the complexes are slightly distorted

frOm oh sy~e~.

Trends in the pre-edge splittings of the three features in these complexes can be

related to ligand ~eld strength: Fe(U) (irnidazole)6 > Fe(U) (H20)6 > FeF2 - FeC12 >

FeBr2 > Fe12. This is the same trend that is observed for 10Dq values obtained from

41 It is worth noting that theoptical spectroscopy along the spectrochernical series.

splittings of the pre-edge features observed for FeSiF6* 6H20 are identical to the

calculated splittings of the states when using a 10Dq value that is 8070 of the ground state

10Dq value of FeSiF6”6H20. Increasing 10Dq from 7500 to 13,000 cm-l, increases the

splitting between the 4TI and 4T2 states by 0.5 eV and the splitting between the lowest

and highest 4T1 states by 0.4 eV.
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4.3.1.2. Td Geometry. Fe K-edge XAS data were collected for three tetrahedral

ferrous complexes: (E@)2[FeC4], Cs3FeC15, and Fe(HB(3,5-iPr2pz) 3)Cl. The iron

environment in @4N)2 [Fe C14] is very close to Td in geometry, Cs3FeC15 is D2 d

distorted, and Fe(~(3,5-iPr2pz) 3)Cl is C3V distorted. The XAS edge spectra for these

bee complexes are shown in Figure 4.4 with an expanded view of the 1s—>3d pre-edge

region presented in the inset. Ml three complexes have a relatively intense pre-edge

feature that is split by 1.5 eV with the lower energy feature being more intense than the

tigher energy feature (Table 4.1). The Fe(HB(3,5-iPr2pz) 3)Cl pre+dge pe&s are more

intense tha those of @tm)2~eC4] and Cs3FeC15 (Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1 ).

The 1s—>3d pre-edge features of (Et4N )2[Fe C14], Cs3Fe C15, and

Fe(~(3,5-l?r2pz) 3)C1 can gain intensity both through an ~lowed quadruple transition

and by 4p tixing into the 3d orbit~s, since these complexes have a noncentrosyrnrnetric

environment around the iron site. ~ changing the symmetry from Oh to Td, the e set of

the 3d orbit~s 1s lower in energy than the t2 set with 10Dq of the Td systems being 4/9

that of the Oh 10Dq. ~ the Td case, the ground state has a hole configuration of t23e and,

therefore, the only allowed excited states are those containing the t23 or t22e

configurations (Scheme 2).

ground state excited state
configuration configurations

+++ ,romotl,”ofa”l~ .+++ *++ ‘2 scheme,

%+

eledron Into the
3d manrfold

%% %+e

t23e t23 t$e

A t2e2 configuration would involve a forbidden two-electron transition. Coupling the

three t2 holes gives a 4A2 many-electron state, while coupling the holes in the t22e

configuration give 4T I and 4T2 states. The t2e2 configuration (arising from a two-

electron trmsition) dso gives rise to a 4T1 state. Since the two 4T1 states are allowed to

mix by syrnrnetry, both 4T 1 states will have an allowed t22e component. The 4A2 and the

4T2 states only contain t23 or t22e components, respectively, and transitions into these

states are fully allowed.

Energies of the four many-electron states were calculated using a 10Dq value of

3280 cm-l (80% of the ground state 10Dq of @~N)2~eC14])~5 a B value of 780 cm-l

(90% of the d(n+l) B), and a C value of 3120 cm-l. The 4A2 (lt23>)state is the lowest

energy excited state: the 4T~ (lt~2e>) state is 0.4 eV higher in energy; a 4T1 (0.31 lt22e> +
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Figure 4.4. Fe K-edge XAS spectra of (EuN )2[FeC14] (—), Cs3FeCls (---), and

Fe(~(3,5-ZPr2pz) 3)Cl (.....), where the inset is an expansion of the ls—>3d pre-edge

region.
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0.691t2e2>) state is 0.3 eV higher in energy (than the 4T2 state); and a 4T1 (0.691t22e> +

0.31 lt2e2>) state is 1.3 eV higher in energy than the other 4T 1 state. Since the t2e2

configuration requires a two-electron transition, only the t22e components of the 4T1

states are allowed. The three lower energy states (4A2 , 4T2, and 4T 1) are dl within

0.7 eV of one another and, thus, wiH not be resolvable at the Fe K-edge, while the higher

energy 4T I state is positioned 2 eV higher than the 4A2 state md should be resolvable.

The quadruple intensity is divided between these states according to the

degeneracy of the state and the percentage of the one-electron allowed strong field

component (in the case of the 4T1 states), so that the quadruple intensity ratio of the

4A2:4T2:4T1 :4T1 is 1:3:0.3 1x3:0.69x3 (see Figure 4.5 B). The pre-edge features of these

tetrahedral complexes will also gain intensity from 4p mixing into the 3d orbitals.

However, the 4p states transform as t246 so there will only be mixing into the 3d t2 set

and, thus, only the d(n+] ) states that have t22e components will have electric dipole

intensity from 4p mixing into the 3d orbitals. The 4T2, 4T1, and 4T1 states have a t22e

component and will have an electric dipole intensity ratio of 3:0.3 1x3:0.69x3,

respectively (see Figure 4.5 C). Consequently, two pre-edge features are expected, writh

the first feature containing transitions into the 4A2,4T2, and 4T 1 states and the second

feature containing the transition into the higher energy 4TI state. The intensity pattern of

the data can be explained when both the quadruple intensity and the dipole intensity -

from 4p character mixing into the 3d t2 orbitds are &en into account (see Figure 4.5).

Using a total quadruple intensity of 3.4(0.7) (the value calculated for the quadruple

contribution), the dipole intensity of (EuN )2 [Fe C14], which has a total intensity of

1~.9(0.6) (Table 4.1), is 9.5(0.9). Ttig the proper intensity ratio for each state (given

above), the intensi~ of the first feature divided by the total intensity is 0.66 which is very

close to the intensity ratio of 0.67 experimentally obtained for the pre-edge features of

(Et@) 2[FeC4] (Table 4.1 ).

The percentage of 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds was dso obtained. The dipole

intensity (allowed by 4p mixing into the 3d t2 set of orbitals) is 9.5(0.9) for

(Et~N)2[FeC14]. The quadruple intensity is -1 % of the dipole intensity as has been

calculated by Blair and Goddard22 and experimentally observed for CUC42-.42’43 A

more rigorous figure can be obtained from an analysis of the pre-edge features of

(creatininium)2 CuC14, a D4h complex, and CS2CUC14, a D2d complex. The fitted ls->3d

pre-edge areas of these two complexes are 1.5(0.3) and 7.1(0.5), respectively. The

pre-edge feature of (creatininium)2 CuC4 only has quadruple intensity from a transition

into 3dX2-V2as the copper is in a centrosymmetric environment, while the pre-edge

feature of Cs2CuC14 has both quadruple intensity from a transition into 3dX2-Y2ad
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Figure 4.5. A) Fit to the Fe K-edge ~Spre-edge region of (E@T)2[FeC4], where the

solid line is the data, the dashed line is the fit to the data, the dashed-dot line is the

background function, mdthedotted lines metheindvidud pre-edge petis. The inset is

the second derivative of the data (—) and the second derivative of the fit to the data (---).

B) The energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the 4A2, 4T2, 4Tl,

and 4T1 states. C) The energy splitting and the dipole intensity distribution (allowed b>

4p fixing into the 3d states) of the 4A2, 4T2, 4T1, and 4T1 states.
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dipok intensity from 4pZ mixing into the 3dX2-Y2 orbital. The pre-edge feature of

CS2CUC14 should dso have - 1.5(0.3) units of quadruple intensity from a transition into

3dX2-Y2,however, self-consistent field-Xa-scattered wave calculations indicate that the

3 dX2-Y2 component of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is 61 YC for

(creatininium)2CuC4 and 67% for CS2CUC4. 42>43Taking into account the differences in

d character in the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, the amount of quadruple

intensity in the pre-edge feature of CS2CUC4 should be 1.65 (0.3). Thus, the amount of

dipole intensity in the pre-edge feamre of CS2CUC4 should be 5.45(0.6), 7.1(0.5) minus

1.65(0.3). The amount of 4pZ mixing into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is

known to be 3.8(1.5)% from an analysis of the Cu ls—>4p + ligand-to-metd

42’43 Hence, 3.8(1.5)% 4pZ tixing into the lowestcharge-transfer shakedown transition.

unoccupied molecular orbital provides for 5.45(0.6) units of pre-edge intensity. h other

words, 190 4p mixing yields 1.43(0.6) units of 1s— >3d pre-edge intensity. Using this

ratio, the percentage of 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds was obtained for (Et&) 2[FeC4].

Since the dipole intensity of the pre-edge feature for (E@)2[FeC4] is 9.5(0.9) units, the

-amount of 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds is 9.5(0.9)/1.43(0.6), or 6.6(2.8)70. A density

functional calculation on (E4N)2[FeC14] predicts 2- 3% 4p miting into each of the 3d

orbitds with t2 symmetry, indicating that the total amount of 4p mixing into the 3d

manifold is 6- 97C.47

4.3.1.3. C4V Geometry. Fe K-edge XAS data were collected for four square

pyramidal high spin ferrous model complexes: (BF4)~eflMC)Cl], @F4)~e(TMC)Br],

(BF4)[Fe(TMC)CH3 CN], and (BF4)[Fe(TMC)N3]. The spectra of these four complexes

are shown in Figure 4.6 with the inset showing an expanded view of the 1s—>3d.

pre-edge region. Ml four of these square pyramidd complexes have an intense feature at

-7111.5 eV, with a second much weaker feature at -7113.3 eV where the second feature

is visible in the second derivative. @F4)~e(TMC)N3] has the most intense pre-edge

feature while that of (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Br] is the least intense (Table 4. 1).

An iron atom in a C4V site has a noncentrosymrnetric environment and thus the

1s—>3d pre-edge transition gains intensity both from the allowed quadruple and from

dipole (associated with 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds) mechanisms. A C4V site can be

treated as a distorted oh site, in which the 4T2 d(n+l ) state (vide supra) splits into a 4Bz

and a 4E state and the two 4T ] states split into a 4A2 and a 4E state. If the ground state

orbital splitting is as shown in Scheme 3, then promotion of a 1s electron into the 3d

manifold produces three d(n+l) allowed excited state configurations: eal b 1, e2b 1. and

e~al (Scheme 3).
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The relative energies of these configurations have been determined from density

functional cdculations47 ad are consistent with values obtained from optical absorption

41 From these calculations, the e2b 1experiments for square pyrarnidd ferrous complexes.

configuration (which contributes to the 4B 2 state from the oh 4T2 state) is the lowest in

energy, with the ea lb I configuration (which contributes to the 4E state from the lower

energy oh 4T1 state) being 0.4 eV higher in energy, and the e2al configuration (which

contributes to the 4A2 state from the higher energy oh 4T 1 state) being 1.6 eV higher than

the eal b I configuration. 47 Thus the many-electron states that involve one-electron9

transitions are the 4B2, 4E, and 4A2 states. The quadruple intensity of these states will

have an intensity ratio of 1:2:1, respectively (see Figure 4.7B).

The pre-edge features of these square pyrarnidd complexes can gain additiond “

intensity from 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds. k the C4V cue, the 4p orbitis trmsform as

e (4PX,Y) ~d al (4pz). AS the mti distortion is along the z =is, one would predict that

the 4pz orbital fixing into the dz2 orbital of al symmetry will be the dominant effect.

Thus, the transition to the 4B2 state that contains the e2bl component should be the most

intense. This is consistent with the data where the lower energy feature is much more

intense than the higher energy feature (see Figure 4.7). The density functional calculation

for (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Cl] dso shows that the dz2 orbiti contains 4~ character, while the

47 The amount Of 4Pzdxz and dyz e orbitals contained no significant 4~Y character.

mixing into the dz2 orbital can be estimated from the experimentti data. The total

pre-edge intensity for (BF4)re(TMC)Cl] is 12.9(0.2) Cable 4.1). If 3.4(0.7) units are

attributed to the quadruple transition, then 9.5(0.7) units originate from 4pz (dipole

allowed) character in the dz2 orbiti. E 1Yo4p mixing account for 1.43(0.6) units of area

(vide supra), the amount of 4pZ mixing into the 3dZ2 orbital is 9.5(0.7)/1.43(0.6), or

6.6(2.8)%. The density functional calculation for (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Cl] shows 970 4pZ

mixing into the dZ2 orbitd.47

Considering that there is only one state that gains intensity from the 4pz mixing

into the dz2 orbital, the axial interaction will be reflected in the intensity and position of
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K-edge XASpre-edge region of(BF4)~eflMC)Cl] ,where

dashed line is the fit tothedata, the dashed-dot lineis the

background function, and the dotted lines are the individudpre-edge peaks. The insetis

the second derivative of the data (—) and the second derivative of the fit to the data (---).

B) The energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the 4B2, 4E, and 4Az

states. C) The energy splitting and the dipole intensity distribution (allowed by 4p

fixing into the 3d states) of the 4B2, 4E, and 4A2 states.
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themost intense pre-edge feature. Forexarnple, theintensity ofthispre-edge feature of

the high spin ferrous complexes in this study decreases a:: @F4) ~e(TMC)hT3 ] >

@F4)[Fe(TMC)Cl] > (BF4)[Fe(TMC)CH3 CN] > (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Br]. This trend

matches the strength of the axial ligand with the mide having the strongest interaction

and the bromide having the we&est.

It is important to note that both Td (E4N)2[FeC4] and C4V (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Cl]

have the same pre-edge intensity. Thus, one would not be able to determine the site

1~“ However, thesymmetry of the iron solely on the basis of total pre-edge intensity.

distribution of intensity over the multiplet features of Td and C4V complexes is very

different. h the Td case, the dipole intensity (from 4p mixing into the t2 d orbitds) is

distributed over both pre-edge features (Figure 4.5), while in the C4\, case (where one

axial ligand is removed), the dipole intensity from 4pz mixing into the dz2 orbital is

located ody in the lowest energy pre-edge features since removing an axial Iigand lowers

the energy of dz2 (Figure 4.7).

4.3.2. Wgh Spin Ferric Complexes
.

4.3.2.1. Oh Geometry. Fe K-edge XAS data were collected for nine high spin

ferric octahedrd model complexes with varying ligation: F-, Cl-, Br, and O and N from -

acac, malonate, oxdate, urea, and H20. The XAS edge spectra for FeF3, FeC13, FeBrS,

and [FeC16][Co(Nw)6] are shown in Figure 4.8 and the spectra for Fe(acac)3,

(Nfi)3Fe(mdonate)3, (N~)Fe(S04)2* 12H20, and Fe(urea)6(C104)3 are shown in

Figure 4.9. The lowest energy transitions are the we& 1s—>3d pre-edge pe&s, which

are expanded and shown as insets in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Ml nine complexes have a low

intensity split pre-edge feature (Table 4.1 ).

Since dl nine of these complexes have a centrosyrnmetric octahedral iron site, the

only intensity mechanism available for the 1s—>3d feature is the allowed quadmpole

transition. k the high spin ferric case, there are five 3d electrons in the ground state with

a t23e2 configuration. Promotion of a 1s electron into the 3d manifold produces two

excited state configurations, a t22e2 and t23e (Scheme 4).
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configuration
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t23e2

promoton of an 1s

electron Into the
+

3d manifold

excited state
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Figure 4.9. Fe K-edge XAS spectra of Fe(acac)3 (—), (NH4)3Fe(mdonate)3 (---),

N~)Fe(S04b*12H20 (...), and Fe(urea)6(C104)3 ( — -), where the inset is an

expansion of the ls—>3dpre-edge region.
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Coupling of the holes in the t22e2 and t23e configurations gives a 5T2 and a SE state,

respectively. 36 Therefore, one predicts an octahedrd high spin ferric complex to have

two pre-edge features split by an excited state 10Dq with a quadruple intensity ratio of

3:2. Fits to the data show that there ae indeed pre-edge two features with an intensity

ratio of -3:2 and splittings that range from 1.1 to 1.5 eV @igure 4.10 and Table 4.1). The

energy splitting between the two pre-edge features is a direct measurement of the 10Dq

value of the d(n+ 1) find state. In comparing these energy splitting with ground state

10Dq values from optical data, 41 the excited state 10Dq values are 80% of the ground

state values. The splitting of the two pre-edge features in these complexes can be related

to ligand field strength with the splittings following the trend Fe-O~e-N > FeF3 > FeC13

> FeBr3.

The total pre-edge intensities of the octahedral high spin ferric complexes range

from 4.0 to 7.3 with the average intensity being 4.9. As was done for the high spin

ferrous complexes in an oh field, an estimate of the quadruple intensity was calculated

using the area of the pre-edge feature for D4h CUC42- of 1.5(0.3). That value was scaled

by 5 for the number of 3d electrons and multiplied by (Zeff2 for Fe(~))/(Zeff2 for CU(D))

where ~ff is 7.85 for CU(H) and 6.25 for Fe(DI) giving a predicted quadruple intensity

for a femic complex of 4.7(0.9) which is very similar to the experimental averaged

intensity of 4.9. One would expect that the experiment value would be higher than the

predicted quadruple intensity as some of the complexes are distorted from oh symrneq.

4.3.2.2. Td Geometry. Fe K-edge XAS data were collected for one high spin

ferric tetrahedral complex, @@)~eC4]. The XAS spec~m is shown in Figure 4.11

(solid line) with the ls—>3d pre-edge region expanded and shown in the inset..

(Et4N)~eC4] has a very intense single pre-edge feature ~able 4.1 ).

The 1s—>3d pre-edge feature of (EuN)[FeC4] gains intensity both through an

allowed quadruple transition and dipole transition from 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds,

since this complex has a noncentrosymrnetric environment around the iron site. In

changing symetry from Oh to Td, the e set of the 3d orbitds is lower in energy than the

t2 set with 10Dq of the Td systems being 4/9 that of the oh 10Dq. As in the high spin

ferric octahedrd case, there are two one-elecwon allowed excited state configurations.

t22e2 and t23e (Scheme 5), that produce two many-electron states, ST 2 and SE,

respectively.
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Fi~re 4.10. A) Fittotie Fe K-edge XASpre-edge region of Fe(acac)3, where tie solid

line is the data, the dashed line is the fit to the data, the dashed-dot line is the background

function, and the dotted lines are the individud pre-edge peaks. The inset is the second

derivative of the data (—) and the seco~d derivative of the fit to the data (---). B) The

energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the ST 2 and SE states.

C) The effect of increased 10Dq on the energy splitting of the ST2 and 5E states.
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Consequently, a tetrahedral high spin ferric complex can have a transition to the doubly

degenerate SE state and dso to a triply degenerate 5T2 state at 10Dq higher in energy.

Energies of the many-electron states were calculated using a 10Dq value of 5200 cm-l

(80% of the ground state 10Dq of (EQN)[FeC4])48, a B value of 950 cm-] (90% of the

d(n+l ) B), and a C value of 3800 cm-l. Using these values the energy splitting between

the 5E and 5T2 states is 0.6 eV (Figure 4. 12) which is not resolvable at the Fe K-edge.

The pre-edge features of tetr~edrd complexes dso gti intensity from 4p fixing

into the 3d orbitds. The 4p orbitds transform as t2 so there is ody mixing into the 3d t2

set which contributes to the intensity of the transition into the 5T2 state (see Figure 4.12).

If the total quadruple intensity is 4.7(0.9) (the value calculated above for ferric

complexes) then for @@)~eC4] wtich has a toti intensity of 20.7(0.8) (Table 4.1) the

dipole intensity is 16.0(1.2). Thus, the total amount of 4p mixing into the t2 set of ~

orbitds observed experimentally is 11.2(4.7)% (i.e. 16.0(1.2)/1.43(0.6)). A density

functional calculation on (Et4N)~eC4] predicts 2-3% 4p mixing into each of the 3d

orbitds of t2 symetry, giving a total of 6-970.47

4.3.2.3. C4V Gometry. Fe K-edge da~ were collected for one square pyramidd -

high spin ferric complex, Fe(sden)C1. The XAS spectrum of Fe(stien)Cl is shown in

Figure 4.11 with the pre-edge region expanded and shown in the inset. The pre-edge

feature of Fe(sden)Cl appears to be a relatively intense single feature (Table 4. 1).

When the iron atom is in a C4V site it is in a noncentrosyrnmetric environment and

thus the 1s—>3d pre-edge transition can gain intensity both from the allowed quadruple

transition and dso from 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds. A C4V site can be treated as a

distorted oh site, in which the d(n+l ) 5T2 state splits into a 5B2 and a SE state and the 5E

state splits into a 5A 1 and a 5B I state. Due to the reduced ligand repulsion along the

z-axis (from removing an axial ligand), the dxz, dyz ad the dz2 orbitds will be lower in

2 2 orbitis. There are four one-electron allowedenergy with respect to the dxy and dx -y

excited state configurations: eb2albl, e2albl, e2b2bl, and db2a1.
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Fi~re 4.12. A) Fit to the Fe K-edge XASpre-edge region of @~)~eC4], where the

solid line is the data, the dashed line is the fit to the data, the dashed-dot line is the

background function, and the dotted lines are the individud pre-edge peaks. The inset is

the second derivative of the data (—) and the swond derivative of the fit to the data (---).

B) The energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the SE and ST2 states.

C) The energy splitting and the dipole intensity distribution (allowed by 4p fixing into

the 3d states) of the SE and ST2 states.
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The relative energies of these configurations can be determined horn density functional

calculations and from experimental observations of the 3d orbital energies. 41 From these

calculations, the e*albl configuration (which comprises the 5B2 state) is the lowest in

energy, with the eb2alb 1 configuration (which comprises the SE state) being 0.2 eV

figher in energy, the e*b2bl configuration (which comprises the 5A] state) being 0.45 eV

above the eb2alb 1 configuration, and the e*b2al (which comprises the 5B 1state) being

1.05 eV above the e*b2bl configuration. 47 The quatipole intensity into these states will

have an intensity ratio of 1:2:1:1, respectively (SW Figure 4. 13B).

The pre-edge features of square pyramidd complexes gains additiond intensity

from 4p fixing into the 3d orbitds. h the C4Vcase, the 4p orbitis transfom as e and al.

However, the main distortion is along the z axis, and one would thus predict that the 4pZ -

orbital (of al syrnmet~) will mix into the dZ* orbital of al symmetry. b tis scenario the

transition to the 5A 1 state that contains the e2b2b I component should be the most intense.

This is consistent with the pre-edge data where the lower energy feature is much more

intense than the higher energy feature (see Figure 4.13). The density functional

calculation on Fe(sden)Cl dso shows that the dz2 orbital contains 4pz character, while
47 The amount Of 4Pzthe dxz and dYZorbitals do not cont~n signific~t 4PXY ch~acter.

mixing into the dz2 orbit~ can be estimated experiment~ly as follows. The tot~ pre-

edge intensity for Fe(s~en)Cl is 14.4(0.6); if 4.7(0.9) units are attributed to quadruple

intensity, then 9.7( 1.1 ) units come from 4pz (dipole ~lowed) character in the dz2 orbit~.

The amount of 4pz mixing into the dz2 orbital is 9.7(1.1)/1.43(0.6), or 6.8(2.9)%. The

density functional c~culation of (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Cl] shows 9% 4pz mixing into the dz2

orbital. As in the high spin ferrous square pyrarnid~ case, there is only one state that

gains intensity from the 4pz mixing into the dz2 orbit~; thus, the axi~ interaction will be

reflected in the intensity and position of the most intense pre-edge feature.
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Fi~re 4.13. A) Fit to the Fe K-edge ~S pre-edge region of Fe(salen)Cl, where the

solid line is the data, the dashed line is the flt to the data, the dashed-dot line is the

background function, and the dotted lines are the individud pre-dge peaks. The inset is

the second derivative of the data (—) and the second derivative of the fit to the data (---),

B) The energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the SB2, SE, SA1, and

5B 1 states. C) The energy splitting and the dipole intensity distribution (allowed by 4p

fixing into the 3d states) of the 5B2, SE, 5A1, and SB 1 stites.
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4.3.3. Bhuclar Complexes

Fe K-edge data were dso collected for a series of binuclear iron model complexes

with varying oxidation states, geometries, and bridging ligation. The complexes studied

are listed in Table 4.2. Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 display XAS spectra of

representative complexes with the insets containing an expanded view of the 1s—>3d

pre-edge region. Figure 4.14 shows a comparison of spectra of six- and five-coordinate

diferrous complexes, (EuN)2~e2(sdmp) 2]*2DMF and [Fe2(OBz)(et-HPTB) ]@F4)2 t o

those of six- and five-coordinate monomeric complexes. @UN)2~e2(s4mp)2] *2DMF

has a low intensity pre-edge feature that is split by -2 eV, very similar to the monomeric

six-coordinate complex. ~e2(OBz)(et-HPTB)] (BF4)2 dso has a split feature; however,

the lower energy feature is much more intense, similar to the monomeric five-coordinate

complex. k Figure 4.15 is shown an analogous comparison of six- and four-coordinate

diferric complexes, ~e20H(OAc)2(~(pz) 3)2](C104) and (BzP~e2N)2~e20C16], with

those of the corresponding six- and four-coordinate monomeric complexes.

‘~e~OH(OAc)2(HB(pz) 3)2](C104) has a low intensity pre-edge feature that is split,

similar to the monomeric ferric complex. (BzPHMe2N)2~e20 C16] has a single very

intense pre-edge feature, similar to the monomeric tetrahedral complex.

Spectra of [Fe20H(OAc)2(~(pz) 3)2](C10~), [Fe20(OAc)2(HB (pz~)2], “

~e2(TPA)20(OAc) ](C104)2, and (enH2)~e20@DTA) 2]*6H20 are shown in Figure

4,16. All four of these complexes are diferric with various bridging ligands.

~e20H(OAc)2(HB(pz) 3)2](C104) and [Fe20(OAc)2(HB( pzh)2] have the same Iigand set

with the exception of the former having a hydroxide bridge, while the latter has a p-oxo

bridge. [Fe~OH(OAc)2(HB (pz)3)2](C104) and [Fe20(OAc)2(HB (pz~)2] display vev

different pre-edge features with the hydroxide bridged complex having a we~, split

pre-edge feature and the p-oxo bridged complex having a much more intense higher

energy feature with a lower energy shoulder. [Fe2(TPA)20(OAc)] (C104)2 and

(enH2)~e20(HEDTA)2] *6H2 O also contain a p -OXO bridge with

~e~(TPA)20(OAc) ](C104)2 having an additional acetate bridge. Both of these

complexes show a pre-edge feature similar to [Fe20(OAc)2(HB( pz)3)2]. h fact, all the

dimer complexes studied that contained a p-oxo bridge had a distinctive pre-edge feature

in their spectra with this higher energy intense feature and a lower energy shoulder flable

4.2).

The first part to be addressed is the applicability of using the atomic multiplet

analysis that was developed above for monomeric systems on dimeric iron systems. To

resolf’e this question the pre-edge features of diferrous and diferric complexes were
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Figure 4.14. Fe K-edge XAS spectra of (Et4N)2[Fe2(sdmp) 2]@2DMF (—),

FeSiF6*6H20 (---), Fe2(OBz)(emTB)] (BF4)2(2( . ..). and (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Cl] (—-),

where the inset is an expmsion of the 1s—>3d pre-edge region.
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Figure 4.16. Fe K-edge XAS spectra of [Fe20H(OAc)2(~(pz)3 )2](C104) (—),

~e20(OAc)2(~(pz)3)2] (---), [Fe2(Tp A )2 O(OAC)](C1O4)2 ( ~~. . )> and

(enH2)[Fe20(HEDTA) 2]*6H20 (— -), where the inset is an expansion of the 1s—>3d

pre-edge region.
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compared to those of monomer complexes with similar ligation and geometry.

(Et4N)2~e2(sdmp) 2]*2D~ has two six~oordinate iron centefi with O and N ligation.49

The pre-edge of this complex (Figure 4. 14) is vev similar to the pre-edges of monomeric

octahedral complexes with O and N ligation (Figure 4.2). The fits to the

@t~N)2~e2(sdmp)2]02D~ data give pre-edge ped energies that are within 0.1 eV of

the monomeric octahedrd complexes with O and N ligation, with very similar areas of

the three fitted petis (Table 4.1 and 4.2). Fe2(OBz)(et-HPTB) ]@F4)2 has two

five-coordinate iron sites50 and has a pre-edge feature that is vev similar to the squme

pyramidal high spin ferrous monomers (Figure 4. 14; Tables 4.1 and 4.2).

~e20H(0Ac)2@(pz)3 )2](C104) has two six-coordinate iron sites that are very nearly

octahedrd 51 The pre-edge feature of this complex is very similar to the pre-edge

features of octahedrd high spin ferric monomeric complexes with O and N ligation with a

low intensity split pre-edge feature (Figures 4.15; Tables 4.1 and 4.2).

(Bzp~e2N)2~e20C16] contains iron sites with 3 Cl- ligands and a ~-oxo bridge in a

-Td geOme~52 and has a very intense single pre-dge feature that is very similar to that

‘of (E4N)[FeC4] (Figure 4. 15; Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The pre-edge feature of

@zP~e2~)2[Fe20C16] is more intense since the iron site is more distorted due to the

shotier ~-oxo bridge.

From the above similarities, in pre-edge features between monomeric md dimenc

complexes of sitilar oxidation state, ligation and geometry, we cm conclude that the

pre-edge splittings and intensities predicted from atomic multiplet theory can be used to

explain dimeric as well as monomeric iron complexes.

Dimeric iron complexes that contain a p-oxo bridge dl have a very similar and

very distinctive pre-edge feature (Figure 4. 16). The p-oxo bridge seems to have a

dominant effect on the pre-edge features, as mono-, di-, and tri-bridged complexes that

contain a p-oxo bridge all have very similar pre-edge features &igure 4.16 and Table

4.2). There is dso a stting difference in the pre-edge feature of hydroxide vs. p-oxo

bridged complexes, as can be seen in the pre-edge features of

[Fe20H(OAc)2(HB(pz) 3)2](C104) and [Fe20(OAc)2@(pz)3)2] (Figure 4.16). The

six-coordinate v-oxo bridged dimers can be viewed as having an iron site with C4V

symetry in which an axial ligand (the O of the W-OXObridge) has moved closer to the

iron site. This shortening of the axial bond strongly perturbs the iron site allowing for 4p

mixing into the 3d orbitds. As discussed previously, in the high spin ferric C4V case, the

4p orbitals transform as e and al and if the main distortion is along the z axis, the

dominant effect will be that of the 4pz orbital (of al symmetry) mixing with the dz2

orbital of al symmetry. In this scenario, the transition to the 5A I state that contains the
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e2b2bl component (Scheme 6) should be the most intense. Due to the increased ligand

repulsion along the z-axis, the dxz, dyz and the dz2 orbitds will increase in energy with

respect to the dxy and dX2-Y2orbitals. This effect increases tie ene%y of tie 5A1 state so

that it is the state highest in energy. Thus, the tigher energy pre-edge feature should be

the most intense since 4pz mixing into the 3dz2 orbital will increase the intensity of the

5A ~ state T~s expl~ns tie &stlnctive sha~ of W the #-oxo bridged Complexes (Figure

4.16 and Table 4.2).

The amount of 4pz fixing can be quantitated. The toti pre-edge peti intensities

for ~1 the octahedr~ dimer complexes with V-OXO bridges ranges from 10.5 to 16.6

(Table 4.2) with the average toti pe~ intensity being 14.2. A dipole intensity of 9.5 1s

calculated by subtracting the tot~ quadruple intensity of 4.7 (the v~ue obtained from

the octahedral ferric complexes). The amount of 4pz mixing into the dz2 orbital 1s

9.5/1 .43, or 6.69c. As in the high spin ferric square pyr~d~ case, there is only one state

that gains intensity from the 4pz mixing into the dz2 orbiti; thus, the axial interaction will

be reflected in the intensity and position of the most intense pre-edge feature.

4.3.4. Low Spin Iron Complex=

4.3.4.1. Ferrous Complexes. Fe K-edge XAS data were obtained for the low

spin ferrous complexes Fe(~(pz)3)2, Fe(p~p)2 and we(CN)6. XAS spectra for these

three complexes Me shown in Figure 4.17 with the inset showing an expanded view of

the 1s—>3d pre-edge region. Al three complexes have a wek, single pre-edge feature

with the feature of Fe(~ (pz)3)2 being the lowest in energy and that of ~Fe(CN)6 being

highest in energy (Table 4.3).

All three of these low spin ferrous complexes have an octahedrd iron site and.

therefore, the only intensity mechanism for the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature is the allowed

quadruple transition. The ground state of these low spin ferrous complexes has an

electronic hole configuration of e4 with e3 being the only excited state configuration

(Scheme 7). Coupling of the three e holes produces a 2E excited many-electron state.
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Figure 4.17. Fe K-edge XAS spectra of Fe(HB(pz)3)2 (—), Fe(prpep)2 (---), and
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A transition into the 2E state gives rise to a single pre-edge feature (Figure 4.17 and Table

4.3). The average total pre-edge areas for these low spin complexes is 4.6, which is

similar to that of the high spin ferrous complexes.

4.3.4.2. Fertic Complexes. Fe K-dge XAS dab were obtained for the low spin

ferric complexes [Fe(HB(pz)3)2]( C104), ~e(prpep)2](C104), and K3Fe(~)6. XAS

spectra for these three complexes are shown in Figure 4.18 with an expmded view of the

1s—>3d pre-edge region shown in the inset. Al three of these complexes have a weti

pre-edge feature with a lower energy shoulder. The splitting between the lower energy

shoulder and the higher energy feature is the greatest in K3Fe(CN)6 (Table 4.3).

These low spin ferric complexes dl have an octahedrd iron site and therefore the

1s—>3d pre-edge feature only gains intensity through an allowed quadruple transition.

The ground state of an octahedrd low spin ferric complex has

two excited state configurations of e4 and t2e3 (Scheme 8).

ground state excited state

a t2e4 configuration, with

configuration configurations

—— ——
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3d mntiold

“ %%% * w–+e’2 scheme’ ~

t2e4 e4 t2e3

Coupling of the four e holes produces a lA1 state, while coupling of the holes in the t2e3

configuration produces lT 1, 3T 1, 1T2, and 3T2 states. Using a 10Dq value of

20,000 cm-l, a B value of 1058 cm-l, and a C value of 4500 cm-l, energy splittings of the

five states were calculated. The lowest energy state is the IA 1 with the 3T 1 state being

0.9 eV higher in energy, the 3T2 state being 0.8 eV above the 3T 1 state, the IT I state

being 0.5 eV above the 3T2 state, and the 1T2 being 1.4 eV above the lT 1 state (Figure

4. 19). Comparison of these calculated energies to the fit of the [Fe(prpep)2](C104)

pre-edge region, it appears that the lower energy feature originates from a transition to the

1A ~ d(n+l ) find state, while the higher energy feature gains intensity from the 3T1, 3T2.

and 1T 1 states. The 1T2 state is highest in energy and difficult to resolve due to the onset

of the edge features @igure 4. 19).

Assuming that the feature at -7112.7 eV contains the intensity from transitions in

the 3T1, 3T2, and lTI states, the theoretical intensity ratio of the three pre-edge features

should be 1:9:3. The fits to the [Fe(prpep)2](C104) pre-edge region give an intensity ratio

of 1:6.4:1.7. The discrepancy between the theoretical intensity and that which is
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background finction, mdtiedo~ed lines aetieindividud pre-edgepe&s. The inset is

the second derivative of the data (—) and the second derivative of the fit to the data (---).

B) The energy splitting and the quadruple intensity distribution of the 1A 1, 3T1, 3T2,

lT1, and 1T2 states. C) The effect of increased 10Dq on the energy splitting of the 1A1.

3T1, 3T2, ITl, and 1T2 states.
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observed can be explained by covdency effects. The e set of orbitds is more covalent

than the t2 set due to o bonding interactions with the ligands; therefore, the transition to

the 1A 1 state (the state containing the e4 component) should have more relative intensity

than transitions to the T states which is seen in the data. The energies of the four states

were recalculated using a larger 10Dq value of 28,000 cm-l (80~0 of the ground state

10Dq for K3Fe(CN)6)41 (see Figure 4. 19C). Again, the lower energy feature appears to

originate from a transition to the 1A] state, while the higher energy feature gtis intensity

from transitions to the 3T1, 3T2, md lT1 stites. The transition to the 1T2 state is difficult

to resolve from the edge features. In fact, a third higher energy pre-edge feature at

-7115 eV could be included in the fits to the [Fe(~(pz)3)2](C104) and K3Fe(CN)6 data.

However, the data could be fit well with only two pre-edge features (Table 4.3), while a

third pre-edge feature

4.4. Discussion

was necessary to fit the data of [Fe(prpep)2](C104) @igure 4. 19).

The 1s—>3d pre-edge feature in the iron complexes studied was shown to be

sensitive to tie electronic and geometric s~cture of the iron site. For an iron atom in a

symetric six-coordinate environment, the number of features and the energy positions

of those features differ with oxidation and spin state of the iron atom due to the differing -

many-electron excited states. In particular, upon promoting a 1s electron into the 3d

manifold, i) a high spin ferrous atom in an ~ ligand field has three many-electron

excited smtes, 4T1, 4T2, and 4T1. The lowest energy 4T1 state is barely resolvable from

the 4T2 state at the Fe K-edge with the higher energy 4T 1 state being -2 eV above the

other two states. Hence, a high spin ferrous atom in an octahedrd environment has a

pre-edge feature at -7111.5 eV from transitions into the 4T1 and 4T2 states and a feature

at -7113.5 eV from a transition into the higher energy 4TI state. Splitting of the lo~ver

energy feature may be observable if the energy difference between the 4T 1 and 4T2 is

greater than the experimental energy resolution at the Fe K-edge. ii) A high spin ferric

atom in an oh ligand field typically has two 1s—>3d pre-edge features at approximately

7113.0 and 7114.5 eV split by 10Dq due to transitions into the 5T2 and SE excited states.

A direct measurement of the excited state 10Dq value is obtainable from the magnitude of

the pre-edge splitting and, thus, trends in ligand field strength are observable. iii) A low

spin ferrous atom only has one excited state and, thus, only a single pre-edge feature is

observed at -7112 eV for complexes with nitrogen ligation. iv) A low spin ferric

complex in an Oh environment has five allowed excited states with the lowest in energy

being a 1A1 state and the 3T1, 3T2, lT1, and 1T2 states at higher energy. Consequently,
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the l—>3d pre-edge feature of a low spin ferric complex will have a low energy feature

below 7111.0 eV due to the transition into the lA1 state with more intense features at

higher energy due to transitions into the 3T1, 3T2, 1T 1, and ‘T2 states. h each of the

cases mentioned above where the iron atom is in a symmetric site, the pre-edge features

are very weak since the intensity originates from only from quadruple transitions. The

average total pre-edge intensity for the ferrous complexes is close to 4, while that of the

ferric complexes is closer to 5. The increase in intensity on going from ferrous to ferric

sites is due to the fact that a ferrous iron atom has four holes in the ground state 3d

manifold, while in the ferric oxidation state there are five holes in the 3d mtifold.

The 1s—>3d pre-edge feature is dso sensitive to the geome~ of the iron site m

noncentrosymmetric distortions allow for 4p-3d tixing, thereby, increming the intensity

of the pre-edge feature. Dipole transitions are two orders of magnitude more intense than

quadruple transitions, so even a few percent of 4p mixing into the 3d orbitds will be

visible in the intensity of the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature. The trend of increasing total

intensity with decreasing coordination number has been observed previously. 1’20

However, a more detailed analysis of the intensity distribution over the pre-edge features

allows for more accuracy in determining the coordination number of the iron atom. For

example, (BF4)[Fe(TMC)Cl], a five-coordinate ferrous complex, and (E@)2~eC4]. a

four-coordinate ferrous complex, have the same total pre-edge intensity of 12.9. .

However, the pre-edge features of these complexes look very different.

@F4)~e(TMC)Cl] has an intense pre-edge feature at711 1.4 eV with an extremely weak

feature at 7113.4 eV (Figure 4.7), while @@)2 [FeC14] has two intense peaks at 7111.6

and 7113.1 eV (Figure 4.5). In the Td case, the dipole intensity (from 4p mixing into the

3d orbitds of t2 symmetry) is distributed over both pre-edge features (Figure 4.5), while

in the C4V case, where one uid hgand is removed, the dipole intensity from 4pz mixing

into the dz2 orbital is located only in the lowest ener~ pre-edge feature @igure 4.7). The

effect is not quite as dramatic for ferric complexes @igure 4.12), as there is no spfitting of

the pre-edge feature for femic complexes in Td ligand fields ( 10Dq is lower than the

experimental ener~ resolution at the Fe K-edge). There are two pre-edge features in the

spectrum of the ferric C4Ycomplex Fe(sden)Cl with the lower energy feature being much

more intense than the higher energy feature (Figure 4.14). The increase in intensity of the

lower. energy feature is due to 4pZ mixing into dz2 where removing an axial Iigand

decreases the energy of dZ2. The amount of 4p mixing into the 3d orbitals can be

quantitated since the total pre-edge intensity is a sum of the quadruple and dipole

intensity and the quadmpole intensity can be estimated from the intensity of the pre-edge

features of iron in symmetric environments. The values obtained for the amount of 4p
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mixing into the 3d orbitals for the iron model complexes in this study agree very well

with theoretical estimates of the mixing from density functional calculations.

Analysis of the 1s—>3d transitions in high spin ferric complexes is simplified by

the fact that there is only one many-electron state for each excited state configuration,

which is not the true for the high spin ferrous cme. Thus, when a ferric atom is in a

distorted site, the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature can be used m a direct probe of the distortion.

For example, when a ferric atom is in a C4V site, the pre-edge feature is sensitive to the

strength of the aid interaction. Since the 4pZ orbital only mixes into the dz2 orbiti, only

the transition into the dZ2 orbital (corresponding to a transition into the 5A 1 state) will

gain dipole intensity. Hence, the energy of the most intense pre-edge feature reflects the

energy of the dZ2 orbital and the intensity of this feature is affwted by the strength of the

axial interaction. When an axial ligand is removed, as is the case in a five-coordinate C41,

complex, the dZ2 orbital decreases in energy resulting in an intense lower energy

(-7 112.9 eV) feature in the pre-edge region (Figure 4.13). When there is a strong axial

interaction, as is the case in a p–oxo bridged binuclear complex, the dZ2 orbital increases

in energy resulting in an intense higher energy (-7114.2 eV) feature in the pre%dge

region (Figure 4.16). This intense higher energy feature can be used as a diagnostic tool

for determining whether or not there is a ~–oxo bridge in binuclear proteins and model

complexes.

Using both the edge and EXAFS region of the XAS spectrum, one can obtain a

very detailed description of the iron active site in non-heme iron enzymes. An EXAFS

analysis provides information on the type of ligating atoms and gives very accurate

iron-ligand distances. This study demonstrates that an analysis of the energy spfitting and

intensity distribution of the 1s—>3d pre-edge feature can aid in elucidating the

coordination number and geometry of the iron active site. k addition, the multiplet

structure of the pre-edge feature is specific for a given oxidation and spin state of an iron

atom. The results presented in this chapter should firther aid in the interpretation of the

1s—>3d pre-edge region for non-heme iron enzymes as the energy splitting and intensity

pattern of the pre-edge features are directly related to the oxidation state, spin state and

geometry of the iron site.
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